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ABSTRACT 

 

Fashioning and Refashioning Marie Laveau in American Memory and Imagination 

follows the life and literary presence of the legendary figure, Marie Laveau.  This female 

spiritualist lived in antebellum Louisiana from 1801-1881.  After her death, her legend 

has continued to grow as evidenced by her presence in contemporary print and pop 

culture and the tens of thousands of visitors to her grave in New Orleans every year.  

Here, I contextualize Laveau in a pre-Civil war America by looking at the African 

American female in print and visual culture.  I trace the beginnings of several tropes in 

literature that ultimately affect the relevancy of the Laveau figure as she appears and 

reappears in literature beginning with Zora Neale Hurston’s inclusion of Laveau in 

Mules and Men.  I offer close readings of the appearance of these tropes in Hurston’s 

Their Eyes Were Watching God, interrogate her connection to Caribbean lore in Tell My 

Horse, and show the evolution of this figure in several of Hurston’s short stories.  I then 

offer close readings of the refiguring of Laveau in Robert Tallant’s works, Ishmael 

Reed’s novel The Last Days of Louisiana Red, and Jewell Parker Rhodes’s Marie Laveau 

trilogy.  I  intervene with contemporary scholarship by suggesting that novels like 

Corregidora by Gayl Jones, Mama Day by Gloria Naylor, and The Salt Eaters by Toni Cade 

Bambara draw not on a general conjure figure, as previously thought, but instead 

implicitly refashion feminist heroines that resemble Marie Laveau, characters with a 

circum-Atlantic consciousness that arise from Hurston’s literary legacy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

“LOOKING FOR THE JOIN”:  POSITIONING  

LAVEAU LORE IN AMERICAN STUDIES 

When historical visibility has faded, when the present tense of testimony loses its power to arrest, then 

the displacements of memory and the indirections of art offer us the image of our psychic survival. To 

live in the unhomely world, to find its ambivalences and ambiguities enacted in the house of fiction, or its 

sundering and splitting performed in the work of art, is also to affirm a profound desire for social 

solidarity:  ‘I am looking for the join…I want to join…I want to join.’  

Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture  

 This project seeks to examine and historicize a literary figure that first appears in 

print in nineteenth-century newspaper accounts and continues to reappear in twentieth- 

and twenty-first century literature.  Jewell Parker Rhodes’s book about Marie Laveau, 

Voodoo Dreams, first introduced her to me, but I became intrigued by the way that her 

spectral image haunts fiction and non-fiction books, visual art, newspaper articles, song 

lyrics, drama, and poetry, even into this century.   Flesh and blood Marie Laveau (see 

Figure 1) lived in ante- and post-bellum New Orleans, her life spanning eighty years of 

the transformational nineteenth century, 1801-1881.  Laveau is of Caribbean, African, 

and Native American heritage on her mother’s side, while scholars often depict her 

father as a white landowning New Orleans citizen.  As a powerful Voodooeinne, 

Laveau polarized public opinion, eliciting responses in her community ranging from 

intense love to hair-raising fear.  Likewise, since her death, both condemnation and an 

enduring respect exist in the oral tales of Laveau gathered from New Orleans.   Her 

legend persists in the memories of native Louisianans and continues to pique the 

interest of those with a penchant for lore.  In this study, I trace Laveau from her life as a 

multi-racial female in New Orleans to her legendary status within folklore and fiction in 

order to understand the pervasiveness of this character as it exists in contemporary 

fiction and pop culture.   
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 Laveau’s legend brings to mind that of Tituba, made notorious by her role in the 

Salem witch trials, another tale that persists in American lore.  Arthur Miller’s The 

Crucible portrays Tituba as a black slave who practices Voodoo.  Nathaniel Hawthorne  

 

 

 
Figure 1:  “Marie Laveau” by Franck Schneider after George Catlin c. 1920s; Reprinted with 

permission from the Louisiana State Museum. 

 

 

paints a similar picture of Tituba as a New England witch in The Scarlet Letter.  

Historians like Elaine Breslaw have only recently unearthed how popular culture has 
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increasingly distorted and twisted Tituba’s portrayal over time.1  Another scholar 

alleges that the “black magic” of the Salem witch hunt originated in an English method 

of divining, not an African conjuring (Hansen 4), disproving Tituba’s frequent 

characterization as a black Voodoo practitioner, and displaying our paranoid 

propensity in popular culture to equate Voodoo with evil, the devil, and sorcery.  An 

undertone of Africanism exists in our literature, an argument that Toni Morrison first 

presents in Playing in the Dark, and that scholars like Shelly Fisher Fishkin continue to 

explore in Was Huck Black?  From Jim’s hoodoo superstitions in The Adventures of 

Huckleberry Finn to the fear of the man in the forest in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short 

story “Young Goodman Brown,” the presence of Voodoo pervades our literature.  

Although the Marie Laveau legend haunts American culture as thoroughly as 

Tituba’s, if not more, no one has yet interrogated the manner and forms in which this 

mysterious being persists in literature, wondering why a  Laveau character gets 

fashioned and refashioned in correlation to American race relations since the nineteenth 

century.2  Fashioning and Refashioning Marie Laveau aims to fill that gap by determining 

how and why this figure inhabits racial consciousness and resonates in our collective 

imagination as authors continue to recreate her tale decade after decade.  I will show 

that the Marie Laveau legend offers a prototype for a female heroine from life to lore 

because tales of her humanity appear interspersed with super-human feats.   Laveau 

lore, as it existed orally, sustained people who were experiencing assaults on every 

front, politically, socially, and culturally.  The texts in this examination that carry 

forward Laveau lore write within a tradition where females are valued as oral 

transmitters.  

�������������������������������������������������
1 See Tituba, Reluctant Witch of Salem by Elaine Breslaw for a full account of this legend.   
�
��everal accounts of Laveau do exist as religious and anthropological studies, not as interrogations 

within American literature and culture.  I discuss these accounts in more detail in later chapters.�
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Because the orality of a culture figures so prominently in its belief systems and 

desires, its tales exist as an indicator of those values and remain important over time, a 

subject relevant for extended examination.  By continuing Laveau lore, texts like Their 

Eyes Were Watching God, The Last Days of Louisiana Red, Voodoo Dreams, Voodoo Season, 

Yellow Moon, Corregidora, Mama Day, and The Salt Eaters, all examined here, perform 

several valuable functions.  Generally, they illuminate the reality that popular 

conceptions of Voodoo can be misleading, that the cultural traditions and beliefs that 

informed those practices were not chaos and mayhem, but instead were ritual 

performances that served to unite a black community around common goals, like 

healing and gaining independence.  These texts show how closely the act of political 

resistance is tied to ritual and cultural performance, and that this type of resistance can 

even be conveyed through narration.  These authors are not reactive as much as 

proactive—creating new narrative techniques, and new types of protagonists. They mix 

genres to come up with new forms, combining elements of drama, folklore, literature, 

and song.  Eric Sundquist argues that early folklorists and tale tellers like Charles 

Chesnutt often relay an expressed disbelief in conjure that become apparent in their 

stories (To Wake 316); yet, as we shall see here, authors who have written about a 

conjurer like Laveau truly believe in the power of conjure.   

Laveau lore also functions much like critics have argued about contemporary 

black fiction, serving to revise the traditional slave narrative.  The slave narrative 

remains one of the earliest forms of oral tradition in America (Jones Liberating 2).  

Because “many of the slave narratives were oral histories dictated by their authors and 

transcribed by others,” they remain a significant part of the oral nature of African 

American literature (Martin Ishmael Reed 2).  Jean Fagin Yellin traces the components of 

Harriet Jacobs’s slave narrative, detailing her absent parents, abuse by a licentious 

white master, pregnancy, and eventual escape to the attic of her grandmother, a freed 

slave, while awaiting freedom and a reunion with her children (479).  That life was a 
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reality to Nanny, Grandmére, and the older Corregidora women in these texts, with the 

next generation paving the way toward true freedom.  Joyce A. Joyce brings up a crucial 

point about the slave narrative:   they “were all addressed to white audiences with the 

explicit aim of denouncing slavery” (336).  Like Fredrick Douglass’s slave narrative, a 

“systematic reworking of the encounter between master and slave” (60), that Paul 

Gilroy describes as a central turning point in creating the modern black subject, the 

works here published by Hurston and others after the Black Arts Movement make far 

different narrative choices, writing through an African and circum-Atlantic cultural 

tradition in order to express the history and memory of that culture for an African 

American audience.   

In this way, they revise the slave narrative by creating a new African American 

heroine, from Zora Neale Hurston’s Harlem Renaissance work up to Jewell Parker 

Rhodes’s twenty-first century novels.  In Hurston’s first reimagining of Laveau in Mules 

and Men, she helps create an Afro-American feminist tradition in literature, a new type 

of female protagonist.  Jane Tompkins writes that the idea of the literary “hero” became 

embedded in our society during the antebellum period when American literature first 

began to form a literary tradition.  Since then, we have canonized these texts, the 

protagonists influencing “our notions about who can be a hero” (199).  Hurston, then, 

births a new literary hero that resonates profoundly with our culture’s conceptions of 

heroism.   

As suggested by W.T. Lhamon’s work on lore cycles, the Laveau figure slips and 

changes, evolving over time to respond to social and political contexts, ultimately 

combating racism and sexism, as seen in the most recent contemporary fiction 

portrayals that position her as a female who overcomes those obstacles.  Alice Walker’s 

poem about Janie Crawford reads:  “I love the way Janie Crawford / left her husbands / 

the one who wanted to change her into a mule” (“In Search of” 7).  This heroine 

proposes an avenue of freedom from the bondage conveyed in a traditional slave 
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narrative and instead chooses healing, escapes abuse, obtains economic freedom, and 

owns her body.  These contemporary revisions change the face of fiction by adding to 

an historic tradition aimed not toward the white literary elite, as many slave narratives 

were, but for and about other African Americans with a shared circum-Atlantic 

heritage.    

The positive aspects of the Laveau legend and the favorable oral accounts 

captured in their original dialect cannot be written off entirely as “fiction” that contains 

no truth.  All of them, even the exaggerated stories, existed to serve a purpose—to 

remind African Americans living through slavery and Reconstruction of both their 

humanity and potential for heroism.  In the oral tales of Laveau, we have both.  On the 

other hand, neither can we fully believe the especially sexualized or overly negative 

accounts of her life and ministry, the ones that position her as the “black devil” to 

contrast whiter virtue, employing the binaries that Toni Cade Bambara and Ishmael 

Reed, among others, reject through their experimental fiction.  It appears that on some 

level, truth matters—the myriad versions of her that are the most compelling are those 

that actually resemble the real Laveau, not the extreme negative or extreme positive 

versions of her, but those that depict her as real—feminine, yet, strong; powerful, yet, 

fallible; independent, but relying on and contributing to her New Orleans community.   

Rather than depict Laveau as either angel or demon, I objectively explore her 

evolution in fictional texts within the umbrella of American literary studies, reading 

New Orleans as part of the new global south, “a porous space through which other 

places have always circulated” (McKee and Trefzer 679).3  Its inhabitants are comprised 

of a people descended from the French and “Spanish that governed pre-Louisiana 

purchase Louisiana.  Geographically, they are now located in the Gulf south … The 

uniqueness and complexity of this cultural remnant intensified in New Orleans 

�������������������������������������������������
3 See Katherine McKee and Annette Trefzer’s special issue of American Literature, where they served as 

guest editors on an edition about the global south for expanded information on this topic. 
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(founded in 1718) as Creoles mixed racially with African slaves” (Norman and 

Armentrout 100).  With New Orleans as a setting for Laveau lore, both the city’s and 

Laveau’s transnationality are key to this folkloric figure’s continued relevancy in 

American Studies.   

The Conjure Figure in American Literature  

The texts in this examination share the Caribbean and African tropes that have 

transferred to American literature through the porous transnational space of the Black 

Atlantic and the American south in ports like New Orleans and the Georgia Sea Islands.  

Discussing Caribbean tropes, Catherine John’s work, Clear Word and Third Sight, argues 

a connection between these corresponding cultures of the African Diaspora in what she 

terms their “folk groundings”:   

Proverbial sayings, folktales and folksongs, poems and oral histories are 

some of the manifestations of this consciousness that have appeared time 

and again in the literary writings.  The literatures that draw on these 

cultural practices have attempted to translate and transfer into written 

narrative the power associated with the spoken word within the multiple 

contexts of the oral tradition. (205) 

John quotes African American authors like Toni Cade Bambara to argue that many 

black female authors write from a “circular” interiority.  She focuses her inquiry on 

Caribbean texts that she believes elicit an “alternate consciousness,” or “third sight” in 

the way these diasporic cultural practices have manifested in art as another “way of 

knowing” (205).  I begin a similar quest by looking at oral lore as it transforms into 

literature and its manifestations, but I look specifically at texts beginning with 

Hurston’s that include a Marie Laveau character. 

In literary criticism, a Marie Laveau type of figure in literature is often referred to 

as a “conjurer,” “trickster,” or both.  This study carefully delineates between distinct 

types of conjurers in order to show how Marie Laveau lore differentiates her from these 
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tropes in literature over the course of the century.  American, African, and Caribbean 

oral tradition include numerous tales of conjuring.  The Jamaican conjurer “Grandy 

Nanny,” one of seven national heroes, is described as “an obeah (conjure) woman par 

excellence, a healer, one who could create food magically and a military leader” (Boyce 

Davies xiii).  Trudier Harris and Houston A. Baker, among other critics, credit Charles 

Chesnutt in American literature as the originator of the conjurer, the trickster, and 

similar tropes that appear in his conjure tales published in 1899 (see Figure 2).4  Harris 

traces the conjure figure’s appearance in literature back to the Chesnutt tradition,  

 

  

Figure 2:  The Original Cover of Charles Chesnutt’s The Conjure Woman. 

 

 

to Aunt Peggy in The Conjure Woman, and then to Hurston’s characters.  Though 

representative of this trope, Aunt Peggy poses a contemporary problem in that 

Chesnutt denies this conjure figure “a textual presence of any serious import” (Tucker 

173).  Under this umbrella, Harris then discusses the conjurer in Alice Walker’s short 

story “The Revenge of Hannah Kemhuff,” that Walker created after reading Zora Neale 

�������������������������������������������������
4 I look at these tropes in detail in Chapter One. 
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Hurston’s Mules and Men (Harris “Folklore” 3).5   Harris suggests that certain 

predictable characteristics exist in a traditional conjure, including a victimization, 

righting a wrong, casting spells, and a rejection of traditional religion (“Folklore” 4-5).    

Like Harris, in Workings of the Spirit, Houston A. Baker links Chesnutt’s portrayal 

of Aunt Peggy to later conjure tales and conjure figures.  Baker specifically mentions 

Marie Laveau as part of a larger conjure tradition in literature (Rev. of Voodoo Dreams 

158).  He contextualizes his discussion of conjuring by incorporating ideas of liberation 

and poetic space as those that represent the conjure spirit.  Baker works to expand the 

definition of the conjure figure: 

 The most intriguing way the Afro-American spirit has moved us toward 

liberation has been through what we can term the medium’s transmission 

through the medium of fabrication, innovation, and improvisation.  And 

definitions of ‘medium’ bring us appropriately to the principal poetic 

image—that of the Afro-American hoodoo person or conjurer. (Workings 

77)6   

By poetic space, Baker means “a space offering conditions of possibility for movement” 

(“Conjure” 282).  He argues for the possibility inherent in a conjure figure to convey 

both a spiritual and a feminist quality within a literary work.  Both politically and 

artistically, Baker argues that Hurston’s Mules and Men falls within an Afro-American 

tradition that surpasses genre, not beholden to “rigid, formal categories” (Workings 76).  

This project is premised on Baker’s study as his attempts to see the conjure figure as a 

more fluid and spiritual character within literature than critics had previously believed, 

�������������������������������������������������
5 Walker details Hurston’s influence on this story by dedicating it to her, an acknowledgment that I more 

fully examine in Chapter Two.  This short story is part of the collection of shorts by Walker, In Love & 

Trouble. 
7 The words “conjure,” “hoodoo,” and “magic” are frequently used interchangeably.  For this study, I use 

the term “Voodoo” to refer to the religion and “hoodoo” to refer to these magical elements of the religion 

of “Voodoo,” also referred to as “Voudou” or “Vodou” as it developed from Africa or Haiti. 
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and in his attention to the possibilities of female authors using this figure in a feminist 

manner. 

Though drawing on Baker’s insights, Fashioning and Refashioning Marie Laveau has 

distinctly different aims, focusing only on the Marie Laveau conjure figure and 

distinguishing it from a more general idea of conjure as both he and Harris do.  Baker’s 

study ends in the late 1980s, before the Jewell Parker Rhodes Marie Laveau novels, and 

neglects to analyze the Marie Laveau conjure figure of Ishmael Reed, or Reed’s new 

Voodoo-based aesthetic.  Baker’s conjurer clearly falls into a more inclusive category; in 

his study and historically, possessing a magical ability automatically defines a character 

as a conjurer.  Baker defines the word as “one who performs tricks with words” and 

“the exercise of magical or occult influence” (Workings 69).  In this project, possessing a 

magical ability or performing as a trickster does not define a character as part of the 

Marie Laveau conjure tradition.  Thus, even though Zora Neale Hurston’s Mules and 

Men is the inspiration for Alice Walker’s “The Revenge of Hannah Kemhuff,” Walker’s 

conjurer resembles the more traditional conjure character, one who focuses on hoodoo 

and spells.  This distinction makes the conjurer a vastly wider and more inclusive 

category as Baker and Harris define it within the Afro-American tradition.   

Paul Lauter’s discussion of Chesnutt’s work exemplifies the need for this 

differentiation when he writes that “while Uncle Julius is, from one perspective, a 

doctor of health, from another he is a doctor of deception, the veritable trickster puttin’ 

on ole massa” (156).   Lauter’s statement sums up quite nicely what we have come to 

believe about the conjure figure—that he or she must also be a trickster.  By 

categorizing all conjure figures together, we miss the unique contribution that a Marie 

Laveau conjurer or Marie Laveau lore can bring to a work.  Though organically tied to 

the figures and stories of Chesnutt, Marie Laveau lore serves as a distinct model for a 

new type of folk heroine that develops first in Hurston’s work and is brought to fruition 

over the course of the twentieth century in other African American female authors’ 
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works, her presence always eliciting a black Atlantic, or circum-Atlantic consciousness.  

Specifically, the Marie Laveau character as she appears in Jewell Parker Rhodes’s work 

evolves into a balanced, feminist conjurer who draws on her black Atlantic heritage in 

order to heal her community.  This characterization of Laveau did not appear out of 

nowhere, but is premised on the work of other writers who incorporate Laveau lore into 

their tales, beginning with Hurston, and including authors Gayl Jones, Toni Cade 

Bambara, and Gloria Naylor.   

I show four distinct characteristics that surround Marie Laveau lore in a work of 

fiction:  1) feminism, 2) healing, often with the presence of lightning 3) a balance of both 

the corporeal and spiritual, and 4) formal innovation.  Marie Laveau lore remains a 

conduit for cultural memory of the black Atlantic throughout the century, and every 

text in this examination elicits at least several of these characteristics, if not all of them. 

Regarding the first characteristic, I argue that Marie Laveau lore adds a feminist 

quality to a work.  As Trudier Harris writes: “Tricksters in Afro-American folklore are 

almost always male. In the worlds of Brer Rabbit, John the slave, black folk preachers, 

and the Signifying Monkey, roles are divided along traditional lines” (From Mammies 

143).  Hurston begins to change this male biased folkloric tradition through her 

inclusion of a “fictionalized” character based on Marie Laveau in Mules and Men, and by 

writing Laveau lore into Janie Crawford’s tale, beginning a new literary tradition 

premised on the need for an African American folk heroine to rise from the dust of 

these traditionally male tropes like the Trickster.  By conjuring up Laveau, Hurston 

takes folkloric heroes in a new direction. 

A second characteristic of the presence of Laveau lore in a work is its focus on 

healing, not tricking.  If Chesnutt’s Aunt Peggy is the beginning of the written conjure 

figure, and she possesses both abilities, as do other other conjure/trickster figures like 

Chesnutt’s Uncle Julius, Ishmael Reed’s Papa LaBas, and others, I focus here on a 

distinct healing evolution that trumps the trickster in works that carry forward Laveau 
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lore.  As Lauter astutely observes, the conjure figure serves as “the model for the role of 

the African American creative artist:  healing a sick white society by the magic of his 

art” (156).   His positioning of Charles Chesnutt as a healing artist and of the conjurer as 

a trope for healing concurs with the artists in this examination.  Later twentieth- and 

twenty-first century conjure portrayals will shift from “tricking” to focus on healing, 

both individual and community, a shift that I will argue is representative of the 

religious belief system practiced in Haitian Vodou (Michel 28), and one that gets 

refigured in Laveau lore as part of the larger circum-Atlantic influence on it. 

Thirdly, a work containing Laveau lore is focused on a balance between body 

and spirit, the corporeal and the spiritual.  As I have alluded to, Baker frames the 

conjurer as a spirit and gives examples of conjure women that fit his definition (77).  The 

conjure women of that study fall into one of two categories.  Either they are viewed as 

strictly ephemeral, essentially erasing the African American female body by positing 

the conjure woman as mainly or only a spiritual figurehead within a work, or they are 

tricksters, or both.  Fashioning the conjurer as mainly or only spiritual does attempt to 

reverse the racist and sexist objectifications of the early twentieth century when the 

African American female body functioned as an “erotic icon” illuminating “Western 

Civilization’s morbid fascination with the African American’s “‘sexual proclivities’” 

(duCille Female Subjects  22).    But going from one extreme to another, this bodily 

erasure appears problematic on several levels because it does nothing to combat the 

historical apositionality of the African American female, who Barbara Smith argues is 

already “beneath consideration, invisible, unknown” (410).  Thus, reading a conjure 

figure as a”formless” character or as mainly or only spiritual with the absence of any 

corporeality creates a dilemma of female agency.  Paul Gilroy associates the agency in 

Fredrick Douglass’s autobiography with the emergence of the modern black subject, 

asserting that when Douglass fights his fate as a slave, escapes, and recreates it in his 

literary tale, he “constructs a conception of the slave subject as agent” which leads to 
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“self-creation and self-emancipation” (68-9).  Similarly, modern African American 

female writers begin to create strong female characters who are equally corporeal and 

spiritual agents.  I argue that this representation of balance in modern contemporary 

fiction appears in the Marie Laveau character that is first fictionalized in Hurston’s 

work. 

Finally, Marie Laveau lore works to transform poetic space in twentieth-and 

twenty-first century fiction, as Baker first alludes to in Workings of the Spirit.  His 

scrutiny of space and conjuring as a place of exploration invites us to analyze the spatial 

barriers surrounding this figure.  Taking this idea a step further, I analyze not only the 

poetic boundaries, but national boundaries to see how a work that contains Laveau lore 

incorporates transnationality.  To categorize the Marie Laveau conjure figure, then, as 

an Afro-American literary tradition, fails to emphasize the transnational characteristics 

of Laveau, who embodies the Caribbean and African cultural exchange that existed and 

still exists in New Orleans and that continues to thrive throughout the American south.  

Patrick Bellegard-Smith points out a major difference between the Caribbean belief 

systems and the traditional West:   

Dichotomous assumptions framing the western spirit—black or white, 

good or bad, civilized or primitive, Christianity or Satanism, the French or 

Haitian language—were not shared by many Haitians, which stymied a 

more encompassing vision in which rules were on a sliding scale, reality 

and survival brooked compromises, morality was situational, and people 

understood themselves always as part of a linguistic, religious, sexual, 

and racial continuum. (54) 

Texts with Voodoo undertones tend to welcome formal innovation in an effort to 

deconstruct the dichotomies that inhabit a central place in the linguistic structure of 

Western ideas and language.  As examples, I look at the experimental fiction of Ishmael 
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Reed’s “neo-hoodoo aesthetic” and Toni Cade Bambara’s circular narration, both which 

carry forward this transnational Laveau lore and by association, Voodoo undertones.  

Critical Contexts 

A look at scholarship in African American and Afro-Caribbean literary theory 

will allow us to position Marie Laveau folklore and the fiction that has evolved from it.  

John Lowe aptly summarizes recent scholarship in American literature saying that “the 

American South, we now should see, is in many ways the Northern rim of the 

Caribbean—especially the coastal states of Texas, Louisiana, and Florida” (54).  Paul 

Gilroy’s argument foregrounds this evolution of the Laveau conjure figure in literature, 

as stated, one that is often viewed in American literary criticism as an African-American 

trope, when he argues that we view the black Atlantic as a hemisphere of people rather 

than as separate nations or ethnicities (3).  Confining the study of the conjure figure to 

Afro-American literature, as we have historically done in literary criticism by creating 

national boundaries, we simultaneously cut off the flow of knowledge that informs it.  

This study then, redefines the conjure figure as it appears in literature with Gilroy’s 

ideas of the black Atlantic relevant in this trope’s evolution.  As such, I look at how the 

transnationality that defines the American south actually affects the portrayal of this 

figure over time, looking specifically at the different cultures that play a role in defining 

the “Marie Laveau” conjure figure.  In The Black Atlantic, Gilroy posits that the 

institution of slavery played a central role in what we consider to be “modern” because 

it, in one fell swoop, instituted the “break with the past” that characterizes modernity 

(223).  Of the juncture of culture and nation that links the intellectual tradition of the 

West since the Enlightenment to western blacks, Gilroy writes:  “I have become 

fascinated with how successive generations of black intellectuals have understood this 

connection and how they have projected it in their writing and speaking in pursuit of 

freedom, citizenship, and social and political autonomy” (2).   Baker, in Workings of the 

Spirit, envisions the conjure figure as a continuation of these Enlightenment ideas that 
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impacted the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  These themes of democracy 

continually resurface in twentieth-century works containing Laveau lore because they 

tend to function as neo-slave narratives, and both folklore and slave narratives, oral 

culture in general, “addressed the discrepancy between a theoretical democracy and the 

reality of the failure of democratic principles” (Harris “African-American” 331).   

This multi-disciplinary study draws from scholars in literature and folklore, 

history, performance studies, political science, and cultural studies.  Birthed in the 

transnational site of New Orleans and in light of the recent spate of black Atlantic 

criticism, this literary figure takes on increased importance through the expanding 

boundaries of American literature, boundaries that Homi K. Bhabha refers to in The 

Location of Culture:  “Where, once, the transmission of national traditions was the major 

theme of a world literature, perhaps we can now suggest that transnational histories of 

migrants, the colonized, or political refugees—these border and frontier conditions—

may be the terrains of world literature” (12).  This study unearths the transnationality of 

American literature, crossing national boundaries but also interrogating the meanings 

of “nation.”  As Toni Morrison attests in Playing in the Dark, the inextricably intertwined 

presence of Africanness embedded within American literature underscores its 

Americanness:  “through significant and underscored omissions, startling 

contradictions, heavily nuanced conflicts, through the way writers peopled their work 

with the signs and bodies of this presence—one can see that a real or fabricated African 

presence was crucial to their sense of Americanness” (5-6).  Authors Amiritjit Singh and 

Peter Schmidt discuss how in this new century, a major reshaping of postcolonial and 

borders studies is occurring in “the study of ethnicity and race and culture” (30).  

Increasingly, literature that we have looked at through a post-colonial fabric adorns an 

inter-disciplinary cloak by merging “sociology and anthropology and history as well as 

literary and media studies and older interdisciplinary sites such as Black Studies,” no 

longer looking at “traditional nation-state narratives of identity” but at the 
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“transnational” (30).  In this way, scholars within American Literature and American 

Studies have sought to redefine the term “American Literature.”  William C. 

Spengemann argues as early as 1984 that “we need a better way to identify works of 

American Literature” within the field of Early American Literature, and attempts to 

interrogate national divisions (386).  Rob Kroes’s “Americanization:  What are we 

Talking About?” writes that America has always existed as an amalgamation of other 

nations, a true “creolization,” not only of languages but cultures:  “If the authenticity of 

American culture consists of its picaresque tradition of creolization, its freedom from 

genteel control, its freedom to cut up, to borrow and hybridize, we are back once again 

at what I called the rules of transformation of American culture” (327).  John Carlos 

Rowe writes that within this transformation, “‘border studies’ of the intersections and 

interactions of the different cultures of the United States must also include a 

reconsideration of national cultural boundaries” (New American 52).   

Much can be learned by recognizing the newer expansion of the Americas. 

Joseph Roach coined the term, “circum-Atlantic,” in lieu of “transatlantic,” to 

underscore the compelling truth of Paul Gilroy’s observation in The Black Atlantic:  “A  

new structure of cultural exchange has been built up across the imperial networks 

which once played host to the triangular trade of sugar, slaves, and capital” (Cities 49).  

As such, critics make new connections within texts that link them to countries, cultures 

within them, communities, and texts that lead us on “routes” rather than “roots,” 

another of Gilroy’s well-known analogy.  Paul Giles outlines the danger of not seeing 

outside the box, of looking at a national literature internally instead of globally, 

specifying that rather than “seeking simply to transcend national boundaries in the 

name of a universalist humanism or a benevolent multiculturalism, I am interested in 

what happens when different national formations collide or intersect with each other” 

(Virtual 5).  Thus, taking Giles’s suggestion, I look at how within Laveau lore, national 
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formations collide, Haitian, Spanish, French, African, and American, all influences that 

formed the American south. 

In varying degrees, border studies, studies of the diaspora and the black Atlantic, 

and other terms such as “creolization” and “hybridity” have changed the way that we 

view literature by and about the Americas.  As these authors and critics have done, 

examining the connections between Africa, the Caribbean, Europe, and America within 

the larger Atlantic arena reveals a global network of cultural transmissions.  Rowe 

connects the nationalist ideas of the twentieth century to American exceptionalism, 

pointing out that “implicit in this nationalist approach to the study of U.S. culture was 

the assumption that the United States constitutes a model for democratic nationality 

that might be imitated or otherwise adapted by other nations in varying stages of their 

development” (New American 51).  Thus, in terms of postnationalist ideas of space, 

David W. Noble argues that the recognition of the end of American exceptionalism has 

created a generation of scholars who cannot view America as a “new world” because 

the history of American imperialism and enslavement of African Americans simply 

continues the “oppressive” policies of “Old Europe” (xxiv).  No longer do we assume 

this exceptionalist mantle that forces us to create an “other,” a “lesser” to which 

America must play the victor consuming its spoils.  On a micro-level, this 

exceptionalism rears its ugly head in Marie Laveau lore.  Those authors who chose to 

represent Laveau as over-sexualized or a devil worshipper had a vested interest in 

retaining their power base as “white male,” “white female,” or otherwise “privileged.”   

In the quest to expand postnationalist boundaries, this project begins with an 

examination of American race in relation to its democratic ideals that have propelled 

the idea of American exceptionalism.  One goal of this dissertation is to bring forward 

new interpretations of texts previously viewed through strictly nationalist frameworks 

as American or African American, and to see them instead as black Atlantic texts.  In 
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this way, we recommit to a literature of the Americas, hopefully to realize one of the 

original intentions of American literary critics (Giles Transatlantic 5).7   

The Real Marie Laveau 

 How do we separate fact from fiction when it comes to Laveau, and do we want 

to?  Does fiction add something to Laveau that the truth cannot?  As stated, Laveau was 

a female of mixed race, her mother a quadroon, and her father a white landowning New 

Orleanean who served in the legislature (“Voudou Queen”).  All major accounts of 

Laveau have characterized her father in this manner, suggesting that her parents met at 

the New Orleans quadroon balls.  Carolyn Morrow Long disputes that Laveau’s father 

was white, arguing instead that he was mulatto.  She does agree, however, with 

accounts of his prosperity (22).  After Laveau’s mother’s death, Marie married twice, the 

second time after the disappearance of her first husband.  As we shall see, different 

authors portray this widowhood in varying ways.  Robert Tallant’s novel shows 

Laveau’s husband, Jacques Paris, leaving her because of her involvement in the religion 

of Voodoo.  Conversely, Jewell Parker Rhodes’s rendition of the lore shows Marie 

leaving her husband because he did not support her Voodoo ministry.  As legend has it, 

he simply disappeared and was never heard from again.  Working as a domestic 

servant, Laveau eventually builds up a clientele and transforms herself into the 

legendary Voodoo queen.  According to many tales, Laveau bore fifteen children, with 

her oldest daughter following her into the ministry.   Apparently, she had a significant 

healing ministry and was landowning and wealthy, facts that few researchers can 

dispute. 

Oral legend as written down by Susheel Bibbs in her work Heritage of Power, 

states that Laveau was “a social and political activist who drew on her power as Vodou 

Queen to protect the vulnerable, heal the ailing, free the enslaved…, and bring calm to 

�������������������������������������������������
7 Giles discusses here the original intent of American literary criticism, and argues that like Ezra Pound 

during the era of high modernism, critics did function in a more international paradigm.�
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the chaos that had become New Orleans following the Louisiana Purchase” (qtd in 

Plant 102).  Barbara Rosendale Duggal writes that in records from the Work Projects 

Administration (WPA), one woman won’t say whether Laveau was good or bad, but  

that she was “powerful” (163).  Laveau “is said to have traveled the streets of New 

Orleans as though she owned them, counseled the socially elite of both sexes, won 

every case she took to court, influenced city policy, borne fifteen children, grown rich, 

and died in bed (though legends hold she was reborn young again to reign as queen 

some twenty years more), all as a woman of color in the ante-and post-bellum South” 

(163).  According to Carolyn Morrow Long, the real Marie Laveau owned land as the 

primary Voodooeinne in New Orleans from the 1820s to the 1870s, serving a racially 

integrated male and female clientele, many of whom were white elites that paid her 

well for her services, allowing her to build wealth (84, 93, 118).  Marie also had a prison 

ministry from 1850 to 1870 (Long 163).  

In another non-fiction account of Marie Laveau by Ina Johanna Fandrich, The 

Mysterious Voodoo Queen:  Marie Laveau, Fandrich relies heavily upon oral legend when 

it comes to analyzing Laveau’s importance and laments writer Robert Tallant’s position 

as the definitive source of Voodoo in the twentieth century because of his negative 

influence on Laveau lore (3).  As a result, she represents Laveau as being more powerful 

in her community than Long does:  “Although stigmatized as a woman and a person of 

color and thus excluded from holding public office, narratives and eyewitness accounts 

seem to indicate that it was she who reigned over the city, not the municipal 

authorities” (1).  She views Laveau as part of a community of women, particularly of 

“African or racially mixed origin with strong ties to the Roman Catholic Church and a 

deep commitment to the spirits of their ancestors” (2).  As Fandrich recently attested in 

an interview, Laveau was an “urban healer…known for being the most powerful 

person in nineteenth-century New Orleans.  People from all walks of life ended up at 

her doorstep to consult with her” (Calongne).  Fandrich enthusiastically acknowledges 
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the space that Laveau carved out for herself as a woman of color:  “unlike white women 

of their time who were restricted to a life in their homes, most free women of color 

could not rely on male protectors or providers and had to draw from their own strength 

as independent individuals.  They participated actively in professional life” (222). This 

statement seems particularly true of Laveau, whom both scholars agree owned property 

(Long 107).  This space that Laveau occupies appears significant in light of the racial 

makeup of New Orleans after the Louisiana Purchase.  Long writes that “at the time of 

the Louisiana Purchase, in 1803, the population of New Orleans was French-speaking, 

Catholic, and a majority had some degree of African blood” (Spiritual 13).  The new 

protestant American society and the existing Spanish and French culture collided, 

resulting in harsher slave laws and a gradual erosion of the rights of free blacks 

(Spiritual 13).  Her obituary historicizes her life in this way:  “She was 19 years old when 

the flag of freedom was unfurled … the flag that brought with it new prejudices against 

old social customs, and the Black Code, which made marriage between black and white 

a penal offense” (“The Dead”).  Marie Laveau’s role as a voodoo queen has always 

elicited controversy.  Was she a queen?  Did she work alone? Is her legend inflated?  

What was so special about Laveau?  No one can concur on the answers to these 

questions.   

Historians also disagree as to whether Voodoo in Africa and Haiti was 

historically matriarchal, or whether Laveau’s reign was an anomaly.  Houston A. Baker 

charts Voodoo’s matriarchal origins to West Africa (Rev. of Voodoo Dreams 157).  Most 

accounts do agree that never in Haiti or Africa did the queen hold power as Laveau 

held power in New Orleans. In Mules and Men, Hurston describes Laveau as one of 

many Voodoo leaders, albeit the queen.  Laveau’s obituary tells that she received the 

“celebrities of the day.  Doctors, legislators, planters, merchants, all came to pay their 

respects to her” (“The Dead”).  Before Marie Laveau, Voodoo was a combination of 

reigning kings and queens (Bryan 107-8).  Duggal agrees that before the turn of the 
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century, Voodoo power was equally dispersed between the queens and her many 

assistants, most of whom were male (170).   Researchers debate the actual numbers and 

insist that both men and women participated equally as leaders (Duggal 172).  

Historians tend to agree that more females than males participated in the practice of 

Voodoo, several stating that the number of female participants was as high as 80%. 

Scholars generally believe that no other Voodoo queen before or since in America 

created the distinct mixture of Voodoo and Catholicism practiced by Marie Laveau 

(Asbury 268).  This type of syncretism of Catholicism and Voodoo does appear to have 

originated in the Caribbean and continues there to the present day (Mitchell 81).  A 

recent article on Haitian Voodoo captures this idea fully, quoting a Voodoo priest:  

“Haitians may be 95% Catholic, but they are 100% Voodoo” (Kinzer).  The merging of 

the two religions in America is seen later, after Laveau, in New Orleans spiritualists like 

Mother Catherine and Mother Shannon.8 However, Laveau appears to be the first queen 

in America to syncretize the religions, not necessarily the first to practice them in this 

way.  After her death, Voodoo in New Orleans changed.  No Voodoo queen ever again 

held the power Laveau held at any point after her death (Asbury 277).   

Continuing to examine folkloric tales, Laveau’s daughter may have 

impersonated her, or resembled her to such an extent that many New Orleaneans 

believe Laveau’s work to have extended past 1881.  Thus, people continued to relay 

sightings of Laveau after her death, as well as to tell tales of two Maries.  Melvina 

Lateur, her successor as queen, implemented changes to the accepted rituals 

immediately, including the omission of snakes and all traces of Catholicism (Asbury 

277).   In the twentieth century, shortly after Laveau’s death, the religion of Voodoo 

transforms over time to “hoodoo,” or spells and magic.  Patrick Bellegard Smith relays 

that by the end of the nineteenth century, Voodoo had undergone many changes in 

�������������������������������������������������
�
�See Saxon, Lyle, Robert Tallant and Edward Dreyer, eds.  Gumbo Ya-Ya:  A Collection of Louisiana Folk 

Tales for sketches of these spiritualists (400).  �
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New Orleans.  Leaders who reigned after Marie Laveau proved incapable of holding 

the followers together.  Most citizens of New Orleans, like the tourists who ventured 

into the city, knew Voodoo only as a magical act, hoodoo, which was less centrally 

organized than Voodoo. Subsequently, many practitioners did not emphasize the 

worship of African deities or perform Voodoo dances to any significant degree (56). 

Voodoo began to be pushed even more underground as emancipation prompted a flood 

of new laws including an 1881 ordinance forbidding public gatherings, an 1887 state 

law which allowed for healers to be prosecuted for practicing medicine without 

licenses, and an 1897 ruling against “fortune telling” (Long 128).  These laws and the 

subsequent dispersal of Voodoo participants lead author Ishmael Reed to allege in his 

fictional account of her that Marie Laveau made a pact with authorities on her death 

bed in 1881 to disband the Voodoo followers, a charge that earns no validity in other 

accounts of Laveau.  The death of Laveau essentially corresponds to the death of the 

spirituality of the religion.  This reality may explain why Chesnutt’s Aunt Peggy is 

described as more of a hoodoo practitioner, reflecting the practice as it existed when he 

wrote. 

All of these folkloric tales of Laveau serve a purpose analogous to other types of 

folklore.  Simon Bronner explains the impetus behind folklore collections:   “Folklore 

arose to describe the traditional artistic expressions of tales, songs, and crafts held onto 

by common people … Transformed suddenly into a modern industrial age, a new 

professional, the folklorist, helped it to understand what it was leaving behind.  In this 

way, folklore and folklife remain significant for a modernizing society” (xi).  Lawrence 

Levine writes of the importance of folklore to authors like Ralph Ellison.  He quotes 

Nikki Giovanni as saying that “we have a duty—call it a religious calling—to record 

and pass on orally” (369).  Darryl Dickson-Carr believes that African American folklore 

influences “a crucial part of the written literature” in America and quotes Ellison’s 

conviction that folklore “projects wisdom in symbols which express the group’s will to 
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survive; it embodies those values by which the group lives and dies … They are 

nonetheless profound in that they represent the group’s attempt to humanize the 

world” (African American Satire 12).  W.T. Lhamon takes the approach that written lore 

variations can and should be studied, coining the term “lore cycle” rather than 

“folklore” to discuss the variations of blackface performance in the Atlantic World, 

alleging that “whole groups of people are left out of expressive history if we do not 

learn to interpret the lore cycles” (Raising 70).  He writes that the baggage that 

accompanies the word “folklore” as pertaining to the world of “peasants and 

provinciality” can prevent us from recognizing the importance of keeping and 

understanding a group’s lore (Raising 70-71).   This interpretation of lore differs from 

earlier literary folklore critics like Tristam P. Coffin who writes that only oral variation 

can continue a folklore tale, and that writing it down halts the process (Folklore xiv).   

Lhamon believes that “Lore moves in a cycle, not a circle.  Lore moves and returns.  

Patterns of lore rise and fall.  They sustain complex meaning over time but they do not 

enforce the past exactly” (Raising 71). Lore cycles can be verbal or non-verbal, and 

include gestures, movements, and other silent “shorthand” (Raising 70).   

Though the folklore of Laveau appears to have been written by people working 

for special interests, in tackling this subject, I implicate Laveau as neither an angel or a 

demon, or attempt to discern if the Laveau legend truthfully measures her escapades, as 

several authors in other fields have done, namely Carolyn Morrow Long, Robert 

Tallant, and Ina Fandrich.  Several books that have published information about Marie 

Laveau present her as either good or bad, or argue her relevance based on what they 

perceive as the apparent truth or falsehood of written records.  Fandrich’s work on 

Laveau underscores how oral accounts of Laveau have strengthened her legend as 

compared to the census and property records that Long focused on for her book-length 

project.  Oral records implicate Laveau’s status as larger than life, and more than forty 

years after her death, when Hurston wrote, still fervently talked about.  It becomes clear 
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when reading these diverse accounts of Laveau that her continued presence in literature 

and art indicates that her importance lies not in the truth of whether she worked as a 

political activist or an emancipationist, tales that Long disputes in her search for strictly 

factual evidence about Marie Laveau (211).  Rather, her relevance rests in both what she 

attained as a free woman of color and what she represented to hundreds of free and 

enslaved African Americans in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century New Orleans—

mostly illiterate people faced with an America that increasingly denied basic rights to 

people of color.  In 1900 in the U.S., forty-five percent of African Americans aged ten 

years and older were illiterate (Carby 126).  For the enslaved, a link between freedom 

and folkloric heroes existed, and tales served to buoy the slaves out of their 

imprisonment and give them a means through which to “express their hostilities and 

aspirations,” the ability to “transcend their situation” (Levine 370).   

Barbara Rosendale Duggal also notes the importance of these oral tales, writing 

that researching Laveau and interviewing people, rather than relying on previously 

written accounts about her, enabled her to see more clearly the amount of respect and 

reverence that exists for Laveau via oral legend.  We can imagine that much non-verbal 

communication added to this component of Duggal’s interviews.  Knowing this truth, 

we must not discount what passed through oral legend, for people “read” cultural 

traditions as they heard them.  This crucial function of the transference of cultural 

memory cannot be found in census records.9  Gayl Jones’s scholarly study of oral 

tradition, Liberating Voices, provides valuable connections between African cultural 

memory and the oral traditions in America, and places spirituals, blues, and jazz, 

�������������������������������������������������
9Carolyn Morrow Long’s book, A New Orleans Voudou Priestess: The Legend and Reality of Marie Laveau, 

while adding valuable factual and archival material into print, discredits any account of Laveau that she 

believes contains errors not reflected in census or government documents.  Long more than once 

discounts the purpose of the oral legends of Laveau and debases all fiction and even some non-fiction 

accounts of her, arguing that they do not add to the truth of the Laveau legend.  Unlike Duggal and 

Fandrich, she describes Robert Tallant’s work as “factual,” a point that almost every other researcher 

disputes.    
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among others, into the category of oral tradition. The search for the significance of 

Marie Laveau, then, must include an inquiry into the mediums like literature and art in 

which her abiding and enduring legend remain fixed in American memory and 

imagination.  

The Yoruba Religions 

 The negativity surrounding Marie Laveau has combined with the negative 

popular conception of Voodoo, as contemporary accounts dwell on hoodoo elements, 

magic and spells, rather than any religious origins in the Caribbean and Africa. 

Claudine Michel writes that “animism, fetishism, paganism, heathenism, and black 

magic are some of the terms that have been used improperly in the West to describe the 

Haitian religion, which is presented in the foreign press and the media as a religion of 

blood and sacrifice” (27).  This phenomenon has resulted in the faux pas of 

contemporary society’s equating black magic with Voodoo, a misconception that is 

exemplified in the lyrics of a hit country song, “Marie Laveau,” from 1974 (see 

Appendix A).  The lyrics to this song reveal several misnomers about Voodoo that are 

addressed in this project, including the propensity to position its queen Marie Laveau 

as a man-eater who casts evil spells.  Any visit to New Orleans will uncover 

innumerable Marie Laveau tourist attractions offering Voodoo spells, tours, dolls, and 

much more for the consumer willing to pay.  Other negative portrayals of Laveau, 

particularly Tallant’s in the mid-twentieth century, show her capitalizing economically 

on weaker patrons and casting spells as a trickster.  Popular conception differs from the 

historical dimensions of these closely related religions.   

Africans, Haitians, Cubans, and other peoples who practice variations of Yoruba 

religions, including Voodoo, Vodou, and Santería, have long viewed them as an avenue 

toward spiritual growth, a genuine religion. Voodoo practice in Africa was a very 

serious endeavor involving time spent in a “religious learning center” immersing 

oneself in the religion (Mulira 38).  Voodoo in both Haiti and New Orleans is like other 
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religions in that its participants  “seek to operate on a higher spiritual plane in a 

predetermined meeting ground that always include an altar, prayers, songs, drumming 

and dancing:  its objective is spiritual communion with the gods.”10  George Brandon 

argues that Yoruba based religions formed and proliferated as a result of the oppression 

of their belief systems by European society during the height of imperialism and the 

slave trade, beginning as early as the fifteenth century (162).   

Specifically, American Voodoo has been shaped by its concentration in 

Louisiana, and particularly the transnational site of New Orleans, which over time has 

become “synonymous with Voodoo practices and rituals” (Bryan 102).   Its link to the 

Haitian revolution in the Caribbean is key, as Carolyn M. Jones writes that the 

liberating force that freed the slaves in Haiti created an “exodus of slave masters, with 

their slaves, into south Louisiana where Haitian voodoo met the Creole, and in that 

particular and peculiar location, voodoo transformed” (99).  This transformation occurs 

also as a result of the Spanish and French influences in New Orleans.  Spain enforced 

Catholicism in all of its colonies (Brandon 45).  When the French took over Louisiana, 

their Code Noir instituted in 1724 included the enforcement of Catholicism because 

Voodoo was perceived as a threat:  “To prevent Voodoo outbreaks in New Orleans, all 

blacks, especially Dahomeyhans and Haitians must be baptized and taught the Catholic 

faith” (Code Noir 221).  The amalgamation of religions existed even earlier in Haiti 

because of threats from Haitian slaves that instigated the Code Noir there in March 

1685:  “All the slaves in our Islands will be baptized and instructed in the Catholic, 

Apostolic and Roman religion  ... We forbid any public exercise of any religion other 

than the Catholic, Apostolic and Roman; we wish that the offenders be punished as 

rebels and disobedient to our orders” (Du Bois 50).  As a result, Voodoo participants in 

the Caribbean and in the American south were frequently practicing Catholics, a truth 

�������������������������������������������������
10 Charles Frye, “The African South:  A Critique of Puckett’s Folk Beliefs in the Southern Negro” paper 

presented at the 1992 Pop Culture Association as qtd in Duggal (xxx). 
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that no one has disputed.  Claudine Michel argues that Vodou is not in opposition to 

Western religion, but that its adherents are also immersed in Christianity (27).  George 

Brandon details many of the similarities between the two religions as they are practiced 

in contemporary society (170).  Recent scholarship has proven that the integration of 

both religions occurred in other places within the circum-Atlantic as early as the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when Atlantic creoles played a prominent role in 

this religious consolidation during the height of the slave trade in charter communities.  

Here, the deities were also an amalgamation of both African gods and Christian saints 

(Berlin 255).  

Many of the religions that evolved from Africa to the New World by way of the 

slave trade share aspects of the African Yoruba belief system (Brandon 2).  For example, 

Santería, the Cuban religion, was birthed during Spanish colonial rule in Cuba during 

heavy slave importation from Africa.  As in New Orleans, Cuba enforced Catholicism as 

the national religion in an attempt to convert the Africans who carried their Yoruba 

traditions with them.  Eventually in Cuba, Santería transforms into a religion that 

syncretizes Catholicism and the Yoruba beliefs from Africa.  Santería transforms into 

Santerísmo in America (Brandon 162), which shares many of the same beliefs with 

Marie Laveau’s Voodoo, aspects of the Yoruba religions almost indistinguishable from 

her practiced belief systems.  Santería, Santerísmo, Vodou, and Voodoo are all 

“kindred” religions (Brandon 2).  Others add Obeah, a Caribbean practice, to this list 

(Olmos and Paravisini-Gebert 2).  Because Spanish rule formed and shaped both Cuba’s 

Santería religion and what emerged as French Louisiana, the Atlantic world connection 

unsurprisingly reveals shared tropes from Yoruba stories (coming from their oral 

tradition) that also appear in the literature of this examination.  Changó, also known as 

Shangó, or Sàngó, is the popular and powerful Yoruba deity that can manifest itself in 

men or women and “in the human realm in the form of thunder, lightning, fire, 

electricity, and sound” (Olomo 312).  This thunder and lightning trope in particular, we 
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see again and again, and Marie Laveau embodies many of the powers of this traditional 

Yoruba deity, including the ability to create thunder and lightning. Contemporary 

practitioners in the New World still recite Sàngó praise poetry with verses like “One-

who-mends-the world-as-the-creator” and “O! king, hasten here / My lord of the 

ceaseless rain / Come with thunder stones to the aid of the children” (Akinyemi 35). 

Oloye Aina Olomo writes of Sàngó as a “primary force of nature … who attracts, 

absorbs, and is absorbed by those elements of nature that are fluid, receptive, and 

consequently characterized as female divinites” (313).  This deity also appears as the 

female Saint Barbara in the Santería religion (Wirtz 55).  Barbara, according to myriad 

legends and myths, was the Catholic Saint of lightning and thunder.  After her 

conversion to Christianity, her pagan father kills her, and subsequently gets smote by 

lightning, or “fire from heaven” (Williams 157). “Conquistadors in the New World” 

exalted the legend of Saint Barbara by naming towns and churches after her (Williams 

156).  Her tales were significant in the Atlantic world, and as the visual representation 

of the Changó deity in many cultures, statues often represent her image (Brandon 77).  

Voodoo Revolts and Democracy in the Circum-Atlantic 

DuBois and Garrigus argue the significance of the Haitian slave revolution in the 

Atlantic arena, tying this slave revolt to the American and French revolutions, writing 

that “the complex interaction of events and decisions in France and the Caribbean 

produced new conceptions of democracy, human rights, and citizenship” (8-9). This 

flow of knowledge traveled in multiple directions, as “the ideas of democracy were also 

being carried across the Atlantic, and revolutionary ideas were impacting French, 

American, and clearly Caribbean sentiments, as well” (8-9).   Voodoo existed in America 

even before the Haitian revolution: “the 1773 court trial, known as the ‘Gris-Gris Plot,’ 
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was evidence … that voodoo was already rooted in Louisiana culture by that time” 

(Bryan 105).11  Jessie Mulira writes:  

  We are certain that New Orleans was the birthplace of Voodoo in North  

  America. The Louisiana colony received fresh cargoes of slaves directly  

  from Africa as well as seasoned slaves from the French colonies of   

  Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Santo Domingo.  All three colonies were  

  known to be hotbeds of voodooism. The Haitian Revolution of 1791  

  reinforced voodoo in and around New Orleans as hundreds of Haitian  

  refugees, many of whom were voodoo cult leaders and adherents, settled  

  in the area.  (35) 

In New Orleans and throughout the South, Voodoo-led political rebellions were a 

constant worry.  Patrick Bellegarde-Smith argues in Fragments of Bone, that “All Haitians 

recognized the ‘moment,’ the official start of the revolution as August 14, 1791.  The 

Vodou ceremony held on that date at Bois Caiman, in the Morne Rouge district in 

northern Haiti, became a lieu de memoire agreed upon by all” (52-53). Walter Rucker 

confirms this circum-Atlantic connection: 

Obeah doctors inspired revolts throughout the Caribbean during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  During the initial phases of the 1791 

Saint-Dominigue revolution, a vodun priest … sacrificed a pig to ensure 

the cusses of that rebellion …  In these cases, the power of conjure was 

revered by both African-and American-born slave insurgents. This belief 

… is a shared Atlantic World phenomenon.  (180-181) 

Eric Sundquist points out that San Domingo’s revolution represented to American 

authors a historical moment as rife with ideological tensions as with democratic 

opportunities (To Wake 31).  Walter Rucker argues that the circum-Atlantic connection 

�������������������������������������������������
11 The term “gris-gris” refers to a small round collection of objects used in varying ways in Hoodoo (most 

commonly as protection or as a curse).   
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between America and Africa was the definitive factor feeding the ideas of black 

resistance in South Carolina, pointing out another link between Africa, South Carolina 

and New Orleans: “Many of the Congolese from West-central Africa arriving in 

Louisiana after 1800 were transshipped there from South Carolina, which demonstrates 

the levels of interconnectedness throughout the Western Hemisphere and the Atlantic 

World” (9, 109).    As Rucker infers, like South Carolina, New Orleans was a hotbed of 

religion and rebellion.  

Marie Laveau in Print 

 Marie Laveau’s legend first appears in print in newspaper accounts of her while 

alive.  An article in the Picayune on June 3, 1852, initiates reports of Marie Laveau 

orchestrating a wind and lightning storm that ultimately saves the lives of two death 

row inmates scheduled to be hanged (Asbury 270).  Robert Tallant reports this lightning 

storm as well, referencing the same newspaper account (Voodoo 70).  Tallant writes:  

“The execution went on as scheduled …The sheriff raised his hand and the executioner 

sprung the trap.  As this happened, rain came down in torrents and the dark sky was 

shattered by lightning” (Voodoo 70).   As part of Laveau’s prison ministry to which she 

devoted the bulk of her time later in life, these two men were spared death by hanging 

when a wind storm believed to be derived from Laveau’s powers caused the trap-door 

and platform to fly off, sparing their lives.  Hail, wind, and lightning were reported, and 

the men were spared certain death when shortly afterwards, the legislature enacted a 

law forbidding public executions (Asbury 273).  Another storm tale about Laveau gets 

told in The Parade of Heroes:  Legendary Figures in American Lore, edited by Tristam P. 

Coffin: 

She refused to flee in spite of urging.  Finally the storm blew the cabin into 

the lake.  She resisted rescue, saying that she wished to die there in the 

lake in the storm.  She was always the magnificent savage … She 

preferred an exit with nature itself playing its most magnificent music 
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than dry rotting in a bed.  She was forcibly rescued, but it is said that 

neither wind, water, nor thunder ceased until she had set foot on land.  

(101)12 

Her legend was so strong, that in 1881, at the time of her death, the New York Times 

published her obituary, the last newspaper report of Laveau. 

In fiction, George Washington Cable published several accounts of Creole 

Louisiana in his novels, including Old Creole Days, 1879, and The Grandissimes, 1880, 

which may include a character based on Laveau (Long xxx), a point which at least one 

critic disputes. 13  Fifty years later, Zora Neale Hurston writes the first fictional account 

about Marie Laveau, Voodoo, and New Orleans in her 1935 work Mules and Men, 

followed by Robert Tallant’s two books a little more than a decade later in 1946.  

Ishmael Reed writes a Laveau character into his experimental fiction, The Last Days of 

Louisiana Red in 1974.  A now out-of-print novel by Francine Prose, Marie Laveau, 

appeared in 1977.  Jewell Parker Rhodes writes three novels about Laveau, the 1993 

Voodoo Dreams, the 2005 Voodoo Season, and the 2008 Yellow Moon.14  All of these texts 

explicitly name Laveau as a character, essentially “resituating” folklore (de Caro 5), 

taking it from oral to literary form, adding fictional aspects to the oral legends.   

Memory, Imagination, and Performance in Folklore and Voodoo 

Lastly, Fashioning and Refashioning Marie Laveau looks at cultural transmissions of 

lore through the tall tales in Mules and Men, the shamanic rituals in Voodoo Dreams, and 

Voodoo Season, and the last chapter, the healing rituals of Mama Day and The Salt Eaters 

and the blues lyrics in Corregidora.  These cultural rituals all theatricalize what Roach 

�������������������������������������������������
12 Versions of this storm lore recur in Their Eyes Were Watching God, Mama Day and in The Salt Eaters, often 

in situations where lightning and storms follow the healing or the healing figure.   
13The minor mention of Laveau in Cable offers so little in the way of character development that it would 

be impossible to include it in this examination. He also never explicitly names her as a Laveau figure. 
14 Rhodes anticpates writing a third novel about a contemporary Marie Laveau, making her most recent 

three novels a trilogy.  Voodoo Dreams will no longer be considered part of the trilogy as I outline it here 

when Rhodes publishes this novel. 
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calls the “circum-Atlantic” by revealing African and Caribbean practices and belief 

systems through the palimpsest of cultures and languages that have formed nineteenth-

century America to now.  In Cities of the Dead, Roach defines the term “orature” 

borrowed from Kenyan novelist and director Ngugi wa Thiong’o: “the range of cultural 

forms invested in speech, gesture, song, dance, storytelling, proverbs, customs, rites, 

and rituals” (“Culture and Performance” 46).  Similar to Catherine John’s discussion of 

folk groundings, this term applies here and importantly avoids dichotomizing literacy 

and orality, recognizing instead the interdependency of forms as modes of performance 

(“Culture and Performance” 46). As these texts transmit the cultural memory of Laveau 

through “orature,” we can comprehend the transformation of our increasingly global 

society. The act of performing “restored behavior...is that which can be repeated, 

rehearsed, and above all recreated.”15  In this spirit, we examine Marie Laveau’s fame as 

having been orally transmitted through folklore for a significant portion of its legendary 

status, and then transferred to fiction in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries.  

Folklore and Voodoo rituals share several components.  Most obviously, both 

share a stage and spectators.  Within both, memory and imagination intersect, and each 

retelling creates a new product.  In fiction, this ghostly Laveau legend appears and 

reappears, each one slightly varied, often more colorful or more frightful, but always 

telling the tale of Laveau: “such factors as creativity, culture change and memory 

itself—both memory’s strengths and weaknesses, as well as the different ways in which 

things are remembered—combined to bring about variations in the ‘same’ folktale, the 

‘same’ riddle” (de Caro 2).  Paul Ricoeur dates the intersection of memory and 

imagination back to Greek philosophy.  He argues that “to memory is tied an ambition, 

a claim—that of being faithful to the past” (21).  Thus, forgetting carries with it a 

�������������������������������������������������
15 The term “restored behavior” originated with Richard Schechner . See Roach (“Culture and 

Performance” 46). 
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negative implication.  As Ricoeur points out “no one would dream of addressing the 

same reproach to imagination, inasmuch as it has as its paradigm the unreal, the 

fictional, the possible” (21).   Charles Chesnutt, after writing many folkloric tales, 

attested that they birthed from his own imagination, whereas his counterpart, Joel 

Chandler Harris, had simply remembered his tales from folklore (Sundquist To Wake 

296).  Even in his book The Conjure Woman, Chesnutt’s narrator questions the 

boundaries between memory and imagination in his remarks about Old Julius:  “At first 

the current of his memory—or imagination—seemed somewhat sluggish; but as his 

embarrassment wore off, his language flowed more freely” (121).  Eric Sundquist makes 

the argument that this integration of memory and imagination functions in a circular 

motion between the past and the present in the process of transferring cultural memory 

in literature.  Thus, an ephemeral and formless subject may appear absent on the page, 

but still manages to convey itself (To Wake 297).  In the Laveau legend, memory and 

imagination intersect both in the minds of her witnesses and in the authors that bring 

her back to life in their fiction.   

 Performance, too, plays a role in folklore.  From the Greek we receive our word 

“theater,” whose root means “seeing” and “sight” (Ricoeur 21).   This root makes 

particular sense when dealing with conjurers possessing an innate ability to “see,” both 

literally and figuratively.  We see the Laveau characters as they perform within these 

texts.  Scholar Roger Abrahams first linked folklore to performance theory (qtd in Sims 

27).   Alma Billingslea-Brown agrees, writing that the use of folklore in literature adds 

an “ontological,” aspect to a work, or a corporeal presence (85).  Joseph Roach discusses 

the pattern of memory and forgetting in performance: 

  Memory requires collective participation, whether at theatrical   

  events, shamanic rituals, or Olympic opening ceremonies; history entails  

  the critical (and apparently solitary) interpretation of written records.   
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  Both also function as forms of forgetting: cultures select what they   

  transmit through memory and history.   (“Culture and Performance” 47) 

The continued transference of Laveau’s oral legend through the written word enacts 

and reenacts the type of cultural performance that Roach describes above in what 

authors will choose to include when writing down performances like shamanic rituals 

and blues lyrics.  As a religion, the ceremonies and chants inherent in Voodoo fall under 

Roach’s definition of cultural memory: “In such circumstances, memory circulates and 

migrates like gossip from location to location as well as from generation to generation, 

growing or attenuating as it passes through the hands of those who possess it and those 

whom it possesses” (Cities 35).  The main elements of a Voodoo ritual consist of songs 

and prayers “transmitted orally” (Mulira 44) and as such, some Voodoo performances 

that have evolved into written texts often include Voodoo chants indicative of this 

historically oral tradition.   Much of the circum-Atlantic relies on oral tradition, not just 

a convention from Africa or the Caribbean, but as Jay Fliegelman notes, America’s 

founding fathers intended the Declaration of Independence to be read out loud (qtd in 

Roach “Culture” 46).  Furthermore, scholars have traced Voodoo ceremonies in Haiti to 

the improvisation typical of eighteenth-century Parisian theatre performances from the 

Italian Commedia dell’Arte (Wilmeth 27).  In these Voodoo ceremonies, acting out a loa 

possession expresses valid religious beliefs.  Voodoo, theatre, and folklore all share a 

stage, a main actor, and audience participation (though the folklore stage as in 

Hurston’s Mules and Men appears much less formalized).  Thus, these performances 

came to America through New Orleans’ significant Haitian immigrant population and 

functioned as a form of cultural memory on both the Voodoo and folklore stage. 

Chapter Overview 

 Fashioning and Refashioning Marie Laveau begins with a broad history and then 

dissects every text published in the twentieth century that includes a Marie Laveau 

character or a character that appears influenced by the Marie Laveau trope.  Chapter 
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One, “Historical Context:  Nineteenth- and Early Twentieth-Century Print Culture and 

Literature,” historicizes Marie Laveau’s life in the antebellum south and explores the 

representation of the nineteenth-century African American, using print culture to 

illustrate salient points.  I integrate ideas of labor, race, and suffrage pertaining to 

American liberal democracy, noting the intersection between Voodoo rebellions and 

democratic ideals.  To exemplify the depiction of the African American female in the 

nineteenth century when Laveau lived and her oral legend begins to form, I show how 

the depiction of the African American female underscores her struggle to own her own 

image in both the public and private spheres of a modern capitalist society. The 

economic status of the African American female will get transformed in the slave 

narrative, and as such, her real economic status is discussed here. 

Chapter Two, “‘That’s what the old ones said in ancient times and we talk it 

again’: The Retelling of Laveau in Hurston’s Canon,”  speaks of Zora Neale Hurston’s 

work on Voodoo and New Orleans in her now famous fictional and anthropological 

study Mules and Men, a portion of which she published in The Journal of American 

Folklore in 1931. In just over one-hundred pages, Hurston painstakingly details the 

Voodoo rituals of several practitioners, describing how “conjure has had its highest 

development along the Gulf coast, particularly in the city of New Orleans” (“Hoodoo” 

318). She describes Laveau as a great doctor, a “conjure” that was famously consulted 

by Queen Victoria, who was so pleased with the results that she lavished Laveau with 

expensive gifts (“Hoodoo” 326).  Unable to publish her scientific manuscript as 

anthropology, Hurston eventually writes herself into the text as a fictional character and 

publishes it.  Frank de Caro notes that Mules and Men “demonstrates… a notable 

awareness of the possibilities for interrelating folk and literary narration in a modern 

context” (263), recognizing her simultaneous contribution to fiction and folklore.  

I show here how the figure of Laveau so compels Hurston that she spends years 

researching Voodoo’s roots in the Caribbean, writing her most famous novel, Their Eyes 
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Were Watching God, while in Haiti.  I argue that Hurston’s inclusion of Laveau in Mules 

and Men has been misread by critics who say that Hurston is less of a feminist for using 

Luke Turner to frame her narration.  After literally “performing” Laveau and 

simultaneously distinguishing Laveau’s conjure as a more spiritual type of conjure, 

Hurston uses Laveau lore to form the character Janie Crawford in Their Eyes Were 

Watching God.  In doing so, Hurston captures a circum-Atlantic consciousness that I 

argue appears and reappears in black feminist literature in heroines who are healers, 

community activists, and even blues singers in work that celebrates the folk in 

literature.   

 Chapter Three, “‘Dismissing’ Laveau:  Male Authors and the Laveau Canon” 

explores how bias surfaces after the cultural ethnography of the 1930s, leading to the 

1940s and 50s when Robert Tallant publishes books on Laveau:  Voodoo in New Orleans 

and the fictional The Voodoo Queen: a Novel.  This chapter analyzes how these fictional 

accounts reconstruct a Laveau figure that reflects a painful unawareness of black 

Louisiana cultural traditions, and shows how gender and racial biases take root in 

Laveau’s legend, permeating them. At this period in history, female folklorists began to 

protest how most folkloric material appeared “grounded in the male perspective” (Sims 

27).  Charges of ethnocentricity also began to be explored within the discipline, leading 

us to this examination in which we look specifically at the evidence as it exists in fiction.  

Many contemporary researchers agree that gender bias has affected written accounts of 

both Voodoo and Laveau.  Zora Neale Hurston, among other researchers, believed 

Tallant’s popular work flawed.  She reviewed Tallant’s supposedly non-fiction book, 

Voodoo in New Orleans in the Journal of American Folklore, criticizing both the content of 

his novel and the manner in which he acquired the information.  She describes his novel 

as feeding into stereotypes without offering any new information on Voodoo practice, 

as well as including an unfactual account of “snake-worship sex-orgies” and “goat-

sacrifices” (436-8).   The central point in this chapter relies on the negative portrayals of 
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Voodoo and Laveau that surface during this time period, and that alter contemporary 

views of her by positing Laveau as an overly sexual devil worshipper, affecting racial 

sentiments in America and feeding into stereotypes.  I close this chapter with close 

readings of author and literary critic Ishmael Reed’s The Last Days of Louisiana Red and 

Shrovetide in Old New Orleans, by exploring how the conjure trope is used for healing in 

an experimental poetic space, the space that Reed uses to experiment with his writing, 

by writing a Marie Laveau character into his fiction in his exploration of what he terms 

a “Neo-hoodoo Aesthetic.” 

  Chapter Four, “Glimpses of the Ghost:  Hurston’s Legacy in Gloria Naylor, Toni 

Cade Bambara, and Gayl Jones”  locates certain aspects of the Laveau figure in Mama 

Day by Gloria Naylor, Corregidora by Gayl Jones and in The Salt Eaters by Toni Cade 

Bambara.  Darryl Dickson-Carr pinpoints the Harlem Renaissance and the “flowering of 

black literature and arts in the 1960s” as the two most “prolific” periods in African 

American authorship (African American Satire 41).  Ishmael Reed also connects “the Jazz 

Age” and the “black writing renaissance,” to the 1960s and 70s in arts and letters, 

arguing the parallel atmosphere of “black culture” and politics (Shrovetide 131).  As 

such, it makes sense that Marie Laveau lore surfaces during both.  In these texts, a 

conjure figure shaped by Laveau lore emerges in circum-Atlantic sites (Georgia and 

Louisiana) and perpetuates cultural memory through healing rituals, in Bambara and 

Naylor, and through the blues in Jones.  

Chapter Five, “Hearing Voodoo, Writing Voodoo:  Jewell Parker Rhodes’s Marie 

Laveau Trilogy” explores how Laveau’s folkloric transformation from oral legend to 

written text, including fiction particularly, enlightens the modern reader to the truth of 

Voodoo’s role in the nineteenth century:  as an avenue toward individual agency, labor 

and property ownership, and esteemed positions within the New Orleans’ community, 

as recent scholars attest.  Here, I analyze Jewell Parker Rhodes’s novels, texts that I 
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argue are essential to the continued transference of the more favorable components of 

Marie Laveau’s legend and that have garnered little critical attention.    

Positioning Laveau lore, then, within the transnational South includes analyzing 

how African and Caribbean traditions merge in one formerly “American” figure, as 

well as interrogating how “American” this American folkloric figure is.  This liberating 

figure problematizes those historical accounts that have attempted to feminize or 

sexualize her personal and economic success. By examining both oral and written 

records, we will see how her ethereal presence appears and reappears, is fashioned and 

refashioned in American literature.  As Bhabha contends, art can solidify our sense of 

community.  Truly, we will see that the Marie Laveau lore cycle unified her followers. 

Through these appearances, we will find within the heroine Marie Laveau a 

confirmation of Bhabha’s solidarity, a “looking for the join” that occurs over the course 

of a century and a half through the art of Laveau.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT:  NINETEENTH- AND 

EARLY TWENTIETH- CENTURY CULTURE AND LITERATURE 

This chapter establishes a broad historical context of the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries as it pertains to the Laveau legend, and specifically addresses issues 

that affect the African American female in ante- and post-bellum America.  Because of 

the intersection of Voodoo with the revolutions in these centuries, I begin by examining 

African American opportunities for labor, citizenship, and suffrage, all components 

inherent in the promises for citizens of traditional western democracy.  As Trudier 

Harris argued earlier in the Introduction, the slave narrative was written at least 

partially as a response to the injustices of a democratic society.  Because Marie Laveau 

lore engages the slave narrative so profoundly, the fictional texts also implicate the 

inherent injustices of American democracy.  Thus, contextualizing liberal democracy as 

it existed in the nineteenth century is crucial to this project.   

The American revolution of 1776, the French revolution of 1789, and the Haitian 

revolution of 1791 promulgated ideas of democracy that crisscrossed the early Atlantic 

as prolifically as the rum-filled ships.   As David Noble argues, these revolutions were 

accomplished through the impetus of the middle class who, “rejected their identities as 

subjects” and instead revolted in order to become citizens, a “transition true of all 

middle classes in all the emerging modern nations” (xxxvi).  Yet, as we shall examine, 

the Marie Laveau figure as an African American female becomes the “other,” the 

subaltern of the American literature in which she appears.  Because of the foundational 

beliefs that transformed this country and led to formation of America, all other races 

and genders other than white and male challenge prevailing conceptions of “freedom” 

in a liberal democracy.  As a person, Marie Laveau transcended the mores of dominant 

society.  As a folk heroine, Laveau  embodies a section of the African American female 

population that we find hard to believe even existed— a free African American in New 
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Orleans, caught between Spanish, French, and American ideas of freedom. The real 

Marie Laveau worked as a hair dresser to the white New Orleans elite before she 

escaped from laboring in a white domestic space by owning her own labor as a 

Voodooeinne, thereby negotiating both a domestic space and a public space.  This truth 

necessitates an interrogation of the public and private spheres as they exist in a modern 

capitalist society, as well as an evaluation of the common representation of African 

Americans in the years before, during, and shortly after Laveau’s reign through the fin 

de siècle, before the New Negro, Civil Rights, first and second wave, and Black Feminist 

movements that are examined in later chapters.  Only through contextualizing the life 

of Laveau can we see the significance of her life and how that success transmits through 

folklore and literature.  Thus, plausibly, as nations collide in the Laveau figure, her 

continued emergence in fiction illuminates and penetrates the racial and gender 

constructs that defined the earliest democracies, exposing the tarnished realities of the 

transatlantic’s glossier ideals.    

Few blacks achieved economic independence, the promise of which is a 

cornerstone of liberal democracy, a cruel irony.  The early republic’s concept of freedom 

was linked to “ownership of private property,” the road to “economic independence” 

(Glenn 59).  Thus, owning private property existed as a huge incentive for free laborers 

as people worked in order to eventually obtain economic independence through land 

ownership. Race and gender were two interchangeable, inseparable reasons to exclude 

people from citizenship and paid labor, posing threats to the hegemonic ruling powers.  

As such, women, African Americans, and “others” threatened the growing national 

concept of manhood that Dana Nelson historicizes—exclusionary and white (National 

36-37).  Males viewed female labor as perilous to their “post-Revolutionary project of 

reconstituting their own ‘independence’ in market culture” (National 36-37).  Nelson 

elaborates on citizenship formation in early America by discussing how beginning in 

the 1830s, “various arguments for Anglo racial superiority gained wide acceptance in 
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England and throughout the United States” (The Word 93).  Amy Kaplan confirms that 

from the 1830s to the 1850s, “the United States doubled its national territory, completed 

a campaign of Indian removal, fought its first prolonged foreign war, wrested the 

Spanish borderlands from Mexico, and annexed Texas, Oregon, and California” (584).  

Additionally, in 1831, the Supreme Court declared American Indians “‘domestic 

dependent nationals,’ neither foreign nationals nor United States citizens” (584).  Thus, 

an oppositional mentality manifests itself not only as white only but as white male only: 

“U.S. democracy was abstracted as a fraternal, homogenous space.  Its reassuring grant 

of equality, however, was always unsettled in practice […] insistently by citizens’ daily 

encounters with democracy’s ‘others’:  ‘white’ women, African Americans, Native 

Americans, and a growing underclass fed by poor immigrant Europeans” (Nelson 

National 207).  Race and gender affect the early concept of citizenship and 

independence.   Nelson dissects a lecture from 1847 by Professor Charles Meigs, MD, 

who discussed the biological differences between men and women.  Meigs’s project 

intended: 

To outline a theoretical system and a practice grounded in discrete 

oppositions:   woman’s body to men’s intellect, woman’s passivity to 

men’s activity, woman’s mutability to men’s permanency; woman’s 

domesticity to men’s professionality; woman’s “low” germiniferous 

matter to men’s “high” work at civilization.  Meigs’s categories and their 

historical sweep heterosexualize both medical inquiry and world history, 

defined as they are through a stabilizing range of essential differences 

between “woman” and men. (National 138) 

As this professional and others like him reinforced those dichotomies of gender and 

sexuality, Nelson argues that it led to a “male-male sameness” imaginary ideal of white 

manhood (National 141).  In this way, citizenship justifiably excluded African American 

females and “others,” and exposed the ideals of democracy as available only to 
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landowning, voting males.  As Marie Laveau lived and labored, this emergent vision of 

civic participation was always already exclusionary, elucidating the racial and gender 

boundaries that existed in the domain of public and private spheres in an environment 

where citizenship is a primarily white male enterprise.  Marie Laveau’s life, then, seems 

exceptional in many ways, considering these barriers that strove to exclude her and 

others like her, particularly as an illiterate non-citizen.  In this examination of literature, 

we see that the dichotomies that tend to define this era, as outlined by Nelson’s 

scholarship quoted above, will resurface in Laveau lore.  Not only do the writers of the 

1930s that attempt to revive Laveau folklore embrace these dichotomies, but we see 

later fiction authors like Toni Cade Bambara and Ishmael Reed attempt to break down 

these dichotomies with their fiction. 

Gender Spheres in Antebellum Society 

 Modern critics often interpret the concept of gender spheres in nineteenth-

century society as dichotomies:  the female inhabited the domestic sphere, or the private 

sphere, and the male inhabited the public sphere.  Feminist critics have frequently 

invoked Jurgen Habermas’ theories of the separate spheres in a modern capitalist 

society in order to take issue with them.  Habermas categorizes the private realm as 

“the realm of commodity exchange and social labor; imbedded in it was the family with 

its interior domain (Intimsphäre)” (30).  He further writes that “the line between state 

and society, fundamental in our context, divided the public sphere from the private 

realm” (30).  Carol Pateman sees Habermas’ public sphere as that of the economy/state 

and the private as that of the domestic (5).16  She has this to say of these distinctions in a 

civil society: 

Women, that is to say, are  incorporated into the civil order differently 

than men.  But women’s inclusion within the private sphere is not the 

�������������������������������������������������
16 Ellen Rooney also supports this definition in “A Semiprivate Room” (345).   
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whole story.  Women have never been completely excluded from 

participation in the institutions of the public world—but women have 

been incorporated into public life in a different manner from men.  

Women’s bodies symbolize everything opposed to political order. (4)   

Pateman’s argument premises women as participating in the public sphere, yet 

accessing it through different means.  Nancy Fraser also questions the usefulness of 

dichotomizing the public and private in Habermas.  She takes issue with what he labels 

“the symbolic and material reproduction” functions that he considers integral to a 

modern capitalist society.  Fraser argues that Habermas’ use of these terms 

“legitimize[s] the institutional separation of childrearing from paid work, a separation 

which many feminists…consider a linchpin of modern forms of women’s 

subordination” as well as “legitimate[s] the confinement of women to a ‘separate 

sphere’” (24).  She argues that in Habermas’ description of this society, women are not 

invisible but their paid positions as “domestic workers,” “prostitutes,” and “low-

waged, low-skilled, low-status workers” are “feminized and sometimes sexualized” 

(33).  In her quest to show how the private informs the public and to break down binary 

terms, she argues: “the citizen role in male–dominated classical capitalism is a 

masculine role.  It links the state and the public sphere, as Habermas claims.  But it also 

links these to the official economy and the family” (33).  

Similarly, in The Gender of Freedom, Elizabeth Maddock Dillon defines democratic 

liberalism as a structure that “constructs and relies upon a strong definition of the 

modern subject as one who is free, autonomous, and capable of self-government and 

rational behavior” (2).  She shows how the idea of women historically inhabiting only 

the domestic sphere, with no influence in the public sphere has been “hotly contested” 

in recent scholarship, and that “one can, with a dialectical turn, locate women within the 

broader structure of liberalism” (3).  Like Fraser, Dillon argues that both public and 

private spheres mutually articulate one another, so that domestic images of women 
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inform and shape the public sphere:  “women’s private position—and indeed, the entire 

notion of privacy and private property—must be seen as crucial to the structure and 

meaning of liberalism”(3) 17.  Lora Romero sums up these arguments about public and 

private spheres:  “The figure of the domestic woman has haunted us for over two 

centuries because of her utility for overstabilizing” the terms in any discussion of 

separate spheres (4).  Cathy Davidson cautions against the easy seduction of falling into 

the use of binaries, but instead urges us to consider the complexity of that century, 

arguing that generalizing about the role of women in the nineteenth century is an 

impossibility (444).  Davidson cites Linda Kerber’s 1945 discussion of Alexis de 

Tocqueville’s treatise, Democracy in America, with the surge of renewed interest in 

articulating the meaning of public and private spheres (445), emphasizing the 

connections between democracy and these arguments about citizenship, connections 

that are relevant when we look at literature whose primary theme revolves around 

freedom, as the neo-slave narrative tales of Marie Laveau do. 

As contemporary scholarship erodes the myths of gender and race, we cannot 

forget that different sets of societal expectations existed for males and females.  What 

will become apparent during the first-wave feminist movement is the “domestic double 

standard” that African American women were subjected to (Cash 18).  Like white 

women, African Americans were encouraged by church and society to align themselves 

with one man and to keep house.  Yet, many worked full-time as domestic help for 

white families, and in the antebellum period, African American women filled these 

“domestic responsibilities” even as they “worked for racial uplift” and fought against 

the over-sexualized stereotypes (Cash 18).  In the realm of labor, Nelson’s argument 

provides a basis for a continued belief that an independent African American female 

like Laveau complicated societal expectations. Additionally, as Pateman, Fraser, and 

�������������������������������������������������
��
�Both Fraser and Dillon cast their arguments against critical predecessors, many of whom attest female 

invisibility in the public sphere during this period.�
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Dillon prove, the public informs the private, except for the African American female.  

Dillon surmises that “the figure of the private woman is insistently defined as white” 

(3). Thus, she places the enslaved African American female in the seventeenth century 

as “apolitical within liberalism … insofar as African-American women are located in an 

apolitical space, defined as property rather than persons, they are not visible as 

gendered subjects, not visible as signifiers of the privacy that produces public identity” 

(18). However, a free female African American like Marie Laveau living in the 

nineteenth century in New Orleans offers a new opportunity for examination as she 

evolves into a liberal subject.  Not enslaved, but free, Laveau struggles for the notion of 

privacy, a claim to her own body.  Her biggest challenge in the nineteenth century lies 

in creating for herself a private sphere, as opportunities for paid labor lie mainly in 

domestic service in a white family’s space; economic opportunities are limited.  Though 

thinking of public and private spheres as a dichotomy helps for illustrative purposes 

and certainly helps us in this discussion of Marie Laveau, more recent arguments about 

the complexity of gender and social structures in these centuries also apply here.  Marie 

Laveau lived and modeled an anomalous life in that century because of her economic 

success, but African American women did participate in the public sphere before Jim 

Crow limited and eliminated their involvement, even in the nineteenth-century 

American south.  Because there were many African Americans attempting to involve 

themselves in politics and in public life before Jim Crow, the story of Laveau 

problematizes any attempt at simplifying race and gender dynamics in this century. 

Suffrage:  An American Right? 

Alexander Keyssar, in The Right to Vote:  The Contested History of Democracy in the 

United States writes that “implicit in the idea of the political involvement of women is 

the right to vote.  Indeed in popular usage the term ‘democracy’ implies that everyone, 

or nearly everyone, has the right to participate in elections” (xvi).  Like Glenn, Keyssar 

points out that the idea of race as an exclusionary factor within American democracy 
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actually increased post-civil war (78). Thus, as we struggled to bring our country back 

together during Reconstruction, racial tensions soared.  Keyssar’s work supports the 

contention that African American rights were increasingly being infringed on both 

because they were not property owners, and because of the Supreme Court ruling in  

 

 

Figure 3: “This is a White Man’s Government!,” Harper’s Weekly, 1868. 
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1857 that blacks were non-citizens.  Keyssar points out that simultaneously “The Civil 

War refocused the national debate about suffrage” (87) and that the Reconstruction 

period was a ripe time for southern blacks as they entered into the political arena, 

“playing a decisive role in many electoral contests” (78-9).   Yet, the battles over suffrage 

continue to dominate the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (78-9).  Figure 3 from 

Harper’s Weekly published in 1868 shows this struggle, depicting a “colored orphan 

asylum” and a “southern school” afire, with an African American soldier on the ground 

and African American children lynched in the background.  Glenn supports Keyssar’s 

claim that post-emancipation, both black men and women began to organize in public; 

they “took hold of a measure of political power, sat on juries, held elective offices, and 

occupied appointive positions as magistrates, bailiffs, port officials, justices of the peace, 

and sheriffs”(94).  The Equal Rights Association had been a unified group of African  

 

 
Figure 4:  “Well, Missy!  Heah we is!” 1913. 
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Americans, led by Frederick Douglass, and women, led by Elizabeth Cady Stanton and 

Susan B. Anthony (Aptheker 11).  Yet, when faced with the prospect of losing the 

proposed equal rights amendment, the women resorted to racism and division rather 

than embrace the African American cause, and the organization folded.  The Fifteenth 

Amendment provides for the African American male suffrage, and the Nineteenth 

Amendment, the white female.  African American women had problems with the 

political and social ramifications of the United States allowing African American men, 

but not African American women, to vote.  Hazel Carby details how social and political 

activists like Anna Julia Cooper’s 1892 work, A Voice from the South, expresses the 

African American female dismay with white female suffragettes for their exclusionary 

practices (107).   As Nelson points out, part of the damage of movements like the white 

suffragettes was not in their rejection of suffrage for African American women, but the 

way that their overt support of whiteness worked to support racism through “the 

discursive, subjective, and professional spaces of white, scientific manhood” and in this 

case, womanhood (113).18  Contradicting often held assumptions about the nineteenth 

century, before the 1890’s black women refused to let their lack of the vote mean lack of 

influence.   Frequently led to believe that the African American did nothing to 

counteract her oppression, we see instead this concept of female social and political 

organizing that Floris Barnett Cash argues began as early as the late eighteenth century 

(16).  Multiple organizations and conferences shared one item on their agenda: to 

discuss representation of the black female and the distortion of her image through 

stereotypes and other forms of racism (Carby 116-7). Figure 4 shows a caricature of the 

black suffrage organizations, including the National Association of Colored Women, 

formed as a result of the white female suffragettes’ exclusionary practices (Carby 116-7).   

�������������������������������������������������
18 Nelson specifically refers to Dr. Samuel George Morton’s work in polygenesis, but I think the overall 

principle applies here; overtly supporting whiteness reinforces divisive racial structures and beliefs.   
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The links between these early African American feminist movements and 

feminism and civil rights as they impact the Marie Laveau legend in the twentieth 

century are crucial.  The nineteenth-century south as a microcosm of the greater 

structure of liberal democracy failed to reflect the freedom and equality guaranteed its 

inhabitants, an irony not lost on those who sowed seeds for both feminism and civil 

rights. Carole Pateman argues that “feminism, liberalism, and democracy (that is, a 

political order in which citizenship is universal, the right of each adult individual 

member of the community) share a common origin” (212).   That origin derives from the 

idea of individualism—necessarily entailing a freedom and an equality that “obscures 

the patriarchal structure of liberalism” at its core (212).  Black abolitionists like Fredrick 

Douglass and Soujourner Truth had been using the Declaration of Independence and 

“fundamental principles of the American republic” in their written arguments against 

slavery since 1800 (Bruce 96).  The American south, slower to modernize, experienced 

fewer feminist movements toward liberation than its Northern counterpart (Clinton 

204).  And, even though the city of New Orleans that holds the Marie Laveau legend 

and the South generally experienced greater racial discord in the post-bellum period 

than the Northerners, the increasingly small gains would sow seeds for the New Negro 

movement of the 1920s and 30s when Hurston began to publish her folklore, fiction, 

and tales of Marie Laveau. 

The African American Female:  Depiction, Dialogue, Dialect 

The figure of Julia Chinn provides at least one relevant example of how race and gender 

combined and emerged onto the antebellum political scene.  Figure 5 shows a political 

ticket for the presidential campaign of 1836, its purpose to slur democrat Richard M. 

Johnson, Kentucky Congressman, in his ultimately successful bid for Vice-President in 

the 1836 elections as Martin Van Buren’s running mate: “The image is of a black 

woman, supposedly Johnson’s mulatto mistress Julia Chinn.  She sits on a small knoll 

holding a bag, and says, ‘Let ebery good dimicrat vote for my husband, and den he 
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shall hab his sheer ub de surplum rebbenu wat is in my bag.’”  This ticket uses Chinn’s 

image against Johnson by invoking dialect in a racist manner.  The caption under her 

picture reads “She plucks Dick—and Dick plucks you—and Van plucks Dick.”  A close 

investigation of that political race uncovers that Julia Chinn died in 1833, and this 

campaign evokes not the living Chinn, but the memory of Chinn as Johnson’s common 

law wife.  Similarly, in Figure 6, we see another racist political attack on Johnson, this 

time using caricatures of his black female daughters as political dynamite,  

 

 Figure 5:  Jinnoowine Johnson Ticket. “Carrying the   

        War Into Africa,” 1836. 

 

including one who had passed away shortly after her mother’s death, also before this 

political race.  The daughter holds a picture of her mother, the African American with a 

turban, who in all likelihood was much lighter skinned, as an octoroon.  The one 
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African American man speaks in dialect, as he and the man next to him state that 

African Americans and abolitionists will support Johnson’s candidacy.  In these 

instances in print culture, Julia Chinn’s and her daughters’ public images show the 

challenge in this century for the female African American to occupy a private space 

when her image is considered public property, her dialect manipulated by others for 

various purposes.  To further complicate matters, Johnson ultimately wins.  Thus, we 

 

 

Figure 6:  “An Affecting Scene in Kentucky,” 1836. 

 

must conclude that these racist images mattered less to the public than the illustrators 

and their republican backers imagined, a conclusion that, as stated earlier, 
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problematizes our attempts to understand the racial and gender dynamics of this 

century.  

  As another example of the need for the African American to create her own 

domestic space outside of white domesticity, we can look at the private collection of the 

George Cook archive in Richmond, Virginia.  Laura Wexler incorporates several of 

these photographs of African Americans who worked for the Cook family, and 

concludes that “as codification of class and identity, these ubiquitous reflections of 

private life in private homes must also have demarcated the edges of social visibility 

and invisibility for a group of people who, not yet secure, repeatedly invoked the 

materiality of appearances to justify their claim to dominance” (Female Subjects 167).  In 

particular, Wexler looks at the frequently published photograph showing an African 

American nursemaid holding a baby, one of Cook’s progeny in “Nursemaid and her 

Charge,” 1865.  The photograph showcases the class structures as visualized through 

the new art of photography by “valorizing” the white family and their ability to afford 

domestic help.  This photograph makes the African American “social personhood more 

invisible than ever,” giving her “less meaning than a piece of furniture” (Female Subjects 

175-8), and further illuminates the ever present plight of domestic labor on the eve of 

the Civil War. 

  Also illuminating is another photograph dated from 1905 from the same 

collection held by the Valentine Richmond History Center, forty years later, depicting 

an African American nanny (Figure 7 below).  She either prefers to hide or was 

instructed to assume her position of invisibility.  The photographer, the family, or both 

desire what a domestic servant signifies, but do not desire the image of her face as a 

representative human being.  In this gorgeous Virginian pastoral setting, we see a 

blanket spread out in what appears to be a natural utopia, as three white children are 

propped up in sitting positions looking at the photographer.  The nanny is hiding 

behind them, and you can see the outline of her face and clothing.  The nanny’s 
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domestic servitude and simultaneous invisibility illustrate the African American 

female’s continued struggle to rise out of the domestic space of the white family and 

into a space of her own.  We see this reality occur in oral lore and even in written lore 

into the next century—continually, the neo-slave narrative writes of a strong female 

who is landowning and financially independent—one who has escaped from the 

domestic space. 

One of the largest issues facing the African American female at the turn of the 

century is her inability to control unwanted sexual advances.  Catherine Clinton traces  

 

  

Fig. 7:  “Children on Lawn at Brook Hill (Nanny Hiding Behind the Children);” Reprinted 

with permission from the Valentine Richmond History Center. 
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this problem back to slavery and plantation dynamics.  Plantation owners “understood” 

the gender dichotomies that existed in American culture on the plantation:  “Southern 

planters divided women into two classes:  ladies, always white and chaste; and whores, 

comprising all black women (except the saintly Mammy) and any white woman who 

defied the established social constraints on her sexual behavior … Women bore total 

sexual accountability; white men enjoyed total sexual control” (204).  More generally, as 

it pertains to the patriarchal tendencies in American democracy, Carol Pateman argues 

that “women’s bodies symbolize everything opposed to political order, and yet the long 

and often bitterly contested process through which women have been included as 

citizens has been structured around women’s bodily (sexual) difference from men”(5).  

This idea applies for all women, regardless of race.  Specifically, we see this over- 

sexualization occur in the lore of Marie Laveau.  In Laveau, a landowning economically 

successful mother, we have a true nineteenth century heroine, but by the 1930s, her tales 

become reduced to sensationalized stories of orgies and other blatantly false versions of 

her life.  All of these political, social, and cultural challenges that define the African 

American female are relevant leading into the Harlem Renaissance, as the antebellum 

and Reconstruction periods inform New Negro artists like Zora Neale Hurston. 

The Art of Combating Stereotypes through Literature 

In literature, African American authors like Dunbar and Chesnutt began to 

fashion characters as a response to the portrayals of African Americans in the public 

sphere.  In their quest to control the depiction and dialect, they attempted to negate 

negative stereotypes that reverberated through American culture. Very specifically, 

these authors aimed to control depictions through originating the discourse, and 

employing dialect to honor their culture. The folktale, then, became an early avenue in 

which to accomplish these goals.  Whereas folktales and dialect had previously been 

used by white authors to mainly depict “black absence, depravity, and sub-humanity” 

(Sanders 98), African American authors began to combat this racist narrative.  After the 
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folklore revival of the 1890s, black Americans began to realize that they could use 

dialect and transform it from the popular type of negative portrayal used by white 

supremacists, a “mutilation of English spelling and pronunciation,” to its potential for 

“honoring forms of black language (the spiritual, the sermon, the folktale)” (Sundquist 

To Wake 304).  Honoring the black language was always one of Chesnutt’s aims, argues 

Darryl Dickson-Carr, who also writes that Chesnutt’s collection of conjure tales were 

intentionally subversive both in content and in form;  the use of dialect was to refute 

African American stereotypes, while white publishers “expurgated” his stories of racial 

insinuations before publication (African American Satire 12, 39).  Similarly, Paul 

Lawrence Dunbar, a “powerful literary articulator” who influenced Langston Hughes  

(Smethurst “Lyric” 114) and whose first book was published in 1896, followed by 

several thereafter, has been accused of writing in “stereotypes, sentimentality and 

melodrama” (Turner iii).  Yet, in his last novel, The Sport of the Gods, critics now believe 

Dunbar “savagely attacked the stereotypes and myths of the plantation tradition” 

(Turner iii).  In both form and content, folklore is used to attack myths and stereotypes.  

Particularly in trickster tales, “freedom, guile and wit remained necessary and 

ubiquitous tools with which to confront the dominant culture” (Levine 380).  

Barbara Christian outlines some of the stock characters in literature before 1940, 

including the mammy figure in southern white literature portrayed “in direct contrast 

to the ideal white woman, though both images are dependent on each other for this 

effectiveness.  Mammy is black in color, fat, nurturing, religious, kind, above all strong, 

and…enduring” (2).  Anne duCille writes that in our culture, African American females 

have been “badly misfired as magnanimous mammies, man-eating matriarchs, or 

immoral Jezebels” (“The Occult” 215). She consistently bears the brunt of nineteenth-

century racism, as exemplified in Figures 7 and 8.  Laura Wexler points out how we 

mischaracterize the Mammy character as one that originated from slavery (American 

Literary Studies 81).  Instead, Wexler argues that Catherine Clinton’s research proves 
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that “not until after Emancipation did black women run white households or occupy in 

any significant number the special positions ascribed to them in folklore and fiction” 

(201).  This truth underscores the pervasiveness of myth and stereotype.  Harris’s work 

From Mammies to Militants outlines the danger inherent in this double life, arguing that 

for the black domestic, wearing a mask and repressing her culture are prerequisites for 

living between two domestic spaces (16).  She argues that the loss of self (17) and the 

dependence on the “white mistress” for earnings (18) create a danger.   As such, Harris 

points out that Chesnutt’s characterization of Mammy Jane, in his 1901 The Marrow of 

Tradition, exemplifies a black domestic who is “proud to identify herself and her family 

with the white family for whom she works, and she is as conservative as they” (25).  

The southern black maid is the “mammy whose ineffective compromise in the home of 

the white mistress causes her to identify completely with the status quo; she believes 

within her heart in the rightness of the established order of which she is a part.  She has 

lost her black cultural identity (if she ever had one) and all sense of spiritual 

identification with black people” (24).  Thus, like other tropes, the mammy character 

has worked in both black and white literature against the subjecthood of the African 

American female.  Zora Neale Hurston will work against these literary stereotypes, as 

do most of the other African American authors of the Harlem Renaissance.  Because the 

Mammy, the mulatta, and other types of characters become ingrained into American 

literature and culture, it makes the renaissance that much more important in its truly 

original contribution to art and literature. 

The tragic mulatta, another stock character, also surfaces in nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century literature, including the novel Clotel by William Wells Brown where 

“the mulatta is a person worthy to be free—because she is beautiful, courageous and 

refined:  beautiful because she represents those qualities of white standards of beauty, 

denied automatically to the darky” (Christian 4).  She too, like the Mammy character, 
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relies on the contrast of the white woman to define her. The portrayal of this stock 

character frequently occurs within the context of passing, and many such texts get 

 

  

Figures 8 & 9:  Racist Mammy Postcards c. 1900. 

prolific critical attention categorizing them as “passing” texts and little else.  The 

appearance of a mulatta in fiction, then, often garners negative attention, as when 

Hurston writes Janie Crawford with lighter skin, leading to “colorist” accusations by 

contemporary critics (Walker “On Refusing” 2).   

 As I have demonstrated, both conjure and trickster figures appear in the work of 

Charles Chesnutt and Joel Chandler Harris.  More broadly, trickster figures have 

existed since Greek mythology and appear in varying degrees within any society’s 

culture.  Usually trickster figures, as in Chesnutt’s case, have an “ulterior motive,” one 
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of material benefit (Sundquist To Wake 312). Often, literature in the African American 

southern tradition depicts this character as an animal, frequently a rabbit, like the Brer 

Rabbit figure as popularized by the Walt Disney cartoon.  Lawrence Levine discusses 

how the trickster figure is a conglomeration of different cultures, including “the 

traditional African trickster, Anansi the spider” who transforms into the rabbit because 

of the influence of the lore of the “large West Indian migration” (373).  In Tell My Horse, 

Zora Neale Hurston also traces trickster Brer Rabbit’s origins to Brother Anansi, the 

Spider, “the great cultural hero of West Africa” (25).  Trudier Harris writes that the 

trickster is often “motivated [by] a concern for family members,” and “aims to serve 

whites and manipulate them to their advantage,” while “evinc[ing] no respect for 

conventional morality” (Mammies 43). Though the trickster trope is often combined with 

the conjurer, organically, they are vastly different.  Evidence of this confusion about the 

roles of both appears in an interview with author Jewell Parker Rhodes, in which the 

interviewer asks her to talk about Marie Laveau as a female trickster figure, because 

historically, the trickster is usually male.  Rhodes responds by saying that she has never 

imagined Laveau to be a trickster (Quashie 432).  Several scholars who have written on 

the subject of Voodoo in fiction also trace conjuring to the trickster figure, most notably 

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. who writes of the Trickster and Yoruba deity “Esu-Elegbara” 

who frequently appears in this examination.  As I have explained earlier in the 

discussion of Houston A. Baker’s work, these trickster stories resemble conjure stories 

in that both frequently contain a conjure figure mostly interested in magic or trickery 

embroiled within slavery, or outside the law or social acceptability.  This trickster often 

appears as boldly aggressive, and John W. Roberts even compares him or her to the 

twentieth-century “outlaw” in literature (185).  The literature in this examination, 

however, emphasizes an overwhelming distinction between the conjurer and the 

trickster as they evolve.   
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Another overlapping stereotype from the nineteenth century stems from the 

tradition of blackface minstrelsy, as seen in Figure 9 below.  W.T. Lhamon writes that 

the “first historians said blackface was about happy Negroes” (Raising 5).  For years, 

scholars have argued that minstrelsy served as an early avenue for the perpetuation of 

these stereotypes, specifically regarding the use of dialect (Meer 15).  Lhamon relays 

that simply pointing out the racism within blackface served as scholarship in the 50s 

and 60s, but now we can analyze “the way minstrelsy saps racism from within” (Raising 

6).  Lindsey Meer argues after Lhamon does that blackface performances were diverse 

racial portrayals, frequently viewed as sites of cultural transmission that subverted 

racism (11).  Lhamon’s scholarship shows that much of the minstrel tradition evolved 

from a “cross-racial energy and recalcitrant alliance between blacks and lower-class 

whites” (Jump viii).  As such, the opponents of this alliance of blacks and whites began 

to appropriate the Jim Crow trickster as a racist figure “for America’s justly despised 

segregation laws” (Jump viii).   

Much of the writing by African Americans at the fin de siècle focused on 

reversing these stereotypes like the mammy, the mulatta, and the Jim Crow trickster 

from early periods of theatricality and print culture.  In response to their proliferation, 

Harlem Renaissance dramatists sought “to eradicate the[ir] legacy” (Krasner 57).  James 

Weldon Johnson describes in his essay “The Dilemma of the Negro Author” in 1928 

how “the black writer was constrained in his subject matter by both sides of the color 

line:  he could not choose white subjects; he must not embarrass African Americans by 

choosing certain delicate black subjects; and he was hard pressed to avoid capitulation 

to the popular stereotypes” (qtd in Sundquist Hammers 5).  Jessie Fauset explicitly stated 

after reading a fallacious depiction of black life:  “Let us who are better qualified” 

depict the truth of black life for an audience that desires it (Wall 82).  Zora Neale 

Hurston writes “If we are to believe the majority of writers of Negro dialect and the 
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burnt-cork artists, Negro speech is a weird thing, full of ‘ams’ and ‘ises.’  Fortunately, 

we don’t have to believe them.  We may go directly to the Negro and let him speak for  

 

    

Figure 10:  Mr. T. Rice as The Original Jim Crow.  

 

 

himself” (Folklore, Memoirs 845-6).  Hurston’s use of dialect was in direct opposition to       

many of her contemporaries (Sundquist To Wake 305).  As stereotypes pervaded 

American culture, this generation of authors arose, and the New Negro movement was 

birthed.  Like other lore, the Marie Laveau lore evolved according to the changing racial 

climate, “under[going] continuous change reflective of the changes taking place in Afro-
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American consciousness” (Levine 374).  During the renaissance, an author arises who 

not only embraces the folk culture of the African and Caribbean, but who integrates the 

oral lore of the American south into her literature and fiction—Zora Neale Hurston. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

“THAT’S WHAT THE OLD ONES SAID IN ANCIENT TIMES AND WE TALK 

IT AGAIN”:  THE RETELLING OF LAVEAU IN HURSTON’S CANON 

I have landed here in the Kingdom of Marie Laveau and expect to wear her crown someday—Conjure 

Queen as you suggested.    

               Zora Neale Hurston, letter to Langston Hughes dated August 6, 1928 

 

Houston A. Baker refers to Zora Neale Hurston as the literary foremother of 

authors like Toni Morrison and Alice Walker because of her seminal influence on 

literature (“Workings” 304).  With good reason; critics generally consider Alice Walker’s 

1970s essays on Hurston as the catalyst for renewed interest in her, resulting in an 

intimate literary connection between the two. If we dig a bit deeper, we see a direct 

connection between Laveau, Hurston and Walker.  Here, I suggest that we view 

Hurston’s work in Mules and Men and Tell My Horse though the circum-Atlantic lens of 

Marie Laveau instead of tracing these literary allusions to a general conjure “spirit” that 

Baker argues both elicit in their works.  By analyzing Hurston’s fiction both before and 

after her fieldwork in New Orleans, I show how she interacts with the legacy of Laveau 

in her portrayal of Janie in Their Eyes Were Watching God.   This act inspires and 

subsequently forever alters African American female literary tradition, as evidenced by 

her imprint on Walker, and other authors in this examination, like Toni Cade Bambara, 

Gloria Naylor, Gayl Jones, and Jewell Parker Rhodes.  Here, I contextualize Hurston’s 

relevant personal background as part of the transnational Harlem Renaissance and her 

contributions to Mules and Men that lay the groundwork for these authors.  I discuss the 

similarities between performance, Voodoo, and folklore in her work and explore the 

feminist evolution of her conjure characters, among other relevant aspects of Hurston’s 

writing.  The goal of this chapter is to illuminate the myriad connections that exist 

between Laveau and Hurston, and to see how these connections ultimately influence 

contemporary literature. 
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 Mules and Men, Their Eyes Were Watching God, and Tell my Horse all bear the 

imprint of Laveau’s legacy.  A plethora of critical work connects all three of these texts 

with Voodoo, including essays detailing the significance of Voodoo symbols and signs 

hidden within them.19  Annette Trefzer writes that “Voodoo in Hurston’s work emerges 

as a subversive international gesture that helps to produce a global trans-Caribbean 

space” (299). Keith Cartwright’s work on Hurston figures prominently in this 

examination, and scholar Daphne Lamothe’s article about Voodoo undertones in Their 

Eyes Were Watching God traces Hurston’s interest in Voodoo to Haiti, where she wrote 

the novel in seven weeks (158).  She implicates a strong Haitian influence on Hurston’s 

novel, pointing out Voodoo undertones.   I do not further explore these parallels, or 

general links to Caribbean lore, but instead, aim to connect some of the Voodoo 

references that appear in these texts to Laveau, and to show their existence both as a 

natural outpouring of Hurston’s southern fieldwork in New Orleans, specifically her 

interaction with the legend of Marie Laveau.  In Dust Tracks on a Road, Hurston details 

how this Southern fieldwork from 1927 to 1932, including that which transpired in New 

Orleans, piqued her interest in the Caribbean (Bordelon 13).20  The paper trail of 

Hurston’s fellowship applications reveals her receipt of two Guggenheim fellowships in 

1934 and in 1936 to help finance her trips to the Caribbean.  Thus, we can surmise that 

her interest in Haiti and Jamaica led directly from her time spent in New Orleans.  Also 

at this time, Hurston feverishly worked to revise her Mules and Men manuscript, the 

second half of which details Marie Laveau and Voodoo.  In order to find a publisher, 

Hurston added fictional elements to what she initially considered an anthropological 

manuscript, making “Zora” the narrator of her fictional tale.   

�������������������������������������������������
19 The essays are so numerous that it would be impossible to list them all here.  A cursory search on any 

literary database will pull up over one hundred articles on this topic.  
20 A letter from Hurston’s own hand specifies her folklore collecting years as 1928 to 1931 (315). 
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I believe that Hurston’s interest in Laveau positions Laveau as the spectre that 

haunts the pages of Their Eyes, rather than a general Voodoo or Voodoo loa influence as 

Lamothe posits.  Instead, I show that Hurston’s interest in conjure and Voodoo peaks 

after her Marie Laveau initiation in New Orleans.  I contend that her work in New 

Orleans ultimately resurfaces in Janie’s character development, one that shares more 

parallels with Marie Laveau than with Voodoo loas Ezili Freda and Ezili Danto, as 

Lamothe posits.  Lamothe concedes that there are a number of aspects of Janie that do 

not relate to these Voodoo goddesses, including her indifference toward fine clothing.  

Haitians define Ezili as a goddess of luxury who wears exotic clothes and loves to dress 

richly.  Yet, Janie often wears denim overalls, and is decidedly not materialistic, one of 

the most appealing aspects of her character.  Furthermore, these loas possess general 

characteristics that could be related to many different types of characters.  Instead of 

reading these scenes as general Voodoo parallels, recent scholarship by Keith 

Cartwright confirms an explicit connection between the novel’s ending, the “storm,” 

and Zora the narrator’s Voodoo initiation with Laveau’s “nephew,” Luke Turner.  

Cartwright posits that this initiation impacted Hurston’s composition of the novel, 

particularly the hurricane scenes (761).  Hurston’s interactions with the Laveau legend 

make Laveau the real magician behind the moment, not Voodoo loas or Luke Turner.  It 

is Hurston’s Voodoo initiation, her symbolic embodiment of Marie Laveau, that piques 

her interest in exploring “Afro-Atlantic Gulf-stream spirituality” (Cartwright 761) by 

traveling to the Bahamas, Jamaica, and Haiti.  Though she mentions other conjure 

women in the novel, the volume and type of Laveau material in Mules and Men and in 

her personal letters point to Laveau as having a more than nominal influence on her 

work.  She introduces us to Marie Laveau in Mules and Men:   

  From so much of hearing the name I asked everywhere for this Laveau  

  and everybody told me differently.  But from what they said I was eager  

  to know to the end of the talk.  It carried me back across the river into the  
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  Vieux Carre.  All agreed that she had lived and died in the French quarter  

  of New Orleans.  So I went there to ask.  (191) 

Starting with this initial mention of Laveau, I reveal the deep connection between the 

Laveau legend and Hurston’s work. 

Indeed, Alice Walker attributes her discovery of Hurston to her quest for a 

fictional conjure woman.  She sought to find Mules and Men, a text that had been out of 

print for a number of years: 

In late 1970 I was writing a story that required accurate material on 

voodoo practices among rural Southern blacks of the thirties; there 

seemed none available I could trust.  A number of white, racist 

anthropologists and folklorists of the period had, not surprisingly, 

disappointed and insulted me.  They thought blacks inferior, peculiar, and 

comic, and for me this undermined, no destroyed, the relevance of their 

books.  Fortunately, it was then that I discovered Mules and Men, Zora’s 

book on folklore, collecting, herself, and her small, all-black community of 

Eatonville, Florida.  (In Search Of  83) 

Through Walker’s quest for a literary conjure woman, ultimately resulting in the 

fashioning of several of her fictional characters, she subsequently wrote her landmark 

essay, “Looking for Zora” in 1975.  This essay and others like it sparked the flame of 

literary passion for Hurston and re-energized the reception and re-publication of her 

books, including a renewed interest in her work by literary critics.  This important 

discovery and the subsequent critical interest in Hurston changed the face of American 

literature and underscores how “criticism creates American literature in its own image 

because American literature gives the American people a conception of themselves and 

of their history” (Tompkins 199).  As a result, thirty years later, few students leave a 

liberal arts education without having read Hurston.  The hills and valleys of this lore 

cycle take us from Marie Laveau to Hurston to Walker and then to Rhodes; we are 
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buoyed along by the circum-Atlantic interest that Laveau generates, even into this 

century.  Thus, the Laveau figure both inspires and offers source material for Hurston’s 

fiction, so that when Alice Walker asks why “is Janie Crawford, the main character in 

Their Eyes Were Watching God, light-skinned and silken-haired?” (“On Refusing” 2), we 

can answer this and other questions like it by pointing to her resemblance to the legend 

of Marie Laveau.   

From Reconstruction to the Harlem Renaissance 

The roots of the Harlem Renaissance go back to “the immediate post-

Reconstruction era” (Sundquist To Wake 336), that period of time when Laveau’s legend 

began to be reported in newspaper accounts and celebrated through songs and oral 

culture.  Here, in the “still heat of the post-Reconstruction South,” Jean Toomer finds his 

models for Cane:  “exquisite butterflies trapped in an evil honey, toiling away their lives 

in an era, a century, that did not acknowledge them” (Walker In Search 232).  Less than 

thirty years later, both racial sentiment and art forms from this time period ultimately 

produced the Harlem Renaissance, whose beginning as an artistic and cultural 

movement some have traced to as early as 1912 with James Weldon Johnson’s 

publication of The Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man and Claude McKay’s migration to 

the United States in that year (Gable xiii). The Harlem of the 1920s and 30s was a 

conglomeration of artists from north and south, from across the Atlantic and those born 

and raised in New York City, all writing and performing for audiences who seemingly 

for the first time welcomed their original productions that transformed American 

culture. Not necessarily a “cohesive movement,” the Renaissance bound disparate 

people together for the overall purpose of “self-assertion and self-definition” 

(Hutchinson 1).  Like the real Laveau, the Renaissance is a mixture of Caribbean and 

African influences that were “profoundly shaped by American racial culture and 

American power” (Dickson-Carr “Introduction” 5).   
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Several similarities exist between Hurston’s Harlem experience and her Deep 

South experience.  Caribbean and African traditions that were carried into the rural 

south appear in New York City: “During the 1920’s…one in four Harlemites was 

foreign born, mostly from the Anglophone Caribbean” (Parascandola 1).  Alain Locke 

spoke of the diversity in Harlem:  “It has attracted the African, the West Indian, the 

Negro American; has brought together the negro of the North and the Negro of the 

South” (6).  Furthermore, there was an embracing of African traditions through the 

Marcus Garvey movement, as pan-Africanism was born, with the headquarters for this 

transnational group in Harlem.  The idea of “Negritude,” defined as a “concrete coming 

to consciousness, premised on pride in a collective black identity, and forged from the 

relationship between the individual and the community” (qtd in John 22) from the 

French Caribbean intellectual Aime Cesaire surfaces around this time.  In addition to 

showcasing these diverse cultures in The New Negro anthology,  Locke writes that “a 

Negro newspaper carrying new material in English, French, and Spanish, gathered 

from all quarters of America, the West Indies and Africa has maintained itself in 

Harlem for over five years” (14).  The same transnational influences existed in 

antebellum New Orleans and appeared in its lore:  Caribbean, French, Spanish, 

American, and African.  After winning scholarships to Barnard and then to Columbia, 

Hurston studied with Franz Boas and subsequently began to collect folklore in Florida:  

“I was glad when somebody told me, ‘You may go and collect Negro folklore’” (Mules 

and Men 1). Hurston specifically chose Florida in which to travel and collect folklore 

because of its diversity:  “Florida is a place that draws people—white people from all 

over the world, and Negroes from every Southern state surely and some from the North 

and West” (1).   

Economics, Racism, and Migration during the New Negro Movement 

Laws in the nineteenth century began to limit state to state migration for African 

Americans, restricting their freedom to move, a fundamental right for American 
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citizens, emphasizing the non-citizenship of African Americans. However, European 

migration tapered off, and as a result of World War I industrial opportunities, leaders 

like Booker T. Washington encouraged many in the poor rural south to come north for 

economic opportunities (Stewart 14).  Underscoring the promise of migration, James 

Alan McPherson writes that “a commitment to both freedom and movement was the 

basic promise of democracy” (qtd in Baker  Blues 11). Most southern migrants heeded 

an explicit promise of “economic freedom” in their move (Singh The Novels 7).  Blacks 

migrated to Harlem during the Great Migration for two main reasons:  to search for 

economic opportunities and to escape the racism that permeated southern and rural 

America.21  Post-Civil War, many viewed this opportunity to move north as a “second 

emancipation” (Mandle 70).  Unfortunately, this movement north elicited continued 

racial hostility in both north and south (Mandle 72).  Barbara Christian says that black 

women particularly found that this migratory move meant simply a superficial change 

in labor as they remained domestic servants, the “hard bottom of the labor market” (8).  

Hazel Carby writes that over thirty percent of black women “gainfully employed in 

1910 were either ‘servants’ or ‘laundresses not in laundries’” (126). Just as the picture of 

the southern migrant worker visually depicts the Great Depression, that northern image 

is of the hundreds of black domestic workers waiting for the “slave markets” (Jones 

205).  Working for pennies a day, African American females waited in line to cook, 

clean, and iron for white families in a fierce example of labor exploitation (Jones 205).   

By 1940, because of these markets, “over 80% of black women in America would say 

they’d done domestic labor” (Kaplan 161-2).  Thus, migratory patterns appear to be a 

�������������������������������������������������
21  See Farah Griffin’s chapter “Reasons for Leaving the South” in Who Set You Flowin’?   
�
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significant step toward attaining the promises of America (Stewart 15), but fail to result 

in concrete gains. 

Both economic and spiritual freedom seemed delicately intertwined in the 

promises of the New Negro movement.  Locke attributed the Great Migration not only 

to the promise of economic stability but to something greater, more spiritual:   

 In terms of a new vision of opportunity, of social and economic freedom, 

of a spirit to seize, even in the face of an extortionate and heavy toll, a 

chance for the improvement of conditions.  With each successive wave of 

it, the movement of the Negro becomes more and more a mass movement 

toward the larger and the more democratic chance—in the Negro’s case a 

deliberate flight not only from countryside to city but from medieval 

America to modern. (6) 

One critic interprets Locke’s dreams as a new type of cultural citizenship: “because 

political citizenship had failed African Americans, Locke and other New Negro 

intellectuals invented a cultural citizenship that promised a new kind of American 

identity defined by culture instead of politics” (Stewart 17).  These leaders emphasized 

spirituality in the New Negro movement: “By shedding the old chrysalis of the Negro 

problem we are achieving something like a spiritual emancipation” (Locke 4). In this 

way, “Locke rejects the promises of the Founding Fathers in favor of, like Emerson, a 

cultural declaration of independence to fulfill its destiny” (17). As Hurston describes it:  

“America has produced a generation of Negroes who are impatient of the orators.  They 

want to hear about more jobs and houses and meat on the table.  They are resentful of 

opportunities lost while their parents sat satisfied and happy listening to crummy 

orators.  Our heroes are no longer talkers but doers” (Tell My Horse 77).  The New 

Negroes can be seen as those who rejected the passive leadership of the previous 

generation “in favor of modernity, more aggressive civil rights activism, and greater 

freedom of artistic expression” (Dickson-Carr “Introduction” xxi).  These passages refer 
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to the spirituality, racial identity and pride that undergirded the movement and the 

increased resistance to the status quo, all components that exist in Marie Laveau lore as 

written in Hurston’s work.  As Arnold Rampersad argues, “The energy and joy in The 

New Negro have political purposes; they are subversive ... Uniting these men and 

women was their growing sense of certainty that black America was on the verge of 

something like a second Emancipation” (“The Book” 89, 91).  These components of the 

New Negro movement surrounded Hurston, and as Houston A. Baker writes, conjuring 

and emancipation go hand in hand (Workings 77).   

Hurston’s Biography 

  

 

�

Figure 11:  Zora Neale Hurston in the Caribbean.�

 

 

A number of personal similarities exist between Hurston and Laveau that appear 

relevant to this examination.  Laveau’s ability to transcend racial boundaries (both 
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blacks and whites followed her ministry), and her interest in both spirituality and 

performance mirror Hurston’s.  Hurston claimed in her autobiography that she was 

born in Eatonville, Florida around 1901 (Washington 9).  Recent scholarship has 

unearthed the Hurston family bible, which lists Zora’s birthdate as 1891 in Alabama, 

not in the all-black community of Eatonville as in her autobiography (Bordelon 3).  

History considers her one of Du Bois’s talented tenth in the Renaissance, and she 

showed no ambivalence about her cultural heritage (Rampersad “Foreword” xvii), 

exhibiting an “absolute disinterest in becoming white” and a “devoted appreciation of 

her own culture” (Walker “On Refusing” 2).  She moved fluidly between blacks and 

whites, and had no problems occupying that space (Rampersad “Foreword” xvii).  Her 

interest in folk culture reflects her belief that in these stories, “are that which the soul 

lives by” (Mules and Men 2), and as such, she centered her fiction around black folk 

culture.  Toni Cade Bambara writes about how during the Great Depression Hurston’s 

“funding sources dried up, blacks out of favor, the Renaissance played out.  She never 

skipped a beat.  Went right on collecting, maintaining, celebrating the genius of 

Blacksouth folks” (qtd in Plant 59). This belief in the folk as it defines her work in the 

Renaissance and her narrative style in which she incorporates dialect is key to this 

examination, beginning with Mules and Men, her first book.   

In this use of folk customs, Hurston’s work differs from other authors in the 

Renaissance (Rampersand  “Foreword” xvii) and represents her professional 

disagreement with several prominent male authors, notably Richard Wright, who said 

“Hurston’s characters were nothing but minstrels” (qtd in Washington 17).  Mary Helen 

Washington expounds on the circumstances surrounding their intrinsic disagreements 

about fiction: 

Wright’s black characters, in contrast to Hurston’s, are victimized, hunted 

people who, in Hurston’s view, created the impression that black lives 

were nothing more than the sum total of their oppression.  They were “a 
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problem,” economically deprived and psychologically crippled.  Hurston 

was determined to write about black life as it existed apart from racism, 

injustice, Jim Crow—where black people laughed, celebrated, loved, 

sorrowed, struggled … Being black was such grimly serious business to 

Wright that he was incapable of judging Hurston’s characters, who laugh 

and tease as well as suffer and who do not hate themselves or their 

blackness. (17, 18) 

When Alain Locke wrote a lukewarm review of Their Eyes Were Watching God in 

Opportunity, January 1938, calling her novel an “oversimplification” (Zora 18), Hurston 

wrote to James Weldon Johnson:  “I get tired of the envious picking on me.  Alain Leroy 

Locke is a malicious spiteful little snot that thinks he ought to be the leading Negro 

because of his degrees.  Foiled in that, he spends his time trying to cut the ground from 

under everybody else” (413).   For Hurston, Jessie Fauset, and the handful of other 

female authors, “black female artists and intellectuals writing at the turn of the century 

recognized that for them and their sisters the race question did not exist separate and 

distinct from the woman question and vice versa” (duCille 30).   

Racism and sexism created both solid literary alliances and stronger literary 

disagreements during the Renaissance.  Candice M. Jenkins pinpoints one such 

disagreement in her analysis of Alain Locke’s 1950 essay “Self-Criticism.”  Locke called 

for writing about race in a way that Jenkins argues both Fauset and Hurston wrote, but 

the domestic mattered little for Locke and others who sought the “universal” in 

literature (42).  She writes that black male authors like Locke worked in tandem with 

white liberal feminism to “exclude black women from dialogues of both race and sex” 

(40), a pattern that would impact African American women writers.  Hurston’s 

depiction of African Americans, not part of Du Bois’s larger literary aims of uplift 

during the Renaissance, now garners more favorable responses from the reading public 

than when Hurston began to publish.  Though close to the likes of Locke, Hughes, and 
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Du Bois, their disagreements were myriad.  Thus, Hurston shared some of the same 

challenges as Laveau, competing with African American men for the “throne,” another 

similarity between their lives and possibly one reason why Hurston’s interest in Laveau 

is piqued during her stay in New Orleans. 

Forced to take her first job as a domestic, “financial dependency” hovered over 

Hurston like a “cloud … from the time she left home to work as a maid at fourteen to 

the day of her death” (Walker “On Refusing” 3). Hurston’s patron of the arts, Mrs. R. 

Osgood Mason, supported her efforts to collect folklore as seen in their peculiar 

correspondence that reveals Hurston’s extreme indebtedness, forcing her to justify 

expenditures on necessities like shoes and medicine (Washington 13).  Hurston’s 

penurious existence differs markedly, however, from evidence of Laveau’s financial 

success, a fact that again, may have partially inspired Hurston’s interest in her.  Unlike 

Hurston’s character Janie who owns land and supports herself, to a great degree, 

Hurston never could master that challenge, and thus, she wrote what she felt would 

pay the bills, the struggle of many a great writer of classic literature.  As a result, 

evidence of Hurston’s occasional contradictions appear, particularly in the Voodoo 

column she writes for the Ft. Pierce Chronicle near the end of her life, around 1958 (see 

Figure 11) where she occasionally sensationalized Voodoo instead of following her life’s 

work to authenticate it.  According to Carla Kaplan, she inconsistently portrayed 

Voodoo, on one hand calling it “Black Magic” but at other times defending its 

“pharmacological” value and “unknown powers” (617). Robert Hemenway writes that 

she “consistently treats voodoo as a legitimate, sophisticated religion” in Tell My Horse 

(249).  This inconsistency between her early work and the column she wrote at the end 

of her life points to the greater challenge Hurston faced:  economic viability.   

Biographer Robert Hemenway writes that Hurston’s intelligence provided her a 

basic financial base, yet she lacked the “will and ability to channel her brilliance to 
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Figure 12:  Hurston’s Ft. Pierce Chronicle Column circa 1958 

 

 

commercial goals” (“Foreward” 5).  Written evidence shows Hurston’s attempts to 

support herself through concerts, plays, and other efforts.  Hurston detailed these 

travails in her autobiography, Dust Tracks on a Road: “I had collected a mass of work-

songs, blues and spirituals in the course of my research” (713).  As she told it, no 

publishers or producers would touch this material, alleging little audience appeal.  

Hurston staged the show alone, at her own personal cost.  An artistic success, these 

types of productions made little money.22  Yet, she recognized their purposeful 

contribution to the transference of Caribbean cultural memory:   

I have seen the effects of that concert in all the Negro singing groups since 

then.   Primitive Negro dancing has been given tremendous impetus.  

�������������������������������������������������
22 Here we see her early satisfaction with contributing to the arts, even if it meant little financial success. 

This opinion evolved as Hurston aged and realized how little opportunity she had to support herself 

through writing.   
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Work-songs have taken on.  In that performance I introduced West Indian 

songs and dances and they have come to take an important place in 

America. I am not upset by the fact that others have made something out 

of the things I pointed out.  Rather I am glad if I have called any beauty to 

the attention of those who can use it. (714) 

As we see in this entry, “Hurston knew that theatrical presentations of the creative 

genius of black folks created ritual spaces where in the audience as well as the 

performers could touch their own divinity.  She understood profoundly the value of 

cultural traditions and the importance of ritual performance” (Plant 87).  This 

observation of Hurston’s work describes its capabilities to transmit cultural memory, 

particularly through its folkloric content, an avenue that we will explore here. 

’Lyin’:  Memory and Imagination in Mules and Men and Tell My Horse 

In “Characteristics of Negro Expression,” her essay on drama that appears in The 

New Negro, Hurston writes that drama “permeates” the “Negro’s entire self” (830). 

Hurston’s theatrical productions failed to rival popular theatre at the time, which 

showcased inauthentic productions by white authors that Hurston detested:  “white 

dramas about blacks—where holdovers from minstrelsy such as shuffling, banjos, and 

overblown speech were still being shown” (Kaplan 172-3).  After reading Hurston’s 

collection of letters, Robert Hemenway notes her keen awareness of an audience, 

writing that for Hurston, “every letter is a performance” (“Foreword” 20).  She 

collaborated with Langston Hughes, resulting in an unproduced play, Mulebone, and 

individually penned more than ten scripts that were published posthumously.  For a 

period of about one year, she worked at North Carolina College for Negroes as a drama 

instructor, as she said, attempting to “make Negro plays out of Negro life in a Negro 

manner” (Plant 85).  Yet, in the entire year of her employ, she staged nary a play 

(Hemenway Zora 254).  Her unquenching interest in drama and performance creates an 
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interesting intersection with her depiction of both the folkloric and Voodoo stages in 

Mules and Men.  

 Mules and Men, set in the transnational American south and New Orleans, and 

Tell My Horse, set in the Caribbean, all incorporate Voodoo, folklore and theatre.  Here, 

we see the orature that Roach talks about.  Here, we see the lore cycles that Lhamon 

writes of.  In Mules and Men, proverbs, fables, songs, dances, guitar solos, tall tales, 

prayers, and children’s games transmit cultural memory from Africa, the Caribbean, 

Spain, French, and America.  In Mules and Men, drama, folklore, and Voodoo converge:  

“Hurston is onstage…a puppeteer of sorts, a master magician who controlled the very 

words of the people from whom she collected” (Harris The Power 3).  Participants 

compete for the stage and for Zora the narrator’s attention:  “Long before Calvin had 

ended his story James had lost his air of impatience.  ‘Now, Ah’ll tell one,’ he said” (10).  

Several performers tell different versions of the same story; Jim Allen tells the story of 

how white men began to make black men labor and Jim Presley objects only to be 

interrupted by Will Richardson “‘doin’ dis lyin’” (75).  Hurston and her characters make 

much of memory and “truth” in transmitting these fables, proverbs, and creation 

myths.  Participants accuse each other of misremembering and “lyin’”:  “‘Now Ellis,’ 

chided Gold when she was thru her laughter, ‘You know dat’s a lie. Folks over there in 

St. Lawrence holdin’ class meetin’ and you over here lyin’ like de crossties from 

Jacksonville to Key West’” (24). Memory holds value as people transmit it through their 

tales.  Gene accuses Gold of making stories up, not transmitting them from memory:   

 ‘Now Gold call herself getting’ even wid me—tellin’ dat lie.  Tain’t no   

 such a story  nowhere.  She jus’ made dat one up herself.’ 

  ‘Naw she didn’t,’ Arnetta defended.  ‘Ah been knowing dat ole tale.’ 

  ‘Me too,’ said Shoo-pie.  (30) 

Not only does the audience participate in the telling of these tales, but the actor relays 

the stories with theatrical revisions.  As I have alluded to earlier, scholars Marilyn 
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Wilmeth and J. Richard Wilmeth trace Voodoo ceremonies in Haiti to eighteenth-

century Parisian theatre performances from the Italian Commedia dell’Arte, of which a 

major component is improvisation. In these ceremonies, participants act out their 

possessions and interact with the audience (31).  Between 1764  and 1791 there were 

over 300 performances of this type being performed in Haiti, including in Port au Prince 

and Les Cayes (32), with the bulk of the audience mulattos, free blacks and slaves.  

These theatre performances did indeed impact the performance of Voodoo in Haiti 

through form, costumes, incorporation of music and dancing, and other similar 

characteristics nonexistent on Caribbean islands with no commedia theatre (32).  Both 

Voodoo and theatre share a stage, main actors, and audience participation.  Quite 

possibly these Haitian performances may be traced to New Orleans through its 

significant Haitian immigrant population, and transferred from the “Voodoo stage” to 

the “folklore stage” through the transmission of cultural memory.  These elements of 

theatrical and folkloric Voodoo continue to survive through the fin de siècle and into 

Hurston’s anthropological fiction. 

We see improvisation through imagination occurring in the Voodoo ceremonies 

in Tell My Horse.  They read like folkloric revisions; participants chant in ritual and 

song, yet each version appears slightly different in varying part of the islands, 

according to Hurston:  “There are several variations of this prayer-chant.  In fact at 

every different place I heard the ceremony I heard another version, but always it is that 

prayer song to the god of the gates to permit them and the loas to enter” (129).  Like 

folklore, then, the content of these Voodoo ceremonies varies slightly, as form seems 

slightly less important than the participant’s overall purpose for the chant: to enter into 

a spiritual mode.  As with folklore, nature figures prominently and sets the stage for 

their actors.  A tree shades the altar and participants pledge offerings to “a spirit of the 

fields, the woods and the general outdoors” (129).  The ultimate goal of this ceremony 

always consists of healing the ailing (131).   
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Feminism underpins both Mules and Men and Tell My Horse.  In Mules and Men, 

the women speak, improvise, and figure prominently.  Traditionally, the folkloric stage 

reeked of patriarchy, where men spoke and women listened (Lindahl 14).  Yet, in 

Hurston’s environment, women participated equally.  Cheryl Wall writes that  

“Hurston’s narrative strategies allow her to represent, first, the ways in which women 

are relegated to subordinate roles in the culture she otherwise celebrates and, second, 

the means by which women in that culture gain access to creative expression and 

power” (Wall “Mules and Men” 53).  Women jockeyed for the stage and frequently 

obtained it.   

We see this feminist underpinning exemplified in a section entitled “Hoodoo,” 

where Hurston attributes the wisdom of the biblical book of Proverbs not to Solomon, 

but instead to a black African female:   

  The Queen of Sheba was an Ethiopian just like Jethro, with power unequal 

  to man.  She didn’t have to deny herself to give gold to Solomon.  She had  

  gold-making words.  But she was thirsty and the country where she lived  

  was dry to her mouth.  So she listened to her talking ring and went to see  

  Solomon, and the fountain in his garden quenched her thirst.  So she made 

  Solomon wise and gave him her talking ring.  And Solomon built a room  

  with a secret door and everyday he shut himself inside and listened to his  

  ring.  So he wrote down the ring-talk in books.  That’s what the old ones  

  said in ancient times and we talk it again. (185) 

Here, Hurston gives the black female power and wisdom to pass on to Solomon, the 

white male, and recognizes the resultant power of cultural memory in her last line, also 

the subtitle of this chapter. In Tell My Horse, Hurston outlines the deeply divided 

gender roles in Jamaica.  She devotes an entire chapter to women in the Caribbean in 

order to discuss the sexism of the men who expect women to smile and be pretty, and 

never speak or think (60).  This topic permeates the other chapters as well, as she shares 
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anecdotes of how the Caribbean men view her as a sexual object, frequently denying 

her answers to her questions because of her gender.  Hurston endows American women 

with far more rights and privileges than their Caribbean counterparts.23   

In Mules and Men, Hurston combined the elements of Christianity and Voodoo so 

indicative of the New Orleans religion, and of Laveau.  In New Orleans, while thinking 

of writing a book on conjure, she typed a letter to Langston Hughes, writing “the 

religion would not be out of place in that volume” (155).   Her letters also reveal that she 

believes Christianity’s shared elements with the religion of Voodoo as a form of ancient 

nature worship, comparing baptism and the Christian altar to early religions of water 

and fire worship (139).    In Mules and Men, she writes that God made the world as an 

act of Hoodoo (184).  In this way, she equates the magical aspects of Voodoo with the 

Christian religion.  Once again, Hurston revises the Bible, confirming its African roots, 

telling how Jethro, an Ethiopian, “was a great hoodoo man”:  

Jethro could tell Moses could carry power as soon as he saw him.  In fact 

he felt him coming.  Therefore, he took Moses and crowned him and 

taught him.  So Moses passed on beyond Jethro with his rod.  He lifted it 

up and tore a nation out of Pharoah’s side, and Pharaoh couldn’t help 

himself.  Moses talked with the snake that lives in a hole right under 

God’s foot-rest.  Moses had fire in his head and a cloud in his mouth.  The 

snake had told him God’s making words.  The  words of doing and the 

words of obedience.  Many a man thinks he is making something when 

he’s only changing things around.  But God let Moses  make. (184)  

This paragraph highlights the boundary crossing that occurs between Voodoo and 

Christianity as indicative of the circum-Atlantic, and particularly of Marie Laveau’s 

type of spirituality.   Specifically in this example, the snake holds the power and speaks 

�������������������������������������������������
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�This difference is noteworthy for the criticism that Hurston’s character Janie receives, as being less of a 

feminist character than other modern heroines, or less feminist than we would like her to be.  �
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to Moses, highlighting the creative power in words, a power Hurston traces to an 

African heritage: “the spoken word in traditional African society had a procreative force 

to name, to define, and to order the world” (qtd. in Plant 100).  Hurston perpetuates the 

idea that Christianity and Voodoo share a strength when combined that neither holds 

separately.  Robert Hemenway notes this quality in Hurston’s novel Moses, Man of the 

Mountain, where she “attempts nothing less than to kidnap Moses from Judeo-Christian 

tradition, claiming that his true birth right is African and that his true constituency is 

Afro American” (Zora 257).  Hemingway traces Hurston’s idea for this to Haiti, where 

she heard stories of Moses that were nowhere in the Judeo-Christian scriptures (Zora 

258).  In fiction, Hurston illustrates the syncretism that Louisianans, Haitians, and 

others from the global south have practiced for years through an oral and theatrical 

culture, in their stories, rituals, and religious ceremonies.  

Blurring the lines between Christianity and Voodoo in these ways transgresses 

boundaries between traditionally separate genres. Stories turn into sermons and 

sermons combine bible verses with poetry (Mules and Men 139).    Genres are not 

definitive and form itself is in question, showing that form of cultural memory matters 

slightly less than the content and the act of transmitting the tale, song, or proverb itself.  

We see this after the traveling preacher stops his sermon:  “the little drama of religion 

over, the ‘job’ reverted to the business of amusing itself.  Everybody making it to the 

jook hurriedly or slowly as the spirit moved” (Mules and Men 143).  Humorously, 

Hurston recognizes the supposed hypocrisy of going from church to the jook joint, but 

aptly illustrates how one form of the spirit moving plays into another form of the spirit 

moving—the blues spirit.  This religion does not compartmentalize, but pervades the 

songs, customs, and stories that the people use to both entertain themselves and to 

worship.  She wrote a letter to Langston Hughes discussing this formal integration 

while in Alabama, and told him she’d introduced his poetry to the locals:   
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They sing the poems right off and July 1, two men came over with guitars 

and sang the whole book.  Everybody joined in.  It was the strangest & 

most thrilling thing.  They played it well, too.  You’d be surprised.  One 

man was giving the words outlining them out as the preacher does a 

hymn and the others would take it up and sing. (122) 

Here, we see how the community fails to demarcate formal boundaries between 

religion, song, and poetry, a quality that will recur in contemporary texts that carry 

Laveau lore. 

Marie Laveau in Mules and Men  

Hurston devotes the second half of Mules and Men to Laveau and Voodoo.  

Though Keith Cartwright claims that Hurston often “emphasized the sensational and 

exotic in her writing on Voodoo” (762), that assessment may be more valid when 

looking at the Ft. Pierce Chronicle column that she writes in 1958.  In Mules and Men, 

Hurston covers the topic of Voodoo and Laveau with what can only be described as 

reverence, stating that before her initiation as a Voodooeinne her “preparation period is 

akin to that of all mystics.  Clean living, even to clean thoughts.  A sort of going to the 

wilderness in the spirit” (198).  This reference to Christ in the wilderness offers a stamp 

of authenticity to the Laveau legend, and Voodoo as well, a religion that Hurston often 

defended, calling it “as formal as the catholic church anywhere” (A Life 391).   

Furthermore, at several times in her letters she demarcated clearly the line between 

religion and conjure (A Life 157).  Thus, although the boundaries between religion and 

entertainment are often blurred, she definitely kept conjure ceremonies and religion in a 

different context than conjure stories, a pattern we see in her letters to Hughes, Locke, 

Mason, and Boaz (A Life 157).  In a letter to Hughes from New Orleans, she 

distinguished between the “conjure stories” and her voodoo ceremonies, not equating 

them, but calling the stories “miraculous tales” (157).  Haitian voodoo she described as 

“a religion of creation and life.  It is the worship of the sun, the water, and other natural 
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forces, but the symbolism is no better understood than that of other religions and 

consequently is taken too literally” (Tell My Horse 113).  Similarly, in a 1928 letter from 

New Orleans to Alain Locke, Hurston wrote of success in her quest for information 

about conjure:  “We are just in the knick of time, too, for I find its greatest era about 

forty years in the past” (128).  This time estimation places the end of the “greatest era” 

circa 1888, also the end of Laveau’s reign as Queen. In Mules and Men, Hurston refused 

to even describe certain Hoodoo women, referring to the commercialization of their 

Hoodoo goods and services as “nothing worth putting on paper” (191).  This distinction 

holds more importance when we see Hurston’s role as an authenticator of the practice 

of Voodoo as a religion.   

 Hurston’s biographer, Robert Hemenway, confirms in an interview that in 1928 

while in New Orleans beginning her fieldwork, “she looked for people who had an 

association or claimed to have an association with Marie LaVeau” (191).  People who 

practiced Voodoo independent of the Laveau legend have a place in her work, as well, 

but she sought out Laveau’s followers.  While there, Zora the fictional narrator meets 

Luke Turner, Laveau’s “nephew.” Hurston patterned Turner after an actual Voodoo 

practitioner of the Marie Laveau tradition.  Whether or not Turner existed is of some 

critical dispute, but she spends chapters in Mules detailing his knowledge of Laveau’s 

life and work:  “He talked about Marie Leveau because I asked.  I wanted to know if she 

was really as great as they told me.  So he enlightened my ignorance and taught me” 

(192).    Turner portrays Laveau as almost a Biblical deity: “Moses had seen the Burning 

Bush. Solomon by magic knowed all wisdom.  And Marie Leveau was a woman in New 

Orleans” (192).  Turner continues: 

  She was very pretty, one of the Creole Quadroons and many people said  

  she would never be a hoodoo doctor like her mama and her grandma  

  before her.  She liked to go to the balls very much where all the young  

  men fell in love with her.  But Alexander, the great two-headed doctor felt  
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  the power in her and so he tell her she must come to study with him.  

  (192) 

Turner’s confidence reveals an aspect of the legend that Jewell Parker Rhodes will more 

fully develop, but which Robert Tallant will omit in his fiction:  the female heritage her 

grandmother and mother passed down to her.  Allegedly extremely attractive, Laveau 

did study under a male Voodoo leader, appearing as the evil antagonist “Doctor John,” 

in varying fictional portrayals.  Here, Turner tells the story perpetuated by many oral 

accounts of Queen Victoria having consulted Laveau.  He attests to a certain legitimacy 

or authenticity in Laveau, positing that Laveau’s brand of Voodoo differed from the 

public Congo Square dances so popular in the antebellum period:  “Marie Laveau never 

hold no hoodoo dance.  Hoodoo is private. She give the dance the first Friday night in 

each month and they have crab gumbo and rice to eat and the people dance.  The white 

people come look on and think they see all, when they only see a dance” (193).  By 

including this passage, Hurston emphasizes that people practiced Voodoo as a religion 

privately, and as entertainment publicly.  This passage also illuminates how 

participants would stage Voodoo shows outside of the religious ceremonies, leading 

outsiders and onlookers to perceive certain falsehoods about the religion.  Hurston 

details this characteristic in her introduction to Mules and Men:   

And the Negro, in spite of his open-faced laughter, his seeming 

acquiescence, is particularly evasive.  You see we are a polite people and 

we do not say to our questioner, “Get out of here!” We smile and tell him 

or her something that satisfies the white person, because, knowing so little 

about us, he doesn’t know what he is missing … The theory behind our 

tactics:  ’The white man is always trying to know somebody else’s 

business.  All right, I’ll set something outside the door of my mind for him 

to play with and handle.’ (3) 
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Hurston referred to this “feather-bed resistance,” as a “deception necessitated by social 

inequality” (Kaplan 20-21).  Turner perpetuates the legend that Laveau lived outside the 

law, telling Zora how Laveau outsmarted the police by spinning them in circles until 

they slept.  Other folkloric aspects of Laveau exist here as well.  Turner speaks of 

Laveau’s Catholic and Voodoo beliefs and how she walked on water “to the shore. As a 

little boy I saw her myself.  When the feast was over, she went back into the lake, and 

nobody saw her for nine days again” (195).  Many attest that she walked on water and 

swam with the loas under the surface.  Some say she died on the lake, while others 

disagree.  Turner specifically mentions the element of spirituality with which Laveau 

performed her work:  “She go to her great Altar and seek until she become the same as 

the spirit, then she come out into the room where she listens to them that come to ask.  

When they finish she answer them as a god” (195).   

The importance of Hurston’s Voodoo initiation has been underestimated in 

literary criticism.  Hurston’s attempt to embody Laveau, and her “performance” as 

Voodooeinne Laveau, as detailed in her letters, makes the Laveau influence on her 

much more profound than scholars have speculated.  Though some might argue that 

Hurston’s framing of this section of the narration through the voice of Luke Turner 

weakens her as a feminist, I argue that Hurston combats this “voicelessness” by 

“performing” Laveau and becoming initiated as a Laveau Voodooeinne.  This 

performance accomplishes two aims:  first, embodying Laveau further affirms 

Hurston’s own goal to perpetuate cultural memory through the act of performance.  

Secondly, it sets a precedent for later fictional portrayals of the conjure figure as both 

corporeal and spiritual.  This combats earlier fictional representations of the conjure 

woman as mainly or only a spiritual figure, whose complications I have discussed in the 

Introduction.  After her initiation, Luke Turner asks “Zora” to continue with Laveau’s 

voodoo work and assume the business.  Hurston later admits “it has been a great 

sorrow to me that I could not say yes” (qtd in Plant 102).  By declining Laveau’s crown, 
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“Hurston was saying no to becoming a voudou queen , and by virtue of that position, 

she was saying no to becoming an activist leader” (Plant 102).24  Though wearing 

Laveau’s crown did not fit in with Hurston’s life’s plans, the impact of her tutelage with 

Laveau’s heir as fictionalized in Mules and Men definitively influenced her portrayal of 

Janie Crawford Killicks Starks Woods.  As she continues to write, we will see a decided 

evolution in her fictional portrayal of conjuring in the short stories.  Robert Hemenway 

concurs with this new seriousness that overcame Hurston after her Voodoo initiation, 

writing that it transformed her into a “mature, thoughtful scholar … the New Orleans 

ceremonies marked her for the rest of her life” (Zora 123). 

Marie Laveau lore in Their Eyes Were Watching God 

Mary Helen Washington writes:  “Janie Killicks Starks Woods is one of the few—

and certainly the earliest—heroic black woman in the Afro-American literary tradition” 

(16).  The folkloric Laveau hero comes to life in Hurston’s characterization of Janie, 

described as a beautiful mulatto. In Their Eyes Were Watching God, we meet Janie 

walking back home to Eatonville in her overalls.  Like the real Marie Laveau, Janie is a 

landowner who owns her own business and who has escaped from the role of a 

domestic servant; several more similarities will reveal themselves.  As the tale begins, 

she mourns for Tea Cake, yet emerges surprisingly content and independent, sitting on 

her porch.  Her friend Phoeby sits with Janie on her back porch, and her comments 

remind us of another aspect of the Laveau legend: “‘Gal, you sho looks good.  You looks 

like youse yo’ own daughter.’ They both laughed” (4).  Both Marie and Janie are raised 

by their grandmothers.  Also like Marie, Janie does not know her mother or her father 

(8).  Marie LaVeau, known as the Widow Paris, LaVeau, and Leveau, had so many 

various names that Hurston never could find the birth certificate that she hunted for in 

New Orleans, finally admitting defeat in a letter to Langston Hughes: “I have come to 

�������������������������������������������������
24 This comment reflects the opinion of one scholar on the subject of Laveau’s role in her community.  

Carolyn Morrow Long insists that no evidence exists of Laveau as a community activist.  
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the conclusion that the birth certificate of Marie Laveau is not so important” (155).25  

Likewise, Janie tells how her family and friends nicknamed her “Alphabet” as a child 

because “so many people had named me different names” (9).  This subtle reference to 

naming implicates Laveau’s many names, but also points to Voodoo, Hoodoo, Voudou, 

and Voudon, the varying names that people use to refer to the religion and spells of 

Voodoo.   

More than ancillary references to the Laveau legend exist in Hurston’s novel of 

Janie.  The flora and fauna of Jamaica and Haiti materialize in the setting, particularly 

the scene of Janie under the pear tree:  “her life like a great tree in leaf, with the things 

suffered, things enjoyed, things done and undone.  Dawn and Doom was in the 

branches” (8).  Here, in the scene in front of the pear tree, and throughout the novel, 

Hurston writes of nature with the reverence of the Voodoo traditions.  In Mules and 

Men, Hurston describes her own Voodoo initiation as a “going to the wilderness in the 

spirit” (198).  Likewise, in this novel, Janie hears a “calling” from nature that begins 

under the pear tree, “it was like a flute song forgotten in another existence and 

remembered again.  What? How ? Why? This singing she heard that had nothing to do 

with her ears” (10).  She responds much like Rhodes depicts Marie Laveau responding 

to her calling in Voodoo Dreams in the first section of the novel, “In the Beginning,” 

where Marie goes to nature and begins to see visions of both the past and the future.  

The lore of the Laveau legend always depicts nature as carrying messages to the female 

spirit as part of a larger Voodoo calling. 

Hurston portrays this calling from nature as representing a higher purpose, a 

cultural force beckoning Janie away from a life as a domestic laborer, where she is 

subject to a “master” and abuse.  Instead of choosing the life her grandmother wills her, 

with Logan Killicks, Janie listens to the music of the wind, of nature, that calls her to a 

�������������������������������������������������
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�Researcher Ina Fandrich believes she finally found Laveau’s birth certificate as recently as 2001.  See 

Kristin Calogne’s piece on Fandrich.�
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life offering an unprecedented happiness and peace:  “After a while she got up from 

where she was and went over the little garden field entire.  She was seeking 

confirmation of the voice and vision, and everywhere she found and acknowledged 

answers” (11).  Critics commonly interpret Janie’s scenes with nature, particularly this 

scene under the pear tree, as a sexual awakening, and when viewed as a Voodoo text, 

her sexual awakening occurs through the worship of the female procreative force and 

the spiritual callings within Voodoo.  Hurston writes Laveau’s circum-Atlantic 

spirituality into Janie.   Janie listens to the voice and visions from the earth that speak of 

her cultural heritage, telling her not to bow to domestic servitude but to continue to 

grow by embracing her calling.  As her sexual desire awakens, her grandmother replies:  

“Ah wants to see you married right away” (12).  Indicative of the traditional slave 

narrative, marriage and children are imminent for Janie.  Yet, Janie knows that her 

grandmother’s wishes will not make her happy:  “The vision of Logan Killicks was 

desecrating the pear tree, but Janie didn’t know how to tell Nanny that” (14).  Because 

Janie’s grandmother embodies antebellum views of gender and race, Janie acts to dispel 

these traditional ways.  Where her grandmother pushes her into a life of domestic 

servitude, Janie attempts to escape it.  In true slave narrative fashion, Janie’s 

grandmother describes how her own slave master impregnated her with Janie’s mother 

before the Civil War (18).  Additionally, the white schoolmaster who raped Janie’s 

mother epitomizes the plantation mentality of the master raping the slave woman.  In 

this instance, the rape results in the birth of Janie and is the reason for her lighter skin.  

It is noteworthy that Janie’s grandmother views land-ownership as a source of freedom, 

of independence, and as a way out of racial injustice: “Ah raked and scraped and 

bought dis lil pice uh land so you wouldn’t have to stay in de white folks’ yard and tuck 

yo’ head befo’ other chillun at school” (19).  Her grandmother leaves her property to 

Janie, an act that she believes will give Janie some amount of freedom, yet she still 

expects her to subscribe to the old narratives of marriage and children. 
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Forced to marry Logan, Janie still hears her calling from nature, causing her “to 

stand around the gate and expect things.  What things?  She didn’t know exactly.  Her 

breath was gusty and short.  She knew things that nobody had ever told her.  For 

instance, the words of the trees and the wind” (25).  In light of Laveau’s influence on 

Hurston, we can read this statement as one of the implicit references to Laveau and 

Voodoo.  It implicates sexual desire, but as a result of what Janie hears from nature, part 

of a Voodoo ritual.   Critic Daphne Lamothe describes this scene as Janie calling on 

Legba, the “gate keeper,” and a gateway to the Voodoo gods in this moment of 

opportunity (161).  Janie crosses boundaries, yet continues to face obstacles.  She opens 

the gate and abandons her marriage to Logan, wanting freedom but not knowing how 

to obtain it.  Here we see a specific proactive attempt on her part to change her life and 

escape abuse.  Yet, her relationship with Jody also forces her into a subjective position.  

Jody’s sexist ways eventually surface when the town appoints him as mayor, and she 

becomes the mayor’s wife.  The crowd asks her to speak, but Jody speaks for her:  

“‘Mah wife don’t know nothin’ ‘bout no speech-makin’.  Ah never married her for 

nothing’ lak dat.  She’s uh woman and her place is in de home.’  Janie made her face 

laugh after a short pause, but it wasn’t too easy.  She had never thought of making a 

speech, and didn’t know if she cared to make one at all” (43).  In spite of these struggles, 

Janie continues to participate in the community life of Eatonville. The glorification of 

folk culture continues on the porch of Janie’s store, as Hurston patterns characters after 

people she met on her anthropological trips, and writes down their daily rituals, 

riddles, songs and nuances.  She incorporates colorful characters reminiscent of Jack’s, 

Bennie Lee’s, and Seaboard Hamilton’s tales from Mules and Men told over ten cent 

watermelon slices, another way to continue cultural memory in this text, and another 

example of crossing the boundaries of genre. 

Eventually, Janie loses her sexuality in terms that appear to refer to Voodoo.  

Rarely given a chance to express herself because of the patriarchal relationship she 
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shares with Jody, her femininity and sexuality, two of the main components of Voodoo, 

leave her:  “The spirit of the marriage left the bedroom and took to living in the parlor” 

(71).  At one point, Jody physically abuses her.    As Janie continues to live without love, 

“things packed up and put away parts of her heart where he could never find them” 

(72). Janie loses touch with the spirit of Voodoo, the calling that she found under the 

pear tree:  “She had no more blossomy openings dusting pollen over her man, neither 

any glistening young fruit where the petals used to be” (72).  This specific reference to 

Janie’s failed relationships as an object of abuse by all of her husbands fits with Jewell 

Parker Rhodes’s rendition of Laveau, where Marie must also escape abuse from Doctor 

John, though much crueler forms, by responding to her calling and becoming 

independent.  After Jody’s death, Janie’s circumstances resemble Marie Laveau’s:  

widowed, yet economically independent, a prominent member of her community, and 

a property owner.  

Janie must embrace nature, the body, and sexuality, all aspects of circum-Atlantic 

spirituality that appear in Voodoo, and particularly in Marie Laveau lore, in order to 

overcome abuse and emerge independent.  In her relationship with Jody, Janie appears 

pent-up inside, rarely in nature, and her hair is always pinned:  “Jody was set on it.  Her 

hair was NOT going to show in the store. It didn’t seem sensible at all … He never told 

her how often he had seen the other men figuratively wallowing in it” (55).  Rarely does 

she speak, and neither does she acknowledge her needs as a sexual or corporeal female.  

In contrast, her subsequent relationship with Tea Cake, who honors her both as a sexual 

and spiritual female, but also within circumstances of abuse, underscores the 

importance of merging these aspects of spirituality and sexuality into one heroine.  

With Tea Cake, Janie’s hair appears long and flowing, reflecting her return to the truths 

of the pear tree, of Voodoo, where she embraces the joy of life with him and the joy 

inherent in nature.   
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 Janie’s life in Florida, as well as Hurston’s emphasis on circum-Atlantic 

spirituality, brings the transnational aspect of Laveau lore to life, with details of the 

migrant community, including the Bahamian drummers that contributed to Hurston’s 

interest in visiting the Caribbean.  This section of the novel also includes more of the 

poems, songs, and stories that so define Mules and Men, and links Africa, the Caribbean, 

and Florida by tying in “the southern folk with a black Atlantic experience” (Lamothe 

161).  Keith Cartwright’s work argues that the penultimate hurricane scene reveals the 

significance of Hurston’s Voodoo initiation (742), a tale Zora tells in Mules and Men:   

‘I see her conquering and accomplishing with the lightning and making 

her road with thunder.  She shall be called the Rain-Bringer’ … With 

ceremony Turner painted the lightning symbol down my back from my 

right shoulder to my left hip.  This was to be my sign forever.  The Great 

One was to speak to me in storms. (200) 

I argue that this hurricane scene implicates the Marie Laveau legend in her appointment 

as “Rain-Bringer,” by Luke Turner (Cartwright 741).  In “Zora’s” initiation, Turner 

simply carries forward Laveau lore when he draws the lightning symbol on her, a fact 

that no one seems to explicitly recognize.  As I have outlined in the Introduction, Marie 

Laveau has walked on water, swam with the loas underneath the water, and harnessed 

the power of lightning and thunder to save death row inmates.  Thus, when the 

hurricane hits and Janie survives, both as a Laveau figure and as a circum-Atlantic 

heroine, Hurston writes:  “the wind and the water had given life to lots of things that 

folks think of as dead and given death to so much that had been living things” (160).  As 

alluded to earlier, of central importance here is the lightning that occurs as a recurring 

trope in texts that deal with circum-Atlantic spirituality because of the connections to 

Changó, or Shangó in Santería and St. Barbara, the Catholic Saint.26   

�������������������������������������������������
�

�Chapter Four details more of the history of this trope and shows how it recurs in both The Salt Eaters 

and Mama Day as a sign of healing.�
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 Incidentally, with Janie’s life intact, because she has listened to and followed 

nature’s whispers, she overcomes adversity and the threat of Tea Cake’s illness as he 

turns on her.  Instead of a serpent, as occurs often in Laveau lore, Janie uses a gun to kill 

him as he attacks her.  As the novel ends, we see another aspect of the Laveau legend 

come to life when Janie gets arrested and must stand trial.  Like Laveau, who is wrongly 

imprisoned for allegedly killing Dr. John, Janie emerges from prison unscathed, her 

innocence declared:  “Janie had seen the sun rise on her troubled love and then she had 

shot Tea Cake and had been in jail and had been tried for her life and now she was free” 

(188).  Aspects of this lore also appear in both Robert Tallant’s story of Laveau, where 

her daughter helps free her from prison for being falsely accused of Dr. John’s death, 

and in Jewell Parker Rhodes’s renditions of Laveau’s tale, where Marie must kill Doctor 

John through the power of a snake in order to prevent his continued abuse (Voodoo 

Dreams 11).  In all of these retellings of the lore, except for Tallant’s, the heroine kills in 

self-defense. Kalenda C. Eaton argues that because Janie pursues a pathway toward 

individual fulfillment, and not community, she is not a black feminist hero.  Yet, 

looking at Janie through a Voodoo lens shows that having given all to her community 

for years, she finally pursues her own individual happiness and achieves a balance of 

reaching out to the community and striving for her own individuality, which is 

indicative of Voodoo and characteristic of heroines in a tale of Laveau lore, as we shall 

see.   

Back in Eatonville, Janie tells Phoeby that two things are certain, death and the 

fact that people have to find out about “livin’ fuh theyselves” (192).  Single and serene 

at the end of the novel, Janie sits alone surrounded and comforted by nature: “the wind 

through the open windows had broomed out all the fetid feeling of absence and 

nothingness” (192).   Thus, Janie comes full circle back to nature, with aspects of Laveau 

lore embedded throughout her tale.  Marie Laveau’s oral folklore, Janie Woods, Robert 

Tallant’s Marie Laveau, and Jewell Parker Rhodes’s fictional depiction of Marie Laveau 
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all contain this lore that resurfaces over time, telling the tale of an economically 

independent female who has escaped a life of slavery and the domestic servitude of her 

ancestors by traveling a path to self-knowledge through cultural heritage.  In this way, 

Marie Laveau as a source of lore serves to revise the traditional slave narrative.  No 

more is there a need for the new female heroine to hide in the woods awaiting freedom 

from a rescuer and escaping from abuse, like Janie’s Nanny or Rhodes’s Grandmère. 

The slave narrative tradition ends here.  

Hurston’s Shorts: The Evolution of Conjuring 

 Like her tale of Janie, Hurston evidences Marie Laveau lore in her short stories.  

Her portrayals of conjuring and “seeing” evolve before and after her experiences with 

Laveau’s memory in New Orleans.  I argue that we can trace this progression as a direct 

result of her interaction and inspiration from the Laveau legend.  In some of her early 

shorts, “John Redding Goes to Sea,” first published in 1921, “Magnolia Flower,” first 

published in 1925, and “Sweat,” in 1926, conjuring appears far less spiritual than 

magical.  In the first short, people believe John Redding under the power of a conjure 

because he wants to leave home to explore the world. His mother laments:  

  ‘Alf, it’s too bad our boy’s got a spell on ‘im.’   

The father always met this lament with indifference, if not impatience.  

‘Aw, woman, stop dat talk ‘ bout conjure.  Tain’t so nohow.  Ah doan 

want Jawn tuh git dat foolishness in him.’   (1) 

In referring to conjure as “foolishness,” this version of conjuring relies on hoodoo, or 

spells, and often surfaces in southern folklore in this way, as I have explored in the 

Introduction.  John’s parents frequently describe him as possessing the power to see 

what escapes others:  

‘See dat tallest pine tree ovah dere how it looks like a skull wida crown 

on?’   ‘Yes, indeed!’ said the father looking toward the tree designated.  ‘it 
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do look lak a skull since you call mah ‘tention to it.  You imagin lotser 

things nobody else evah did, son!’  (3) 

Additionally, his parents dispute the root of his condition:   

‘Matty,’ Alf began as he took his place at the table, ‘dontcha know our boy 

is different from any othah childe roun’heah.  He ‘lows he’s goin’ to sea 

when he gits grown, an’ Ah reckon Ah’ll let ‘im.’ 

The woman turned from the stove, skillet in hand.  ‘Alf, you ain’t gone 

crazy is you?  John kain’t help wantin’ tuh stray off, cause he’s got a spell 

on ‘im; but you oughter be shamed to be encouragin’ him.’  (3) 

Here we see this disagreement between John’s parents about the root of his differences.  

His mother sees his behavior as the result of the spell of the conjure, whereas his father 

says it’s because he’s a “man chile” (4).  Like Chesnutt’s tales of Julius and the white 

plantation owners, and indicative of traditional conjure stories, believers and 

unbelievers disagree about whether conjure even exists.  In a naturalist turn of events, 

John Redding dies in a storm in the very river that he hopes will take him out of town. 

 Similarly, the story “Magnolia Flower” contains another portrayal of hoodoo 

written before Hurston’s fieldwork in the south.  Personifying nature, the river tells the 

brook a story (a common narrative technique within folklore) of a former African 

American slave, Bentley, living on the bank of a river with his Cherokee Maiden, Swift 

Deer, before the Civil War.  The narrator describes their child, Magnolia Flower, a seer:  

“Her large eyes burned so brightly in her dark-brown face that the Negroes trembled 

when she looked angrily upon them.  ‘She curses with her eyes,’ they said.  ‘Some evil 

surely will follow’” (35).  Bentley spews fear and hatred throughout the land, despising 

all whites, particularly those that had enslaved him.  When Magnolia’s white-looking 

beau, John, asks her father for her hand in marriage, Bentley orders his workers to tie 

him up: 

  A short struggle, and John was tied hand and foot. 
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‘Stop! cried Magnolia Flower, fighting, clawing, biting, kicking like a 

brown fiend for her lover.  One brawny worker held her until John was 

helplessly bound.  But when she looked at all three of the men with her 

eye of fire, they shook in superstitious fear.   ‘Oh Moh Gawd!’ breathed 

Ham, terrified.  ‘She’s cussing us, she’s cussing us wid her eyes.  Sump’m 

sho gwine happen.’ (37) 

Though eliciting fear in others, Magnolia Flower does not possess the true power of a 

conjurer.  Later, as her father sleeps, she steals the key to John’s freedom, this time 

summoning conjure powers:   

‘I’m going and get it, Ham,’ she announced as she stepped over the 

threshold to freedom.   

‘Lawd!  He’ll kill me sho’s you born.’  Her feet were already on the stairs.  

‘I’ll have that key or die.’ (38) 

Magnolia Flower, when confronted with sexual and racial barriers, crosses them by 

conjuring, although only implicitly: 

No one but Magnolia Flower would have entered Bentley’s bed-room as 

she did, under the circumstances, but to her the circumstances were her 

reasons for going. The big horse pistol under his pillow, the rack of guns 

in the hall, and her father’s giant hands—none of these stopped her.  She 

knew three lives, --her own, her lover’s, and Ham’s—hung on her success; 

but she went and returned with that key.  (39) 

Her father discovers the betrayal and plans to kill her mother in John’s stead: “his anger 

was too large to be contained in one human heart…Rage had burst his heart at being 

outwitted by a girl” (39).  Thus, he dies.  Not Hurston’s most artfully written story, but 

it is certainly one that hints of her interest in conjure and its possibilities.  Hurston 

includes a pointed reference to the transmittal of oral cultural memory as an African 

American tradition:  “This all happened more than forty years ago, as men reckon time.  
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Soon Swift Deer died, and the house built by strong Bentley fell to decay.  White men 

came and built a town and Magnolia Flower and her eyes passed from the hearts of 

people who had known her” (39).  Thus, through conjure powers of a hoodoo nature, 

the heroine triumphs over her father’s sexism and racism.  Because the white men do 

not continue to tell the stories, the only available narrator is nature, in the form of the 

river and brook. Both of these stories display a more traditional conjurer or trickster 

tradition within literature, not the feminist Marie Laveau conjure figure that Hurston 

writes after her New Orleans fieldwork. 

 Hurston’s story, “Sweat,” first published in 1926 in the only edition of Fire! ever 

made27 (see Figure 13), protagonist Delia Jones works as a domestic servant doing 

laundry seven days a week supporting herself and her husband, Sykes.  Unemployed 

Sykes busies himself by having sexual affairs while attempting to make Delia mad 

enough to move out of their house:  “He stepped roughly upon the whitest pile of 

things, kicking them helter-skelter as he crossed the room.  His wife gave a little scream 

of dismay, and quickly gathered them together again” (74).    The title of the piece is 

seen in her reply to this act:  “‘Looka heah, Sykes, you done gone too fur.  Ah been 

married to you fur fifteen years, and Ah been takin’ in washin’ fur fifteen years.  Sweat, 

sweat, sweat! Work and sweat, cry and sweat, pray and sweat!’” (75). She explains the 

reason she will never move out: “‘Mah sweat is done paid for this house and Ah reckon 

Ah kin keep on sweatin’ in it.’  She seized the iron skillet from the stove and struck a 

defensive pose, which act surprised him greatly, coming from her.  It cowed him and he 

did not strike her as he usually did” (75). In a move that Sykes believes will force Delia 

out of her house, he brings her a present that embodies her worst fear—a snake.  After a 

particularly raucous argument in which both of them threaten bodily harm to each  

�������������������������������������������������
��
�The name of this magazine also corresponds to the Yoruba deity that Hurston represents when she 

becomes initiated in Voodoo; See Brandon’s discussion of  Changó “God of Thunder, Lightning, and 

Fire” (77)  See also (133) for more on Changó and Saint Barbara. See Mason and Pichardo (328).�
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other, Delia goes to church:  “She stayed to the night service—‘love feast’—which was 

very warm and full of spirit.  In the emotional winds her domestic trials were born far 

and wide” (82).  Delia discovers that the snake has escaped from his box and hovers in 

the bedroom, only to eventually smother her abuser, Sykes, after Delia flees.  Here, 

another protagonist escapes from oppression and abuse to the threshold of freedom, 

with the implication that a conjured snake has killed for Delia, setting her free.  All 

three of these stories appeared before Hurston’s fieldwork in the south.   

 

 

Figure 13:  Cover of Fire! Literary Magazine, 1926 

 

 

In 1934, after her fieldwork, a spate of Hurston’s works were published in Negro: 

An Anthology, edited by Nancy Cunard, including “Characteristics of Negro 

Expression,” “Conversions and Visions,” “Shouting,” “Mother Catherine,” and 

“Spirituals and Neo-Spirituals” (Folklore, Memoirs 811).   Each contribution from 

Hurston dwells on the spiritual aspect of the southern African American, including the 
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short story, “Mother Catherine,” which is a fictional portrayal of a New Orleans 

spiritualist by the same name. 28  Mother Catherine’s, or Mother Seal’s, portrayal and 

Hurston’s authorship of the other essays published in this volume indicate a spiritual 

evolution in the way Hurston envisions conjurers.  She strays away from writing in the 

historical conjure/trickster tradition as seen in her previous short stories.  Instead, 

Hurston spends ample time legitimizing Mother Catherine’s ministry:   

She might have been the matriarchal ruler of some nomad tribe as she sat 

there with the blue band about her head like a coronet; a white robe and a 

gorgeous red cape falling away from her broad shoulders, and the box of 

shaker salt in her hand like a rod of office.  I know this reads incongruous, 

but it did not looks so.  It seemed perfectly natural for me to go to my 

knees upon the gravel floor, and when she signaled to me to extend my 

right hand, palm up for the dab of blessed salt, I hurried to obey because 

she made me feel that way.  She laid her hand upon my head.  “Daughter, 

why have you come here?” 

  ‘Mother, I come seeking knowledge.’ 

‘Thank God.  Do y’all hear her?  She come here lookin for wisdom.  Eat de 

salt, daughter, and get yo mind with God and me.  You shall know what 

you come to find out.  I feel you.  I felt you while you was sittin’ in de 

chapel.  Bring her a  veil.’  (100) 

Several circum-Atlantic tropes emerge here that indicate a literary foundation that Toni 

Cade Bambara and Gloria Naylor will reify:  group healings; circular time, not linear; 

using salt as an avenue toward knowledge and healing; and honoring the female 

procreative ability.  Mother Catherine Seal heals and attempts to take care of her people.  

�������������������������������������������������
28 Mother Catherine Seal was a woman from New Orleans whose death was reported in 1931.  See the 

article entitled “Physicking Priestess,” where the reporter details the death of Mother Catherine due to 
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She does not ask for money but people pay her, Hurston notices.  In her sermon to the 

people, Mother Catherine says:  “It is right that a woman should lead.  A womb was 

what God made in the beginning, and out of that womb was born Time, and all that fills 

up space.  So says the beautiful spirit” (182).  Mother Catherine feeds all who come with 

bread sprinkled with salt and gives them coffee, and “heals by the laying on of hands, 

by suggestion and copious doses of castor oil and Epsom salts.  She heals in the tent and 

at great distances” (103).  Catholicism and other African religions combine in Mother 

Catherine, and she is inclusive:  “white and colored are her children.  She has as many 

of one race as the other” (104).  Hurston writes that “Mother Catherine’s religion is 

matriarchal.  Only God and the Mother count … Childbirth is the most important 

element in the creed … Over and over she lauds the bringing forth.  There is no sinful 

birth” (104).  Her believers see her called by God.   

Similarities appear here that also speak of Laveau.   Mother Catherine was 

married for a short while until her husband left her and her ministry (105).  In every 

description of Mother Catherine’s role in her community, we see Marie Laveau lore.  

Does Hurston’s creative energy drive these descriptions? Or did Mother Catherine 

ardently pattern herself and her ministry after Laveau?  Regardless, we see a circum-

Atlantic lore lingering in New Orleans and surfacing in Hurston’s fiction that later 

resurfaces in modern contemporary fiction.  The evolution of conjuring in Hurston’s 

stories may reflect the difference between Hurston’s ignorance of, and then her 

understanding of Laveau’s ministry as a community leader, a healer, and a feminist in 

the circum-Atlantic religious traditions.  Although Hurston portrays conjuring as a 

feminist power in all of her fiction, even before she encounters Laveau’s legend, 

Hurston focuses in these later stories, not on magic, but on the spiritual aspects of the 

�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
illness.  The city repossessed Mother Catherine’s land in the absence of a will, in which case her followers 

prophesied that a flood would destroy New Orleans for this evil act. 
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conjurers as well as their proactive force for good in the community, a decided shift 

from her earlier fiction. 

In this chapter I have tried to look specifically at the relationship between Marie 

Laveau and Hurston.  Rather than looking at Hurston’s characters generally, we see 

that in Janie, Hurston brings forward Laveau lore in the 1920s and 30s when African 

American women still struggled to survive in a male dominated world, a tale Hurston 

knew only too well.  By “performing” Laveau in her Voodoo initiation and writing 

Laveau lore into Mules and Men and her short fiction, Hurston carried forward the 

strength of Laveau’s oral legend, adding a feminist and healing aspect to her work, as 

well as formal innovations integrating cultural memory transferred through the stories 

and fables of the folk.  All of these aspects of Hurston’s work will trickle into modern 

contemporary fiction.  Alice Walker shares the heartfelt story of discovering Mules and 

Men with her relatives:  “they sat around reading the book themselves, listening to me 

read the book, listening to each other read the book, and a kind of paradise was 

regained … It gave them back all the stories they had forgotten or of which they had 

grown ashamed” (In Search of 85).   In many ways, Walker’s anecdote defines Hurston’s 

legacy:  to renew and reveal the forgotten stories, to instill the cultural memory to those 

who have forgotten.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

“DISMISSING” LAVEAU:  MALE AUTHORSHIP IN THE LAVEAU CANON 

Voodoo is not always harmless.  It is true that much of it may be dismissed as ignorant 

superstition, spawned in a race of jungle people and carried with them to what we call 

civilization.  Voodoo can be a horrible reality.  Many educated and intelligent persons know this. 

     

--Robert Tallant in Voodoo in New Orleans 

The contradictory accounts of Marie Laveau lead us to believe she is either a 

saint or a sinner, but generally not both.  Larger than life, tales of her supernatural 

powers mystify and astound the tellers of the folklore and their listeners.  When we 

look at the legend of Laveau, the truth is not always the best story, particularly when 

we see how male authors have shaped the Laveau canon.  The field of folklore has 

historically suffered from racial and sexist bias, even though participation in folklore 

pre-dates female contributions in other fields, argues Barbara Rosendale Duggal (158). 

For example, the female members of the Louisiana folklore society circa 1890 found the 

compilation of folklore to be one of the only intellectual activities available to them (de 

Caro “In this” 33). Darryl Dickson-Carr notes that one of the earliest forms of a folklore 

bias occurred on the publishing side, when Chesnutt’s publishers excised sections of his 

stories to appeal to a larger audience, making them more “universal,” and less 

oppositional to a white reading audience.  Arguing that Dunbar, Chesnutt and other 

authors writing in the folkloric tradition attempted to combat “racist editorial policies 

and public tastes,” Dickson-Carr posits that this truth problematizes the earliest 

collections of American folklore:  “these recorders filtered stories through their own 

biases, creating a record that is a mix of flawed empathetic fantasy and demeaning 

racism” (African American Satire 39).  Laveau lore suffers similarly, no exception to early 

twentieth-century biases. In Alain Locke’s anthology The New Negro, published in 1925, 

Arthur Huff Fauset, Jessie Redmon Fauset’s stepbrother, charges that African American 

folklore only strengthens stereotypes of characters in literature, referring specifically to 
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Joel Chandler Harris’s tales of Uncle Remus (239).  He expresses a need for an 

authenticity in folklore collecting, one that reflects the true spirit of the people and their 

lore before its expected disappearance within modernity (241).   

For a period of over forty years, before and after this call, people attempted to 

collect the folklore of which Fauset spoke.  This process occurred, in the case of 

Louisiana folklore, partly as a result of the Louisiana Writer’s Project, where people like 

Lyle Saxon, Marcus Christian, and their contemporaries transcribed and rewrote the 

oral legends.  This chapter explores the biases and challenges inherent in the collection 

of Marie Laveau folklore, and analyzes two of Robert Tallant’s publications, his 1946 

Voodoo in New Orleans and his 1956 Marie Laveau: Voodoo Queen.  Additionally, this 

chapter illuminates the development of a male authored Marie Laveau character.  I look 

at Ishmael Reed’s 1974 novel, The Last Days of Louisiana Red, in order to study the 

embedded Marie Laveau and Voodoo references within his self-described “Neo-

Hoodoo Aesthetic.”  All three of these books recreate Marie Laveau within their pages, 

offering insight into the evolution of her lore until the late twentieth century when she 

reappears after the Black Arts Movement in Bambara, Jones, and Naylor, and until 

Jewell Parker Rhodes later resurrects her. 

The Works Progress Administration and Folklore 

Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal began the Works Progress Administration, 

ultimately renamed the Work Projects Administration (WPA), its purpose “to include 

projects to bring economic relief to professionals in the arts and humanities” (Plant 71) 

during the Great Depression.  Likewise, this administration “sought to help fend off 

poverty and boost national morale by enlisting professional writers to capture the 

stories” (Lindahl 3).  Gumbo YaYa, a Louisiana folklore collection, lists Robert Tallant as 

one of its editors, and exists as one example of a lore-filled book resulting from the 

Federal Writer’s Project but containing little written “from the mouths” of those who 

actually spoke, or “free from the biases of the collectors” (Lindahl 3).  Though 
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commendable for their interest and efforts capturing the stories, these folkloric 

collections compel us to scrupulously examine them; we must “read between the lines.” 

To get a good indication of the general bias about ethnicity and lore that exists in 

American literary criticism leading up to the Civil Rights era, we can examine one 

article by a well-published folklorist in a 1962 anthology, A Time to Harvest.  In the 

chapter “The Heritage of Folklore,” author and critic Tristam P. Coffin frames oral 

literature as valued by “primitive” groups with little education and discusses the 

exceptional job of American folklore collectors over the previous thirty years.  He posits 

folklore as “dying out” and “losing its vitality” (10).  He shares that as immigrants 

assimilated into American culture, they accepted the existing British traditions and 

“allowed their own national heritage to slip away from them” (11). Coffin further writes 

that American democratic reach across the world drives the study of our folklore as it 

fosters an interest in learning of this fine country, confirming Rowe’s contention that 

Americans have valued folklore mainly because it represents our exceptionalism, as 

well as highlighting that we have traditionally viewed our lore as uniquely American 

(New American 51).  The connection between folklore and imperialism is evidenced in 

this chapter: 

Folklore is almost always objective, amoral, and cruel when found in its 

natural state; folk songs are often in archaic keys and difficult to listen to; 

much of the narrative matter is obscene.  However, when it is presented 

on American phonograph records and over American bookstore counters, 

it is certain to be sentimental, moral, and even cute, the music transposed 

into familiar modes and dressed up with commercial clichés, the 

obscenities glossed over. (16) 

Though his point relates to creating a folklore product for commercial use, this 

paragraph illuminates the underlying process that folklorists felt compelled to follow 

because of their beliefs in its inherent primitivism.  Here, Coffin emphasizes the 
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overwhelming “otherness” of folkoric subjects and materials, as well as a striking view 

of American exceptionalism and commercialism.  I include this contribution not to point 

out its obvious shortcomings through the benefit of modern hindsight, but to 

contextualize the field from which the Laveau legend has emerged.  The Marie Laveau 

tales endured this process, and are commercialized now in New Orleans.  Indeed, 

Tallant’s tales of Laveau evidences that these collectors did view Marie Laveau and her 

beliefs as primitive.  Yet, somehow all aspects of the tale continue to be told, the true 

and the false, the conservative and the outlandish, the sexual, and even the obscene.   

 A small 1956 paperback for sale today in New Orleans, Mysterious Marie Laveau, 

Voodoo Queen, and Folk Tales along the Mississippi, by Raymond J. Martinez, exemplifies 

the influence of Robert Tallant’s work as a folklore collector for the WPA, and as an 

author.  Tourist shops in Louisiana and internet booksellers continue to stock this book 

containing inaccurate accounts of Laveau.  Martinez positions Marie Laveau as first and 

foremost a good capitalist.  He describes her religious practices as a “circus” that offers 

its spectators “a spectacular show” (13, 27).  Little reverence that researchers like 

Duggal and Fandrich uncovered from the oral legends appears in his account.  Instead, 

his rendition of the legend seems at best contradictory.  He quotes The New Orleans’s 

Democrat’s “scathing criticism” of her in 1881 after her death: 

 The fact is that the least said about Marie Lavoux’s sainted life, etc., the 

 better.  She was, up to an advanced age, the prime mover and soul of the 

 indecent orgies of the ignoble Voudous; and to her influence may be 

 attributed the fall of many a virtuous woman.  It is true that she had 

 redeeming traits.  It is a peculiar quality of the old race of Creole Negroes 

 that they are invariably kind-hearted and charitable. Marie Lavoux made 

 no exception.  But to talk about her morality and kiss her sainted brow—

 pouah!!!  (51)  
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Though public opinion disagreed about Laveau’s legacy even at the time of her death, 

Martinez focuses on the capitalist and negative portrayals of Laveau that he found from 

Tallant’s fiction and non-fiction.  He lists Tallant’s papers and published accounts as 

one of only a handful of sources in his “historical” account.  Tallant’s book, Voodoo in 

New Orleans, marketed as non-fiction and taken from the work of interviews of the 

Louisiana Writers Project (LWP),29 “has been the primary vehicle for the perpetuation of 

the Laveau legend, influencing virtually everything written in the latter half of the  

 

  

Fig.14 “Voodoo Painting;” Reprinted with Permission by the Robert Tallant Collection, 

NOLA Public Library 

 

 

twentieth century” (Long xxxiv).  These facts prove problematic when determining the 

�������������������������������������������������
29 It should be noted that WPA worker Catherine Dillon also contributed to the information on Marie 

Laveau.  There is speculation that Marcus Christian wrote some of this material, as well, in addition to 

Robert Tallant, though Tallant alone claimed credit. 
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extent to which Tallant’s work has been recently questioned for accuracy by 

contemporary researchers.30  Barbara Rosendale Duggal mentions how Tallant’s 

omissions of vital aspects of the Laveau legend motivated her to study Laveau as a 

folkloric subject.  She posits that Tallant presents Marie Laveau in both “sentimental 

and racial terms,” dismissing her as merely a woman and black, not the powerful queen 

she really was, a person with the capacity and talent for religious leadership: “He 

implies that Laveau’s influence stemmed not from strength of character or spiritual 

commitment, but from physical beauty, a gambler’s cunning, and sexual magnetism” 

(161). She makes the broader claim that male researchers of Laveau rarely point out the 

spirituality between the females who participated in Voodoo, instead perpetuating the 

myths that Voodoo queens constantly threatened one another in their quest for power, 

stories that bear little weight in light of historical facts (170).  ��As such, stories of Marie 

Laveau and other queens literally fighting one another for the right to reign still recur in 

the lore.  Researcher Ina Fandrich alludes to the almost complete ignorance that exists in 

historical accounts of the significance of the nineteenth-century all-female Voodoo 

societies that she calls “African sisterhoods” and that she argues “offer[ed] strong role 

models for female religious leadership lacking in any other religious context at the 

time”(“Defiant” 201).  Fandrich writes that her inquiry into New Orleans Voodoo 

arrests in the mid-nineteenth century reveal “the incredible courage and eloquence of 

Voodoo leaders [like] Marie Laveau, whose influence has been forgotten or distorted 

behind more than a century of infamous accusations” (“Defiant” 187).  Other scholars 

point out similar biases in historical reports of Voodoo (Tucker 175), 

mischaracterizations that, like the portrait above (See Fig. 14) present Voodoo as evil. 

�������������������������������������������������
��
�Modern researchers whose accounts dispute Tallant include Fandrich, Duggal, and Bryan, to name 

three.  Another example of modern accounts of Voodoo and Laveau containing misinformation is author 

Wanda Fontenot’s recent work which perpetuates  negative accounts of Laveau (34).  Like Martinez and 

others, Fontenot draws on Robert Tallant’s books as a source.  
�
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 Violet Harrington Bryan details Tallant’s contributions on the Federal Writer’s 

Project, pointing out how Tallant and other white authors regularly published accounts 

of Voodoo, while Marcus Christian, a black researcher and writer, and major 

contributor to the project, “remained unpublished because of editors’ continuing lack of 

interest in black views of black Louisiana life” (Bryan 102-3, 107).  Marcus Christian 

noted in his posthumously released papers from the folklore collection and in 

corresponding records his opinion of the racial “limitations” in Tallant’s novels.  

Christian’s book review of Tallant published in Phylon, 1946, argues that:  “figures dear 

to the heart of lovers of Louisiana folklore glide through the book in a devil’s dance of 

ecstasy, scheming, brawling, conniving, hating, and hiding from the police, as they 

peddle their gris-gris of graveyard dust, dried lizards, John the conqueror root, and 

frizzly chicken feathers” (294).  Hinting at the sensationalism of the book, he also writes 

seriously of its racial limitations:  

While admitting that a third of the Voodoos in New Orleans are white, the 

author has done nothing to portray these two groups in the order of their 

numerical importance.  Voodoo in New Orleans is chiefly concerned with 

black Voodoos and only incidentally concerned with white ones when 

they are reveling in their darker brothers.  Still viewing the book from the 

viewpoint of an historian, its abbreviated form of bibliography is 

regrettable. (295) 

Christian ends his review by lauding several chapters of Tallant’s work that contain no 

bias, admitting that for this reason only “this reviewer is glad to own a copy of the 

book” (295).  Christian’s papers specifically criticize Tallant’s portrayal of Voodoo 

ceremonies in his novels, fictional descriptions that he believes Tallant based on 

newspaper accounts written in 1922, and not by attending actual voodoo ceremonies, 

according to Bryan (102-3,107).  Christian’s accumulated notes, then, written in the 

middle of that century, precede more recent concerns of the shortcomings of the Federal 
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Writer’s Project folklore collections.  Unable to understand African American traditions, 

the authors often either ignored or mischaracterized them.  Bryan believes that much of 

the work on the Federal Writer’s Project that Lyle Saxon, Robert Tallant, and other 

white authors eventually published in the form of Gumbo Ya Ya and other books and 

articles about Louisiana folklore originally derived from Christian’s work, though 

unacknowledged in the text and bibliography (102-3,107).   

 Zora Neale Hurston, who worked on the Federal Writer’s Project in Florida, also 

reviewed Tallant’s novel Voodoo in New Orleans in the Journal of American Folklore, 

criticizing both the content of his novel and the manner in which he acquired the 

information:  “The author offers not one valid source of information … It would have 

been infinitely more valuable to the work had the author spent less time trying to 

establish the well-known Marie Laveau as a procurer and a gambler, and more upon 

the aspect of her work” (436-8).  She describes his novel as feeding into stereotypes 

without offering any new information on Voodoo practice.  She disputes Tallant’s 

descriptions of “snake worship,” saying that the snake symbolizes fertility, and that 

Tallant focuses on hoodoo as a “mere stimulation to sex,” and “falls into the clichés of 

all fiction writers when describing a primitive rite.”  In what Tallant does get right, she 

accuses him of not acknowledging his sources, an astute observation that later 

researchers also allege.  Hurston’s review falls into the category of much of her life’s 

work—attempting to simultaneously validate Marie Laveau and Voodoo.  At the re-

release in 1980 of Hurston’s own folklore compilation, Mules and Men, reviewer John 

Roberts praised Hurston’s “refusal to accept secondhand accounts,” in her own folklore 

research, allowing her to demonstrate the “complexity of the practice of Hoodoo” (464).  

In a letter to Franz Boas, Hurston wrote:  “I have tried to be as exact as possible, keep to 

the exact dialect as closely as I could, having the story teller to tell it to me word for 

word as I write it ... But the writing down from the lips is to insure the correct dialect 

and wording so that I shall not let myself creep in unconsciously” (150).  Though 
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eventually learning the art of folklore collecting, many of Hurston’s contemporaries 

failed to learn this finesse.  Robert Hemenway describes her ability to “go into the 

roughest neighborhoods to get her material ... She packed a pistol and told the men in 

these camps that she was looking for her lover to blow him to bits, and then they’d start 

talking about the blues and singing them and she’d write them down” (“Interview” 

191).   As a result, Hurston’s book on lore was one of the first available intended not “to 

patronize or demean Afro-American culture, but to celebrate it” (Wall “Mules and Men” 

53).  Unfortunately, most accounts of Voodoo and Laveau leading into the late 

twentieth century used Tallant’s and the WPA papers as part or all of their source 

material, and instances of both gender and racial biases as exemplified here resulted. 

Robert Tallant’s Depictions of Voodoo and Laveau  

Best described as a historical novel, Tallant’s The Voodoo Queen contains detailed 

accounts of The Civil War, the Great Depression, and bouts of Yellow Fever hitting the 

city.  In some ways, his portrayal of Laveau seems secondary to the depiction of 

historical events. Compared to Jewell Parker Rhodes’s first-person narrative strategy, 

Tallant frequently writes in third person, creating a distance between the reader and 

Laveau.  As such, little evidence exists that Marie possesses any hopes, fears, or dreams 

for the future other than those that revolve around her appearance and how men view 

her.  Her family life appears her most pressing concern, her religion and her business 

only ancillary.  Characteristically, Tallant portrays Voodoo sensationally, interspersed 

among the racist and sexist portrayals of Laveau and other characters.  Though my aim 

is not to demonize Tallant, I want to point out how his work affects Laveau’s legend 

and how it contradicts Hurston’s accounts of Laveau. 

He writes Laveau as an “aging” twenty-six-year-old octoroon whose quadroon 

mother depends upon Monsieur Laveau for financial support.  Several comments are 

made in the text about how “old” Marie is, as an unmarried young lady.  Tallant 

emphasizes their financial dependence upon her father and spends an inordinate 
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amount of time on Marie’s mother’s fading looks, causing Marie to question her own 

appearance:  “White people said the beauty of quadroon women did not last.  Would 

she be like this herself in fifteen or twenty years?”  (14). Scholars have documented this 

historical arrangement between quadroons and white men, particularly in New 

Orleans, where Tallant describes the quadroon balls as the meeting ground for her 

mother and father.  He attests to Marie’s happiness:  “All the time she was dressing she 

was thinking of her father.  He had been a good father, she felt, despite the way things 

were and the rules by which they all must live.  He had done his best for them” (15).31  

Her father gets slight literary attention over the course of the novel; he does not attend 

either her mother’s funeral or her wedding:  “Charles Laveau had not come, as he had 

not come to Marguerite’s funeral.  But he had sent notes, and, with one, money for the 

expenses” (28).  He gives them a house but dies soon after, and because his estate 

receives the house, Marie leaves, homeless.  She does worry about not being able to 

support herself, and thinks she might marry just to survive:  “At twenty-five a woman 

must throw her corset on top of her armoire, her wardrobe.  It was hopeless that she 

would ever get a husband” (17).  Marie worries about losing romantic interests because 

of her looks and her sexual inexperience.32  Here, portrayed as older than later fictional 

accounts of her, the Laveau character worries that because of her age, she has missed 

her chance to marry.  These gender norms surface repeatedly, indicative of the pre-civil 

rights and pre-second wave feminism woman—financially dependent on men, overly 

concerned about marriage and children, and obsessed with her appearance.  

As expected, Tallant presents blackness as a state of being at once to be feared 

and overcome.  He details an argument between Marie and her whiter daughter, who 

tells Marie that she does not believe in Voodoo and never has:  “I won’t live like a black, 

�������������������������������������������������
31 In Laveau’s obituary we see mention of Laveau holding her father in high esteem, obviously the 

account that Tallant uses to shape her tale.  See “The Dead Voudou Queen,” New York Times, 1881. 
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Mamma! I won’t live like a savage!” (206). Aside from these negative preoccupations 

with blackness, little mention of race or racial awareness on the part of Marie Laveau 

exists in this novel, a glaring oversight when we factor in the importance of race in the 

Laveau legend.  In fact, Marie never consciously thinks of race in relation to herself at 

all in the novel, except when she thinks of being “whiter” than her mother (14), and the 

narration never details any instances of racism.  This account differs markedly in this 

respect, to Rhodes’s account, and even Ishmael Reed’s account, from the perspective of 

an African American male. 

In other characterizations, we get a first-person point of view of bi-racial Jacques 

Paris, her husband, as he requests Marie to cease her practice of Voodoo.  He looks at 

the African Americans in Congo Square, people from all backgrounds, Africa, Haiti, 

French, and American, and thinks:  “the noise the musicians made was harsh, 

cacophonous, brutal.  Jacques leaned against the fence, more sickened than ever.  These 

people would deny that this had anything to do with voodoo.  Perhaps it didn’t but he 

knew many of them, perhaps most, were believers” (29).  He lectures Marie, belittling 

her beliefs in Voodoo as “ignorance” ... “We aren’t savages!” (32).   He eventually leaves 

her because of her calling as a Voodooeinne after hoping that her beliefs are nothing 

more than “the fanciful notion of a woman” (27). He tells her she talks “like a witch 

woman in the jungles!” (50). Defending herself, Marie responds:  “You want to forget 

the knowledge of our people” (49).  Jacques is not white, yet in all of these first-person 

accounts he appears critical of Marie, her religion, and any person of color in the novel.  

Eventually, Laveau meets love interest Christopher Glapion, but continues to worry 

that he will fall out of love with her:   

 Many  women would be pleased with his company. So she worried   

  at certain moments  before he pulled the rope bell on her gate that   

�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
32 Though this fear is characteristic in other fictional accounts of Laveau, it is interesting to note that both 

Hurston and Rhodes show the root of this fear as coming from the grandmother.�
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  he might stop coming.  He might  find someone else with whom to   

  pass the evenings.  As he had not made love to  her, there was not   

  that to hold him, and he might find it with another woman.  Then   

  she would lose him. (94)   

In this way, Tallant writes Marie as dependent  upon men, upon her looks and her 

beauty to continue to attract them.   

In this portrayal, Marie loves the power inherent in being a Voodoo Queen (92), 

and we see how author Martinez focused on these accounts of Laveau in his portrayal 

of her.  She loves power for power’s sake and disregards any altruistic motives.  At one 

point she says:  “But no one can stop me Glapion, I will be powerful.  I will be rich” 

(102).   Concerned friends and family frequently warn Laveau, including the Catholic 

Father who marries her to Jacques, that Voodoo derives “from the jungle…from pagan 

savages” (100), while Marie frequently responds that she does no evil.   

In his portrayal of Voodoo, Tallant equates Papa LeBas, the Voodoo deity, with 

the devil (109).  In no other account, including Reed, Hurston, and Rhodes, do any of 

these authors mention the devil or believe that Voodoo worships the devil.  Rather, all 

Vodou gods exist as forces for good, not evil, particularly LeBas, or LegBa.  In Tallant’s 

description of voodoo ceremonies, no communion with the gods exists; the religious 

activities appear frenzied with no meaning behind them (110).  No spirituality exists in 

this novel at all, another large difference between Hurston, Tallant, Reed, and Rhodes.   

Duggal agrees, and writes that Tallant focuses on the “physical attributes” of those 

participating, as well as the “orgiastic finale” of the ceremony, and less on any 

spirituality seen or any type of spiritual possession (173).  Tallant spends significant 

time detailing a jealous and bitter rivalry between two female Voodooeinnes, something 

Fandrich finds no evidence of, but which continues to recur in the lore, even in Ishmael 

Reed’s account (34).  These myriad moments of the legend show the dichotomy 

between Tallant’s and Hurston’s accounts; where history leaves some question, Tallant 
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steps in with a white male perspective. As such, he portrays blackness 

imperialistically—as an attribute to be feared and hated, a woman as a weak dependent, 

scared and fearful.   He portrays her life’s work as Voodoo Queen as a secondary 

activity for Laveau, one that she falls into after being a hairdresser. Being in love, 

finding love with Christopher Glapion, with whom she lives after Jacques, and being a 

mother to his children takes up much of Marie’s life in this novel.   

That said, his account is not entirely negative.  Tallant does document that Marie 

nursed people through Yellow Fever, which positively fictionalizes the undeniable 

healing aspects of her legend (128).  Additionally, he does attempt to demarcate a 

certain awareness of racial differences after the Civil War, but his account appears weak 

and ancillary compared to other fiction of the period that incorporates race.  He offers a 

moment for Laveau to defend herself against all of the false accusations of human 

sacrifice and other rumors and lies and ends the novel with Laveau’s daughter’s 

ultimately successful attempt at freeing her from prison.  This ending, although 

following Marie Laveau lore where she does escape from being falsely imprisoned, 

seems a feminist move for this work which, as a whole, sacrifices the spirit of Laveau’s 

legend (305, 312).   

Obviously, many of the black feminist themes that exist in Jewell Parker 

Rhodes’s work fail to appear in Tallant’s:  racism, abuse, maternity, and the matriarchal 

spirituality of Voodoo.  The absence of these elements in Tallant’s novel makes 

Rhodes’s work more feminist and more historically accurate in its depiction of race 

relations and the entire Laveau legend.  Given the readership in the mid-twentieth 

century, we can hardly blame Tallant’s motivations as an author.  However, this begs 

the question, what is the responsibility of the author in turning a folkloric character into 

fiction?   

Laveau in Robert Tallant’s Voodoo in New Orleans 
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Tallant’s other book, Voodoo in New Orleans, advertised as non-fiction, gives us 

more insight into his aims as a writer and as a historical documenter.  The preface opens 

with him as the narrator distinguishing himself as the outsider on South Rampart 

Street, outside the African American community, much as a “Negro” must feel as he 

“walks on a white man’s street”(4): unable, because of race, to penetrate the “barrier” 

that divides the races (5).  This introductory material contains the only mention of race 

in the book:  “It seems to the white man that on South Rampart Street the Negro has in 

his mysterious way built a world for himself, and an amazing and colorful one at that” 

(4).  Tallant gives a cursory display of Voodoo as it enters America, his portrayal one 

that Marcus Christian characterizes in his book review as painfully inadequate (294).  In 

this brief discussion of Voodoo, Tallant discusses the bleak picture of slaves in New 

Orleans during the nineteenth century, and their miserable treatment because of white 

fear of an uprising:  “These first generations of slaves were savages” (10).  Like 

Hurston’s Mules and Men, Tallant devotes an entire section of his book to Marie Laveau.  

He quotes Willie Thomas, “an aging Negro”: 

I went to some of her meetings and sometimes I sang with the Voodoos.  

Marie Laveau was the most beautiful woman I ever seen in my life.  She 

was banana-color and she always wore gold hoops in her ears that made a 

pretty sound when she walked.  She had nothing at her meetings but 

white men and yellow girls, and they danced naked all night long.  (51) 

Tallant disputes this account of Laveau because the date Thomas gives places this 

occurrence more than four years after her alleged death, a good example of how these 

stories persisted in oral legend, leading to the rumors that she did not die, even after her 

funeral.  As Tallant details Laveau’s reign, he compares Marie’s Voodoo successes to 

her earlier mastery of the art of hairdressing, “the foundation of her later career in 

Voodoo” (54).  For Tallant, Voodoo is a trade that Laveau picked up by hearing “Creole 

secrets” (54) as a hairdresser and using them against the mistresses whose hair she 
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fixed:  “Marie never lessened in any way the mysticism and sensuality of the fanatic 

Zombi worshippers—all the orthodox trappings of the spectacle were retained:  the 

snake, the black cat, the roosters, the blood drinking, and the finale of fornication” (55).  

Indeed, he characterizes her as “intelligent, shrewd, and an excellent showman, with a 

strong business sense” (55).  We see here why scholar John Roberts, after studying the 

role of Voodoo in America, contends that the spiritual basis for Voodoo is often 

neglected in Western discussions of the religion (463-6).  Tallant never alludes to an 

ancient spirituality or confirms that Voodoo was ever a religion. 

Tallant also perpetuates the myth that Laveau forced rival queens out of 

business, with brute force if necessary, much as he fictionalized her in his novel (56).  

These sensationalized accounts and others of participants eating animals raw, drinking 

blood, and participating in other orgiastic rituals are some of the most hotly contested 

accounts in Laveau lore, for no contemporary scholar, including Bryan, Long, or 

Fandrich, can confirm these allegations.   On the other hand, even the positive aspects of 

the legend appear exaggerated:   

‘She could have a policeman fired with one snap of her fingers and she 

could get one promoted with two snaps.  Sometimes she used hoodoo to 

do that and sometimes she just walked into a big politician’s office and 

say ‘Do it! I is Marie Laveau and I wants it done.’ And he knew better ‘n 

not to do it … You may not believe it, but that woman was the real boss of 

New  Orleans.’ (86-87)  

Testimonies like these appear hard to refute, over the life of the folklore, as in this space 

between memory and history, testimony resides:  “testimony constitutes the 

fundamental transitional structure between memory and history” (Ricoeur 21).  This 

testimony, however, was filtered through imperfect human beings with the aid of 

imagination. 
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Marie Laveau in Ishmael Reed’s The Last Days of Louisiana Red  

The next fictional representation of Marie Laveau occurs in Ishmael Reed’s 1974 

novel, The Last Days of Louisiana Red.  Reed’s portrayal of Laveau and her followers in 

his novel is relevant to this examination on several fronts.  Like Hurston, Reed travels to 

New Orleans.  There, Reed studies the performances of Mardi Gras, recognizing the 

significance of the rituals as avenues for the transference of cultural memory, a 

celebration and spectacle “of ancient origins” (11).  He compares Mardi Gras to 

Vodoun, describing both as “secret societies equipped with flags, songs, and other rites 

unique to each” (11).  He outlines his own interaction with the city and with the Laveau 

legend in a collection of non-fiction essays, Shrovetide in Old New Orleans, and describes 

his interpretation of the Laveau legend, and not surprisingly, one that was at least 

partly formed by reading Robert Tallant’s books (The Reed Reader xvii).    Based on his 

retelling of the legend, he ingests many of the sexier and sexist aspects of the legends, 

including tales of the alleged brothels and orgies that contemporary researchers dispute 

(20).  He also embraces her legendary rival Doctor John as a much more positive, 

“altruistic” character (21) than others have done.  Of particular interest is Reed’s 

admission that the impetus for his novel, The Last Days of Louisiana Red, was his 

“continued interest in the career of Marie LaVeau” (The Reed Reader xvii).  Thus, Laveau 

deeply foregrounds Reed’s interest in New Orleans and his new literary aesthetic, 

particularly in the creation of this novel.  This point places Reed’s novel squarely into 

the Laveau canon as it begins to form from the oral lore.  Additionally, he writes her 

and her followers Lisa and Minnie as central figures, characterizations that he admits 

has made him a target of black feminists and has garnered him the “’misogynist’” title 

(The Reed Reader xvii).   

Reed’s notoriously avant garde writing style also contributes to its location in the 

Laveau canon, what Reed has labeled a “Neo-hoodoo Aesthetic” (Henry 84-5).  Reed 

alleges that the driving force behind his unique aesthetic derives from Voudon, what he 
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describes as the Haitian and African-based versions of what we popularly term 

“Voodoo,” and one that he consciously created as a new artistic style in which to 

capture and express the essence of the religion through art (Henry 84-5).  He wrote his 

most popular novel, Mumbo Jumbo, in the same style, and incorporates into both texts 

what critic James Lindroth describes as a hoodoo trickster figure, the character Papa 

LeBas (185). He draws the name “LeBas” from “Legba,” a name stemming from various 

African descriptions of Vodou gods, most commonly “Elegbera” from the Yoruba or 

“Iku” from Nigeria (The Reed Reader xvi), or, Eshu Elegguá from Santería (Barnet 88).  

The name LeBas comes from the pronunciation of “Legba, pronounced La-Bas” in Haiti 

(Gates 5).  Lindroth describes LeBas as trickster and a “conjure” figure, so again we see 

this merger of both the trickster and conjurer within the critical understanding of 

African American literature.   

Much of Reed’s work incorporates folklore traditions, as he admits in an 

interview:  I’m a folklorist” (Henry 88).  He further describes his work as a combination 

of “humor, fantasy, and satire” in which he draws from African American folk art 

(Henry 88).   Part narrative, part music, and part screenplay, Reed’s novel actually 

follows Hurston’s Mules and Men in its mix of religion, music, stories, fables, and 

narrative, or “orature.”  The fact that Reed draws on folklore and uses it in similar ways 

as Alice Walker in the tradition of Hurston, whom he has read and mentions several 

times (Shrovetide 71, 110), seems ironic in the face of his disagreements with Walker and 

other black feminists like Gayl Jones.  He alludes to these conflicts in his interview with 

Reginald Martin, where he expresses his disagreement with her negative portrayals of 

African American males, specifically citing Gayl Jones’s Corregidora as another novel in 

which “black men are portrayed as brutes, apes.”  Ann duCille writes that both Reed 

and critics like Addison Gayle have charged that “contemporary black women authors 

have not only miswritten the romance, they have slandered black men in the process of 

inventing their own feminist fictions” (“Phallus(ies)” 444).  Reed has fought charges of 
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sexism on several fronts, in public popular forums like Newsweek (Henry 90), and in 

academia, including in his portrayal of Minnie in The Last Days of Louisiana Red, and as a 

reaction to these criticisms of black female authors.  African American female literary 

critics like duCille have commented on his portrayals of women, saying that perhaps it 

has been difficult for men like Reed to accept that they are “something other than the 

heroes of their women’s lives” (“Phallus(ies)” 455).   Barbara Smith refers to Ishmael 

Reed as a “notoriously misogynist writer” who “base[s] [his] actions on the premise 

that Black women are powerless to alter either their political or their cultural 

oppression” (415). Reed defends these charges frequently, and feels his critics are a 

small number of vocal black feminists who have created an unfair characterization of 

his work (The Reed Reader xviii).   

Ironically, Reed’s experimental form fits into Houston A. Baker’s later discussion 

of conjuring and poetic space in Workings of the Spirit, even though Baker does not 

include Reed’s work and has allegedly made less than positive statements about him 

(Martin).  Reed uses and incorporates Papa LeBas as a trickster/conjurer in the tradition 

of Joel Chandler Harris and Charles Chesnutt, where the characters are cunning and 

operating in a certain amount of self-interest, but overall are part of a larger 

community.  By drawing on Voodoo as an aesthetic style, he translates the religion into 

art through both content and form.  Furthermore, as Lindroth argues, his use of 

narration incorporates “part of a broader language of jazz within which the trickster 

operates” (189), and therefore we could posit that Reed translates cultural memory 

through jazz, as well, in addition to the Voodoo and folklore avenues of his work.  

Though definitely not feminist, and not incorporating a realistic Marie Laveau 

character, themes of healing and community hold up in Reed’s experimental work, 

contributing to the evolution of Laveau lore over the course of the century. 

The central premise of the novel relies on New Orleans versions of “voodoo 

charms” and “mysterious bayou rites transplanted from Africa” to advance the plot of 
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Ed Yellings and his daughter “Minnie the Moocher,” a Marie Laveau follower, as they 

attempt to run Ed’s company, Solid Gumbo Works (C.F. 213).  Because of the 

palimpsest of narration, its resemblance to jazz music, and its hidden meanings about 

art, African heritage, capitalism, and academia, the narration does not contain a linear 

plot and relies heavily on allegory and insinuation.  Reed explains that in the novel, 

“the practitioners of the old religion are arrayed against Minnie the Moocher, a 

character from the Cab Calloway song which has coded references to Afro-American 

religion” (The Reed Reader xvii).  Thus, it appears that he patterns Minnie as a 

contemporary version of Marie Laveau in opposition to those that practice the old 

authentic religion (Vodou), not the syncretized American version that Laveau practiced. 

Reed clearly sets Voodoo against Christianity as two separate belief systems, not 

merging them as both Hurston and Rhodes do in their portrayals of Marie Laveau.  In 

fact, he describes his aim as an author to “humble Judeo-Christian culture” (Shrovetide 

133).  He criticizes Laveau for merging them, and characterizes his “Neo-Hoo 

Manifesto” as drawing more heavily on the African and Haitian religions of Vodou, not 

on any syncretism with Christianity that occurred in either Haiti or America. Minnie’s 

characterization is heavily undergirded by Laveau folklore, which morphs her thoughts 

and behavior as the listener of the tales, and shapes the character of Nanny Lisa, the 

teller of the Marie Laveau tales.  Thus, we see the Marie Laveau lore cycle fictionalized. 

Reed glorifies Marie Laveau’s legendary rival, Doctor John, who holds more 

power than Marie Laveau; he is a god who helps Ed get rid of his wife, Ruby:  “Doc 

John was the head of the Old Col.’s western field office and stood in an oil portrait on 

the wall behind Ed’s desk in Ed’s study.  He was a tall negro man who, in the painting, 

was wearing a strange yellow top hat and red jacket … In the painting’s background 

was the old steepled skyline of New Orleans” (11).  Much like Rhodes paints a picture 

of Marie Laveau followers who create altars to her in Voodoo Season, so Reed positions 

Doctor John here.  With Doctor John’s portrait behind him, Ed practices Voodoo:   
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Sometimes Ed’s youngest daughter Minnie would peek through his 

office’s keyhole and see him there in that black silk robe with the jet cross 

hanging on a chain around his neck.  Not the cross of anguish and 

suffering, the crux simplex, but the oldest cross made of two straight lines  

which bisect�each other at right angles.  There Ed would be kneeling, 

consulting with Doc John, while white peace candles burned on a long 

table of brilliant white linen in the center of which was a beautiful silver 

cup.  (11)   

This portrayal of Doc John seems relevant when juxtaposed next to Jewell Parker 

Rhodes’s account, where John is a cruel abuser, misogynist and Voodoo poser that 

Marie Laveau must overcome in order to survive.  Here, Reed portrays him as a type of 

deity that Ed turns to for guidance and the object of his Voodoo worship.  The wife that 

he attempts to escape in this scene, Ruby, eventually leaves him for a political career, 

and he alone must raise his four children.  His youngest daughter Minnie, he describes 

as like her mother, Ruby:  “She wasn’t going to wash the dishes; cleaning up your room 

was for the birds; if he didn’t like what time she came in at night, that was his problem” 

(13).  To take care of his children, Ed hires Nanny Lisa, who tells his daughter Minnie 

tales of Marie Laveau and begins the central refiguring of Laveau lore in this novel:   

Nanny would tell her those stories about the ‘Widow Paris,’ and her 

running combat with Doc John, a mean uppity diabolical smarty pants.  

Minnie loved these ‘Louisiana Red’ stories in which the Widow Paris, 

Marie, would always best Doc John; prevail over this no-account ruffian. 

(She liked Marie to win and would laugh her little chirren chitter when 

Doc John was brought down to size.)  Minnie was becoming suspicious of 

her father. (15) 

We can see in this passage that Reed reverses gender stereotypes, creating a situation 

where the man, Ed, is left raising the children because his African American wife has 
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abandoned them (even though Ed prays for her to leave because he is tired of her).  

Nanny Lisa, who eventually turns out to be a spy working against Ed Yellings’s healing 

gumbo, presents Doc John as a “no-account ruffian.” Clearly, Reed sets her up as an 

antagonist, having just outlined Ed Yellings’s worship of Doc John at the Voodoo altar.   

Thus, the legendary rivalry is reborn in fiction.  Reed pits Nanny Lisa and Yellings 

against one another, and it is her folkloric Marie Laveau tales that begin Minnie’s 

distrust of her father and her open opposition to him, and to the male gender.  This 

point underscores my contention that Marie Laveau lore works partially by creating a 

prototype for a feminist heroine, since the biggest Marie Laveau follower is Minnie the 

Moocher, whom he portrays as a contemporary black feminist.   Ed, according to the 

story, has plied her with gifts and even a Porsche, and Minnie repays him with anger 

and rejection (13).  Minnie’s underlying “moocher” problem, as a villainess, is fed by 

Nanny’s Marie Laveau stories “how when Marie, by that time the ‘last American witch,’ 

finished with [Doc John], she had him eating out of her hand” (20).  Later that night, 

“Nanny started to tell [Minnie] the stories.  Stories about Marie and how she had 

showed Doc John that he wasn’t such a big deal.  Minnie dozed off, smiling.  She was 

thinking of how better things would be if her father would just take a walk and not 

come back” (21).   Reed uses the tales of folkloric Laveau and Doctor John to create a 

contemporary statement about the rejection of African American men by African 

American women, specifically feminists.  Minnie rejects her father after hearing the lore.  

Reed seems to equate Minnie with the worst type of feminist woman, and implicates 

Marie Laveau in his analysis of Minnie by saying that she practices Voodoo and: 

Like the Black Widow spider that draws its prey, loves it, then drains it.  

Only she doesn’t drain it physically, she drains it emotionally.  She 

deprives her victim of the ability to express itself.  The victim becomes a 

hollow zombie thing, enlisted into her ranks of slaves.  She takes the 

energy of her subjects and lives off of it.  (36)   
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He also invests Minnie with a negative sexual prowess, much as Marie Laveau has been 

previously portrayed in lore: 

She had a fine body in the sense that a panther moving with those fine 

limbs has a fine body, and like the panther his was the kind of young 

woman’s body that could eat you up, if you know what I mean. (she had a 

panther’s reach and its grip, that is if you invaded her bush.  She’d snap at 

you squeeze you and hold you tight.) (61) 

Strangely, Minnie’s sexuality is often in question.  Even as Reed paints her as a sexual 

“panther,” so he shows her as embarrassed by heterosexuality; she and Nanny often 

appear to be lesbians.  Immediately after this description, Minnie and Nanny sit down 

to share Marie Laveau stories.  Nanny, the teller of the tales, is also one of the only 

characters to speak in dialect, telling Minnie in her discussion with Sister, “Now dear 

(comforting Minnie), my souls ache when I hears you worrin your brains so.  You know 

your brains will bust if you keep worrin yo sweet heart about these things.  These is 

white folks’ matters you’s worrin so about” (58).   

More of Reed’s criticism filters toward the Laveau followers who oppose the 

healing gumbo.  LeBas lectures Minnie:  “You take yourself so seriously.  You couldn’t 

stand for your Dad and your brothers to run a Business as they sought.  You and your 

roustabouts and vagrants just couldn’t stand negro men attempting to build 

something” (124).  In a passage often targeted by critics, he writes: 

Of course, being a woman, Minnie, being a hi-yellow woman or, as you 

say, being a ‘black’ woman (chuckle) you even have further leverage.  

Have you ever heard the term ‘pussy-whipped,’ or ‘pussy-chained’?  

These expressions may be crude, but they smack of the truth.  A woman 

uses her cunt power to threaten and intimidate, even to blackmail—to 

cause brother to kill brother. (125-6) 
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Reed even quotes Hurston during this rant: “O you’re denying the very lucrative 

benefits that go along with being a black woman in a white man’s country? One of our 

Business people, Zora Neale Hurston, had an informant in Georgia say, ‘White men and 

black women are running this thing’”(127).  He then writes that black women have 

gotten what they deserve.  Reed’s critics, of course, rely on these passages to point to his 

misogyny.  He impregnates the Laveau figure with the venom he feels toward his black 

female critics.  Reed himself argues that these characters serve to combat their sexist 

portrayals of African American men.  The fact that he uses Marie Laveau lore to achieve 

all of these aims disparages the Laveau legend even as it propels it forward and proves 

that this lore works as a vehicle for feminism.   

 A significant portion of Marie Laveau lore appears again when LeBas meets his 

secret messenger in a bar in Berkeley and a conversation about Laveau ensues.  He 

writes that Laveau was “a stunning creature.  When she walked down South Ramparts 

Street, the carriages of gentlemen would halt and their masters would gaze at her …  

She was rising in the New Orleans world of charms and was becoming somewhat of a 

poet” (137).  He details how Marie Laveau replaced Saloppé as the reigning Voodoo 

queen by going “commercial” with it:   

So when Marie took over the Business, Americans would come to Bayou 

Saint John to slum because they could stomach her version.  Marie was 

yellow, and the Americans men loved yellow women.  A yellow woman 

brought more money than a black, brown, or even a yellow man.  To make 

it even more palatable, Marie replaced the African loas altogether and 

substituted Catholic saints.  For example, Legba became Saint Peter, and 

you might be interested to know that LaBas is a creole verison of legba.  

Legba, Spirit of Communications; ‘Good for Business.’ (137) 

In contrast to other authors, he criticizes Laveau’s decision to merge the two religions, 

and presents her choices as purely capitalistic.  Reed goes on to tell an interesting 
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version of the tale, because in his account, Marie sells out to the Catholic church before 

her death, making a deal with her friend and priest, Pierre Antoine, to drive Voodoo in 

New Orleans underground (138).  According to this version, Marie also drives Doc John 

out of business by being in with the Mafia and confronts him with frequent past-due 

bills until he goes crazy.  He presents Laveau as both attracted to him and despising 

him.  Eventually, she does kill him after he impregnates her whiter daughter.  Thus, 

Reed does not proclaim Laveau’s innocence in Doctor John’s death as all other legends 

of Laveau do.   

To further perpetuate that Doctor John was the “good” one, at the end of the 

novel, we find out that his followers created the gumbo that contains healing power.  

This gumbo recipe comes from Doc John’s African healing traditions, allowing Ed 

Yellings to make his famous cancer-killing gumbo (143).  Doc John’s recipes lead the 

gumbo factory to discover a cure for heroin addiction (153).    Nanny Lisa, the spy in 

disguise and teller of Laveau tales, opposes the men and their healing cures, as does 

Minnie.  Again, this reverses the lore which proclaims Laveau a great healer, and 

follows Tallant’s position, that Doctor John [Doctor Jim in Tallant] was the better healer 

(Voodoo 109).  Attempting to discover which of Reed’s characters are satirical and which 

he intends to portray realistically proves to be a complex process of interrogation, and 

one which may or may not ultimately prove authorial intent in an examination like this 

one. 

Reed’s entire literary canon is integral to the idea of using Voodoo as a poetic 

tool to subvert the traditional white patriarchal literary tradition.  More than that, 

Reed’s work is both groundbreaking and innovative in the celebration of race and 

African heritage that it achieves through the underlying use of jazz and Voodoo to 

create Reed’s unique aesthetic.  This novel’s greatest contribution to the Laveau canon is 

its ability to use Voodoo and Laveau to redefine poetic space—to allow for 

experimentation with the ever-changing trope of the conjure figure.  As an African 
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American male, Reed writes his heroes as male protagonists patterned on the 

traditional conjure and trickster figures of the early nineteenth century, those who will 

trick and deceive, but ultimately strive for racial uplift for the good of the community.  

Clearly, his work also functions much as Chesnutt’s did, subverting racism through 

content.  One important acknowledgment on Reed’s part is his admission that the Neo-

Hoodoo Aesthetic is not African American, but “multicultural” and of the “Americas,” 

a characteristic akin to all Laveau lore.   

Although notoriously anti-Christian, and condemning Laveau for embracing and 

syncretizing the religions (Shrovetide 75), Reed does acknowledge Voodoo’s spirituality, 

which places him in another strange sort of agreement with Hurston and others on this 

point.  He criticizes, as Hurston does, the commercial aspect of Voodoo that New 

Orleans is famous for, and partly blames these establishments as contributing to the bad 

reputation of Voodoo in America (Shrovetide 18).  Wayde Compton quotes Reed as 

saying that Voodoo loa are “doctors,” “healers,” “artists,” and “counselors” (483).  In 

this way, even though Reed’s refashioning of Marie Laveau lore actually feeds into the 

negative portrayals of her legend, we still see a feminist heroine patterned after Laveau 

and a healing factor at work here.  Papa LeBas and Ed Yellings are working toward 

healing.  Whether that healing comes from Doctor John or Marie Laveau, we still see a 

movement that incorporates Caribbean, American, and African beliefs to create healing 

for a community of individuals.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GLIMPSES OF THE GHOST: HURSTON’S LEGACY  

IN GLORIA NAYLOR, TONI CADE BAMBARA, AND GAYL JONES 

Consciously or unconsciously, Afro-American writers have continued the Hoodoo Tradition. 

           Ishmael Reed 

As I have examined, Hurston’s fiction, particularly her portrayal of Janie 

Crawford, has had a ripple effect in American literature.  This chapter argues that as a 

result, Laveau lore is carried forward into this century, either consciously or 

unconsciously, into novels by Gloria Naylor, Toni Cade Bambara, and Gayl Jones.  I 

contend that in Mama Day, The Salt Eaters, and Corregidora, aspects of the both the 

Laveau legend as it appears in Hurston and the circum-Atlantic presence that 

surrounds her tale exist, even though none of these authors explicitly names a character 

“Marie Laveau.” Alma Billingslea-Brown argues that in the 1960s, ‘70s, and ‘80s, the 

lines between fiction and folklore became blurred in both Toni Morrison’s and Paule 

Marshall’s novels (3).  Likewise, the texts in this examination use folklore in fiction, a 

synthesis that Morrison calls a “binding … tradition” (qtd in Weathers 213).  Lorraine 

Bethel writes that as a way of combating the dominant sexism of this era, African 

American women created their own culture based on the traditional values of oral and 

folk culture, using “gender solidarity [as a] self-affirming ritual” (179).  Sharing a 

similar purpose, these texts draw from Hurston’s work and speak to African American 

political and social causes through their content and form.  Just as Trudier Harris posits 

that the slave narrative worked to expose liberal democracy’s barren ideals, so do these 

revisions of the slave narrative.  The parallels between Laveau lore, Rhodes’s fictional 

Marie, Mama Day, Velma Henry, and Ursa Corregidora point to each text as part of the 

Laveau canon, with Hurston’s initial portrayal of Marie Laveau and Janie Crawford the 

prototype for these more contemporary heroines. 
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All of these authors show some connection to Hurston’s literary legacy.  Ann 

duCille describes her introduction to Hurston through Gayl Jones:  “When I began my 

teaching career … at a college in upstate New York, Gayl was again generous to lend 

me her well-worn, oft-read copy of Their Eyes Were Watching God” (Female Subjects 23).  

Ishmael Reed, as an integrator of both folklore and fiction, talks about his time spent in 

New Orleans with authors Toni Morrison and Toni Cade Bambara (Shrovetide 24).  

Jewell Parker Rhodes lauds Hurston’s work in an interview, connecting her own 

interest in folklore with the larger literary tradition that began with Hurston, even 

mentioning Janie and Tea Cake in her comments (Quashie).  In interviews and essays, 

one author after another relays a kinship with Hurston’s literature.  Rhodes’s 

characterization of Marie Laveau, then, as it appears in the late twentieth century, 

comes to us as a result of this legacy of Hurston’s work but also as a result of the 

antecedent contributions of Naylor, Bambara, and Jones as they shape contemporary 

literature near the last decades of the twentieth century.  Could Rhodes have arrived at 

her Marie Laveau trilogy without the stories of authors like Alice Walker, Toni 

Morrison, Toni Cade Bambara, Gayl Jones, and Gloria Naylor, all artists connected with 

each other and with Hurston?  By asking this question we are back to the complex and 

myriad web of relations that always seems to surround Laveau lore.   

As I have been arguing in this examination, the historically racist and/or invisible 

position of the African American female, as seen in “literature, scholarship, and the 

popular media” (Hull and Smith xviii) drives the liberation movements of the last two 

centuries, including the Black Power, Black Feminist, and Civil Rights movements of 

the late twentieth century (Combahee River 14).  Alma Billingslea-Brown writes that the 

60s were, for African Americans, “a political and sociocultural frontier, a border zone 

between the lived experience of social control and the dream of social justice” (9).  Men 

and women both worked toward the goal of liberation; men like Martin Luther King, Jr. 

who were in the spotlight strove toward justice with women like Rosa Parks, all 
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combating the everyday trials of racism. Joyce A. Joyce pinpoints this time particularly 

as a turning point for her as an academic that reflected the “same contradictions 

inherent in the social, economic, and political strife that affected the lives of all Black 

Americans” (336).  She specifically mentions Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and 

Elijah Muhammad as well as the political activities of “voter registration, sit-ins, 

boycotts, riots, the Black Arts Movement, [and] Black jazz musicians,” as contributing to 

a united movement of moving Blacks into “American mainstream society” (336).   

James Edward Smethurst’s recent study on the black arts movement (or, “BAM”) 

as a liberating force makes a valid argument that, while often disunified and 

decentered, the common thread among the groups that made up the movement was “a 

belief that African Americans were a people, a nation, entitled to (needing, really) self-

determination of its own destiny” (The Black 15).  These groups believed that unless that 

power was obtained, African Americans “would remain oppressed and exploited 

second-class (or non-) citizens in the United States” (The Black 15).  Smethurst argues 

that this drive and motivation to express self-determination through a distinct African 

American culture in the arts and politics of America distinguishes the BAM from earlier 

political and artistic movements (15).   Labor patterns shifted as race relations began to 

evolve, and black women “penetrated industrial, service, and clerical jobs in large 

numbers,” a capitalist force that drove many of the civil rights activities (Aptheker 

Woman’s 134, 147). Yet, Gloria T. Hull, Patricia Bell Scott, and Barbara Smith still name 

their landmark 1982 African American Studies text All the Women are White, All the 

Blacks are Men… to underscore the point that even though all of these liberation 

movements transpired during this time, African American women were virtually 

invisible to all, including the feminists and the Black Power Party.  Thus, much as they 

did a century before, African American feminists create their own movements, as 

detailed in Bambara’s Salt Eaters, which highlights the liberation struggles of the 

African American female in these decades.   
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Racism was still an integral part of society, creating the need for African 

American women to mobilize politically and socially.  In the African American church, 

historically, critics argue that males have shaped the African American female’s role to 

that of a secondary or ancillary participant—rarely allowing autonomy or promoting 

them as spiritual leaders (Grant 142). Scholar Davis Houck agrees, but additionally 

states that the black church, though patriarchal, served as the source for the suffrage 

movements and all other major social reforms having to do with race “since abolition” 

(qtd in Cotterell 1B).  Even within Civil Rights, sexism existed toward female activists 

like Rosa Parks and the countless nameless, faceless others that filled the pews for the 

meetings and the streets for the marches.  Houck’s work argues that images of women 

like Rosa Parks, the quiet seamstress who represented the masses of women involved in 

civil rights, created a “more sympathetic symbol” to the general public than pictures of 

the men did; men still prevailed at the forefront as speakers and leaders (qtd in Cotterell 

4B).  Houck writes that sexism still existed, even as untold thousands of women helped 

to drive the Civil Rights movement forward toward liberation.   

In response to the sexism as it surfaced in the literary world, Barbara Smith 

writes that critic Darwin Turner, even as late as 1971, used words like “‘coy,’” 

“‘superficial,’” and “‘shallow’” to describe Hurston’s work (136).  As a result, Valerie 

Smith argues that in the ‘70s and ‘80s, black feminist criticism developed “as a reaction 

to critical acts of omission and condescension” by white and black male and female 

literary critics (370).  For the last few decades, “for black women racism and male 

supremacy have been and remain inseparable realities.  Liberation from one is not 

possible without confronting and overcoming the other” (Aptheker Woman’s 2).  Recent 

research finds that it is currently harder for African American females to translate social 

movements into political gains because of these types of problems during suffrage and 

Civil Rights that have “reduced their ability to respond to political opportunities” 

(Banaszak 14).  After the tragic loss of many of the African American leaders of the ‘60s, 
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the ability of the African American community to mobilize itself and continue a 

trajectory into the next century slowly eroded (Eaton 3), with recent scholarship 

showing a continual erosion of gains, beginning with the Reagan presidency (Robnett 

119).  Political movements driven by African American females have not proliferated 

the way they did in the sixties because of the gender divisions that began “with the 

grassroots mobilized by women and national political representation dominated by 

Black male leaders and ministers”(Robnett 117, 121).   

This socio-historic reality of sliding social and political gains for the African 

American and multi-cultural female all show a continued need for a strong female 

character in the world of contemporary fiction.  As suggested earlier, the reality of 

Marie Laveau’s antebellum success as an independent, economically successful female 

makes her the perfect figure to incorporate into fiction.  Just as her lore served to uplift 

those in the antebellum period as tale bearers loved to speak of what one woman could 

accomplish, so it can work in today’s society.  If we recognize that Marie Laveau was 

able to transform herself, from a non-citizen to a citizen, from certain economic failure 

to an economic success as a decidedly strong female figure, both the truth and fiction of 

Laveau attract her to our contemporary fictional universe.  As long as inequalities 

continue to exist for the African American female, Marie Laveau lore can help perform 

several functions in a work of art, including transforming it into a more feminist, 

balanced work with elements of healing and formal innovation, as I have argued 

throughout this examination.  Her image contrasts with the stereotyped figures of a 

hundred years ago, the consummate tricksters and conjurers who fooled the master, or 

the reactive mammies of the fin de siècle who possessed no racial identity, or even the 

grandmothers who have lived through slavery in these contemporary novels and who 

value security above all else.  Instead of these tired characters, we now have females 

like Janie, Ursa, Velma, Miranda, and Marie who work proactively to better themselves 

and their communities, striving to become healthy individuals.  Kalenda Eaton argues 
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this very point—the contemporary fiction of the late twentieth century has taken a 

decidedly proactive stance in racial politics.  We can easily apply this description to 

Jewell Parker Rhodes’s recent adaptations of Laveau (10). 33   The Afro-Caribbean 

spirituality, the authentic portrayal of the religion of Voodoo, the reverence and calling 

of nature as relative to identity, the importance of the female procreative force, and the 

balanced and feminist heroine all are tropes and themes that began in Hurston’s work 

and that reappear here.   

Alice Walker, who has celebrated Hurston’s legacy and admitted its influence on 

her own, writes of the conscious choice she made in the ‘70s to alter her fashioning of 

fictional characters both after rediscovering Hurston and after her own intense 

campaign for civil rights and Black power:   

  My women, in the future, will not burn themselves up—that’s what I  

  mean by coming to the end of a cycle, and understanding something to  

  the end ... The movement of the Sixties, Black Power, the Muslims, the  

  Panthers ... have changed the options of Black people generally and of  

  Black women in particular.  So that my women characters won’t all end  

  the way they have been.  (qtd in Washington “Teaching” 214) 

Walker’s decision reflects both Hurston’s legacy and the liberation movements of the 

late twentieth century as they affected these authors who began to fashion their literary 

protagonists after a new type of female heroine like Janie Crawford, one that Mary 

Helen Washington calls “powerful, articulate, self-reliant, and radically different from 

any woman character [African Americans] had ever before encountered in literature” 

(Foreword xi).   The authors in this chapter began to re-imagine new female heroines for 

this century and the next in their works, and consciously or unconsciously, as a result, 

carry forward Laveau lore. 

�������������������������������������������������
33 Though Eaton focuses on African American fiction through 1980 for her monograph, I make the same 

argument about African American fiction like Rhodes’s that has been published since that time. 
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Laveau Lore in Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day  

Much of Mama Day’s fiction is informed by African, American, and Caribbean 

oral lore.  Thus, one could attribute the similarities in Hurston and Naylor’s work to 

these foundations.  Yet, numerous parallels exist between Hurston, Rhodes, and Mama 

Day, all texts eliciting threads of the circum-Atlantic and of Laveau lore that Hurston 

first incorporated.  Naylor’s novel is set on the island of “Willow Springs,” near the 

Georgia Sea Islands, an area of the country described as “Afro-American Gulf Stream” 

and linked to the Caribbean by scholars like Keith Cartwright (761).  Other 

transnational settings indicative of Hurston and Laveau lore are part of this tale, 

including New York, where Cocoa lives and ultimately meets her husband George, and 

New Orleans, where they honeymoon.  Nature plays a significant role in conjure 

woman Mama Day’s ability to heal her community, and it offers herbal medicines as 

well as signs and wonders for Mama Day to hear, if she will stop and listen.  African, 

Caribbean, and western conceptions of healing merge in this tale, and Naylor weaves 

maternity and childbirth’s significant role in society into her story. The presence of a 

lightning storm signifying healing and the death of George brings us right back to the 

nineteenth century, listening to Laveau lore from the likes of Willie Thomas.  Or, it may 

bring us back to Janie’s tale where as a result of the lightning and hurricane, Tea Cake 

dies.  Both stories end with a single protagonist who must rely on their racial heritage, 

their communities, and their strength as a female to survive.  

The description of Mama Day’s ancestor, the first conjure woman of the island 

and “every man’s conjurer,” resembles some of the embellished tales of Laveau:   

Everybody knows but nobody talks about the legend of Sapphira Wade.  

A true conjure woman:  satin black, biscuit cream, red as Georgia clay:  …  

She could walk through a lightning storm without being touched; grab a 

bolt of lightning in the palm of her hand; use the heat of lightning to start 

the kindling going under her medicine pot; … She turned the moon into 
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salve, the stars into a swaddling cloth, and healed the wounds of every 

creature walking up on two or down on four.  It ain’t about right or 

wrong, truth or lies; it’s about a slave woman who brought a whole new 

meaning to both them words.  (3) 

Like Laveau, she elicits awe and fear, and many view her as a deity: “she became such a 

legend that black folks, white folks, and even red folks in my time would only whisper 

the name Sapphira” (151).  Naylor creates a matriarchal tale of healing in this novel. 

Sapphira and all of her dependents, including Mama Day, are landowners, and Cocoa, 

Mama Day’s niece, describes Sapphira as “the great, great, grand, Mother, … a 

goddess” (218).  Other bits and pieces of Hurston’s influence appear, as in this 

description of Cocoa:  “Beautiful trouble—the full lips, butternut skin, the tight wavy 

hair catching the sunlight in its brownish red tint” (101).  Cocoa’s grandmother and her 

aunt Mama Day, both whom remain single, raise her, as her mother and father are 

gone.   In spite of her lack of parents, George envies her, saying “you had a history” 

(129).  This history he refers to is her cultural history, the island and its lore that Cocoa 

shares with him and that he comes to appreciate when he visits the island. 

 Like Hurston, Naylor writes tales of good and bad conjuring, showcasing the 

authenticity of the religion.  Mama Day is the matriarch, good conjurer, healer, and 

herbal doctor who listens to nature for signs: “it’s the heavy air in the woods that finally 

makes Miranda turn around” (174).  Like Hurston’s Janie, Miss Miranda hears from the 

wind: “Listen to the wind from The Sound.  Maybe it would come to her.  Yes—it just 

might come to her.  Up and down this path, somehow, a man dies from a broken heart” 

(118).  This sentence serves as foreshadowing but also depicts Miranda as a “seer,” one 

who knows the future, much like Marie does in Voodoo Dreams. With nature’s help, 

Mama Day heals a baby with croup by mixing a “teaspoon of senna pods, coltsfoot, 

horehound, white cherry bark, and black cohosh” (193).  Describing her reliance on 

nature to George, Mama Day “tells him what part of the forest she uses in the fall, 
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summer, or spring.  Differences in leaves of trees, barks of trees, roots.  The tonics she 

makes up, the poultices, the healing teas.  There’s something in here for everything” 

(207).  Thus, nature figures prominently into the text as a bountiful provider who 

answers the listening ear and is able to provide healing herbs.  In this way, nature 

performs equally as a speaker and provider, much as in Hurston and Rhodes. 

  As we have seen in other Laveau lore, Naylor portrays maternity as a life-giving 

force, a miracle, something to be in awe of.  As Julie Tharp points out, Mama Day’s 

maternal nickname originated from the African American community (120).  Tharp 

refers to Lindsey Tucker’s research, which establishes that “conjure women often carry 

the name ‘Mother’ and hold considerable power within their communities” (176).  

“Miss Miranda,” Mama Day’s given name, hesitates to help her friend Bernice get 

pregnant because of her awe of the power in the procreative force, and she counsels 

Bernice to wait.  Instead, Bernice begs Buzzard, the bad conjurer, for help, and Mama 

Day attempts to talk him out of it, to which Buzzard replies, “Now Mama Day, when 

folks come to me seeking help, my conscience don’t allow me to turn ‘em away” (51).  

The emphasis on good and bad conjuring is seen in Mama Day’s reply:  “Your 

conscience ain’t got nothing to do with it Buzzard—it’s the money.  And if you really 

had a conscience, you wouldn’t be selling them hoodoo bits of rags and sticks—and that 

watered-down moonshine as medicine … You still nothing but an out-and-out 

bootlegger and con man” (51).  Here, Naylor distinguishes between good and bad 

conjuring. After Bernice takes the fertility pills that Buzzard gives her and becomes ill, 

we see another type of “border crossing,” between African healing and Western 

medicine that will also appear in Bambara’s work as they both help Bernice:  “For years 

Miranda and [Dr.] Brian Smithfield have had what you’d call a working relationship—

some seasons it worked better than others.  But each knew their limitations and where 

to draw the line” (84).  Both Western medicines and Mama Day’s conjuring abilities 

work together to keep the community healthy. 
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In this text, the syncretism between Voodoo and Christianity appears.  Miranda 

will frequently pray and also work her mojo, clearly believing in both powers:  

“Miranda kinda blooms when the evening air hits her skin.  She stands for a moment 

watching what the last of the sunlight does to the sky down by The Sound … It seems 

like God reached way down into his box of paints, found the purest reds, the deepest 

purples, and a dab of midnight blue ... You ain’t never had to set foot in a church to 

know you looking at a living prayer” (78).  Even the tales of Biblical revision that we 

have seen in Hurston are here: “The island got spit out from the mouth of God and 

when it fell to the earth it brought along an army of stars.  He tried to reach down and 

scoop them back up, and found Himself shaking hands with the greatest conjure 

woman on earth.  ‘Leave ‘em here, Lord,’ she said” (110).  In Naylor, in all of these 

examples, we see how the conjure character has evolved from the traditional 

conjure/trickster of Chesnutt’s fiction into a stronger, more feminist, healing figure.   

The central healing component of this novel relays Cocoa’s illness as the target of 

a jealous woman’s bad Voodoo, and Mama Day’s attempts to heal her.  As in much of 

Marie Laveau lore, the novel ends with a lightning storm that Miranda knows is 

coming, when she takes the time to hear nature: “something else was telling her 

something and if it just got a little louder, she was willing to listen … This was going to 

be a big, big storm” (226-7). The interconnectedness of the Atlantic world is inherent in 

the description of the storm’s progress: “It starts on the shores of Africa … a world of 

water, heaving and rolling, weeks of water, and all them breezes die but one … it rips 

through the sugar canes in Jamaica … It hits the southeast corner of the [Georgia Sea 

Island] bluff, raising a fist of water to smash into them high rocks” (250).  While ill, 

Cocoa lies in bed, in and out of consciousness after the storm has hit the island.  To stay 

busy, her husband George attempts to rebuild the bridge that connects the island to 

Georgia.  The resulting fatigue compounded with his concern about Cocoa’s illness 

wears him out, and his congenital heart condition kills him.  The lightning trope 
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appears again when Mama Day, to combat the bad Voodoo and the cause of Cocoa’s 

sickness, starts a lightning storm and directs the lightning toward Ruby (270):  “the 

lightning is flashing in the clouds … it dances around the silver trailer … it hits Ruby’s 

twice, and the second time the house explodes” (272).  In this way, bad Voodoo is 

punished, even in a healing tale, with the ultimate goal a healthier community. 

Mama Day must connect to her cultural past through a spirit guide in order to  

heal Cocoa:  “crucial parts of her past have been violently erased and are no longer 

available by any means” (Brogan 141).  She joins forces with George before his death to 

help her with Cocoa’s healing.  Much like Membe visits Marie in Voodoo Dreams, so does 

Mama Day rely on her ancestral ghosts to give her valuable information that leads to 

healing.  So many similarities exist between this text, Hurston’s, Rhodes’s, and the 

Marie Laveau legend that the lore appears inseparable from the fiction.  It’s hard to 

pinpoint exactly whose fiction influenced whose, or which lore transferred from which 

oral legend, much like the quilt of intertwined rings that Miranda sews Cocoa for her 

wedding gift:  ”when it’s done right you can’t tell where one right ends and the other 

begins” (138).  At the end of the tale, Cocoa’s healing must continue over many months 

and then years.  She had found her “Tea Cake” in George, and his death is a wound that 

doesn’t easily heal. 

The Salt Eaters:  Laveau Lore through Toni Cade Bambara 

Toni Cade Bambara writes of her novel’s healing capabilities: 

 [The Salt Eaters] taught me how to get well.  If I hadn’t written it, I’m not  

 quite sure I’d be sitting here.  I was writing beyond myself in that sense.   

 Also in the sense that I was stretching, reaching, trying to do justice to that  

 realm of reality that we all live in but do not acknowledge, because the  

 English language is for mercantile business and not for the interior life … I 

 am still catching up with the wisdom of that book.  (Deep Sightings 236)  

Like other authors in this examination, Bambara came of age in the ‘60s and ‘70s, 
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writing a refreshingly new type of “female protagonist:  fearless and bold, feisty, and 

articulate” (Wall “Toni’s” 28).  Toni Morrison, who has edited both Gayl Jones’s and 

Toni Cade Bambara’s work, wrote that Bambara’s aim was always to unite politics with 

literature (“Preface” ix).  Bambara calls herself a “community scribe,” who realized that 

“writing could be a way to engage in struggle … a real instrument for transformation 

politics” (Deep Sightings 219).  As such, The Salt Eaters “fuses the political and spiritual 

into a libratory movement” (Aptheker “Toni Cade” 233).  The idea behind the novel 

was Bambara’s imagining of a community in which political and spiritual leaders work 

together for the good of its inhabitants, and she mentions Toussaint during the Haitian 

revolution, and Nan in Jamaica as examples (Deep Sightings 235).  Bambara also wrote 

that she pictured the fictional Seven Sisters group in the novel to be made up of 

members from all of the Americas, Central, North, and South, who get together to 

“reimagine America” (Deep Sightings 236).  Her first draft was a short story about a 

“Mardi Gras” society set in New Orleans, one that eventually turned into the novel 

(Deep Sightings 235).  Thus, it makes sense that in The Salt-Eaters, recurring themes seen 

in Laveau lore occur, including conjuring, healing, cultural memory, spirit guidance, 

and orature, as well as the presence of a lightning storm signifying healing.   

          The Salt Eaters’s innovative form makes it a centrally important book in a study of 

texts that incorporate Voodoo legacies, resembling the neo-hoodoo aesthetic of Ishmael 

Reed.  Because of the level of difficulty in accessing The Salt Eaters, readers and critics 

alike look for alternate avenues of comprehension, one even including scientific 

explanations of the chaos theory (Kelly 479). Another critic describes it as “balanced 

precariously between despair and hope” (Collins 35) looking at its circular style of 

narration.  Not linear, the text breaks up the binaries so common in Western narration. 

Such disruption is a frequent goal of Voodoo texts whose authors allege a patriarchal 

privileging of “white” and “male” over “black and female,” making the non-white the 

“other” (Hogue 1).  Like Reed, Bambara writes against the binaries that have been 
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ingrained in our language, wondering “How does any citizen break out of the basic 

dualism that permeates social, educational, political, economic, cultural, and intimate 

life in this country?” (Deep Sightings 163).  The answer to this question lies in our ability 

to approach this novel as a transgressive and transnational text that uses form to 

incorporate African and Caribbean cultural traditions; the novel’s form aids its mission.  

Gay Wilentz discusses the effectiveness of writing as healing:  “one way of breaking 

down binary oppositions is through creative fiction, in this case the novel.  Precisely 

because the language of novels is metaphorical and interpretive, it allows a 

displacement of these oppositions so that healing discourse can be attempted and even 

achieved” (4).   In this way, The Salt Eaters functions as a text that aids healing, in 

content and in form.  It embodies the type of healing found in Hurston’s short story 

“Mother Catherine,” even incorporating into its name a specific reference to the healing 

properties of salt which reflects the African and Caribbean cultural traditions that 

existed in New Orleans and which Hurston writes into the story.  These religions 

appear in the form of the text the same way that the religion of Voodoo is described, as 

“initiatory rather than dogmatic, metaphysical rather than moralistic ... and living 

rather than preserved” (Bellegarde-Smith 6).  Like Baker’s discussion of poetic space 

that has remained central to this examination, we see that the form of this text works 

against “rigid, formal categories” much like other works that include conjure figures as 

characters (Workings 76).  By transgressing rigid genre rules of form and narration, this 

text joins the Laveau canon.   

           Its form begins in medias res, as the text outlines the chaos that surrounds Velma 

Henry.  Like Rhodes’s Marie, the root of Velma’s “illness” is abuse, but in this case, self-

inflicted abuse through an unbalanced style of living.  Bambara uses exactly twelve 

narrators to tell us about Velma’s life.  Simultaneously “material and spiritual” (Wall 

“Toni’s” 31), the text reads as a spell, or chant of sorts; the healing narrative weaves 

mainly through character thoughts and conversations, not necessarily through the 
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female protagonist’s point of view.  Focusing on both female and male voices, Bambara 

divides the narrators evenly with six women—Velma, Cora, Nadeen, Palma, Minnie, 

and Sophie—and six men—Fred, Buster, Obie, Doc Serge, Dr. Meadows, and 

Campbell—a narrative strategy that adds to the idea of balance that exists in this text.  

Because of its circular form, the twelve chapters and twelve narrators of the novel 

represent nature’s seasons—a complete cycle, taking Velma from her sickest moment 

(or, the first page we read) back to the beginning of the cycle (or, the last page we read). 

In this way, the end of the novel is really the beginning of health for Velma.  

 We discover Velma Henry’s illness on the first pages, and follow her healing 

process through these multiple narrators.  Her sister Palma describes her as “more and 

more tense … walking like a board, mumbling about a migraine or a nightmare or some 

ill-defined bad feeling she could not shake.  She’d pace the kitchen unable to bend and 

sit down” (140). Velma can’t relax:   

Walking jags, talking jags, grabbing [Obie’s] arm suddenly and swirling 

her eyes around the room, or collapsing in the big chair, her head bent 

over.  He’d grown afraid for her … At night he’d felt as though he were 

holding on to the earth in a quake, the ground opening up, the trees 

toppling, the mountains crumbling, burying him. (162)   

Though we learn of Velma’s illness on the first pages, because of its circular nature, we 

do not discover the extent of her problems until we read these passages later in the 

narrative.  Velma’s quest for both material and community successes and the 

compromises implicit in those opposing points of view cause her to attempt suicide.  

We discover that she works as a community leader in the groups Seven Sisters and 

Women for Action, and for Transchemical, whose industrial wastes add to the disease 

and dis-centeredness of Claybourne, Georgia’s citizens. Velma’s community work 

seems directly opposed to Transchemical and all that it represents, and she is unbalanced 

as a result.   
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Kalenda C. Eaton argues in her 2008 monograph, Womanism, Literature, and the 

Transformation of the Black Community, 1965-1980, that black female fiction can help heal 

the ailing African American community through “The Afro-Politico Womanist 

Agenda.”  This agenda includes “collective political action” and the re-affirmation of 

the Black community’s values” (xi, 1).  Though an apt analysis, Eaton misses a major 

point of black feminist works like Bambara’s:  the plight of the individual black female 

is just as important as that of the community as a whole.  To sacrifice the self for the 

good of the community is against all that Bambara represents.  In that sense, Eaton 

forgets that, like Janie, Velma must be a healthy individual in order to help her 

community.  First and foremost, Velma must desire to heal herself.  She must regain her 

balance between mind and body, obtaining both the spiritual and corporeal health of 

the Hurston heroine.  Velma must revisit cultural memory through shamanistic chants 

in order to overcome the abuse that she has heaped upon herself, in order to obtain self-

knowledge.   After Godmother Sophie observes Velma trying to heal, she thinks to 

herself: “Maybe the act of trying to sever a vein or climbing into the oven was like going 

to the caves, a beginning” (148). Velma must journey through time and memory, 

returning to nature, to swampland, to visions of the mud-mothers for healing: “So she 

would be light.  Would go back to her beginnings in the stars and be starlight, over and 

done with, but the flame traveling wherever it pleased … Light could cut through even 

steel.  There was no escaping the calling, the caves, the mud mothers, the others.  No 

escape” (19).  Velma must desire the physical healing and must journey spiritually to 

obtain it. 

Sight and seeing also play a significant role in the Laveau tradition stemming 

from Mules and Men when Luke Turner initiates Hurston:  “After I was dressed, a pair 

of eyes was painted on my cheeks as a sign that I could see in more ways than one” 

(200).  We see that in both Mama Day and in Voodoo Dreams, “sight” or “seeing” and the 

necessity of clear vision surfaces frequently.  Likewise, as she battles her illness, Velma’s 
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health depends on her ability to see herself clearly, and for others to see her.  She has 

become unrecognizable.  Her husband Obie confides that “he didn’t recognize himself” 

and that “he didn’t recognize her either … Restless, lips swollen, circles under her eyes, 

spellbound” (94). Many more allusions to “seeing” in relation to health appear in the 

text: “The eyes and habits of illusion.  Retinal images, bogus images, traveling to the 

brain.  The pupils trying to tell the truth to the inner eye.  The eye of the heart.  The eye 

of the head.  The eye of the mind.  All seeing differently” (6-7).  In her search for 

identity and balance, Velma seeks her lost roots by searching her memory: “The hunt 

for balance and kinship was the thing.  A mutual courtesy.  She would run to the park 

and hunt for self.  Would be wild.  Would look” (267). She must find and recognize 

herself in order to be recognized by others.  All of these textual references indicate the 

importance of seeing one’s self, seeing the spiritual world, and the importance of 

remaining true to one’s identity, qualities that we see recurring in Laveau lore. 

Reflecting the importance of community in the Yoruba religions, Velma needs a 

spirit guide and the circle of twelve to help her heal; yet, she fights their assistance.  

Lawrence Hogue labels Velma’s American concept of individuality a “Thoreauvian 

concept of ‘radical individualism’ [that] disrupts the notion of a unified African 

American valuing community,” making the argument that rejecting that individuality 

and offering community involvement will position the African American spatially as a 

“non-victim” (10).   We see this idea at work as Minnie Ransom, Velma’s Godmother, as 

well as a spiritual healer working at Southwest Community Infirmary, works on her, 

“for sometimes a person held on to sickness with a fiercesomeness that [takes] twenty 

hard praying folk to loosen” (107).   During the healing process, Sophie asks Velma:  

“And did you think your life is yours alone to do with as you please?  That I, your folks, 

your family, and all who care for you have no say-so in the matter?  Whop!” (148). 

Velma attempts to withdraw from Minnie initially, until she reminds herself that “she’d 

been a borderguard all her childhood,” and that she could always “withdraw her self 
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and prop up a borderguard to negotiate with would-be intruders” (5).  If not for the 

intervention of her community, including Minnie and the “circle of twelve” (11) around 

them as they occupy the literal center of the hospital room, Velma’s suicide attempt 

may have succeeded.   

Other circum-Atlantic themes that always seem to surround Laveau lore 

resurface, as Velma journeys back into cultural memory: 

 that other place where the mud mothers were painting the walls of the  

  cave and calling to her, not in the sheets she thrashed out in strangling her 

  legs, her rib cage, fighting off the woman with snakes in her hair, the  

  crowds that moved in and out of each other around the bed trying to tell  

  her about the difference between snakes and serpents, the difference  

  between eating salt as an antidote to snakebite and turning into salt,  

  succumbing to the serpent. (8) 

These lines reflect the necessity of finding cultural memory, the importance of the 

serpent, and the healing salt that we have seen in Hurston.  Minnie Ransom also uses 

music to lead Velma toward healing, her “hummingsong ... running its own course up 

under the words, up under Velma’s hospital gown, notes pressing against her skin and 

Velma steeling herself against intrusion” (5).   In this way, music plays an integral role 

in this text, as it does in Hurston, Rhodes, and other texts that carry forward Laveau 

Lore.  Velma realizes that along with her sight, she has forgotten the past:  “amnesia 

settled in” (258).  She uses her journey through the past to remember her ancestral roots 

(147) and to aid her healing.  Hurston’s Luke Turner tells us this in Mules:  “Time went 

around point out what God had already made.  Moses had seen the Burning Bush.  

Solomon by magic knowed all wisdom.  And Marie Leveau was a woman in New 

Orleans” (192).   In this conception of time that reflects a hoodoo component, all things 

can happen at once.  Likewise, in The Salt Eaters, time moves not according to the 

Western linear philosophy, but in a circular route—memories co-exist with the present, 
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and the future can already present itself.  Our glimpses into the future throughout the 

novel confirm this idea:  “years hence [Velma] would laugh remembering she’d thought 

that was an ordeal.  She didn’t know the half of it.  Of what awaited her in years to 

come” (278).  

As in Mama Day, The Salt Eaters offers both western and African notions of health 

and healing.  Bambara gives us a sense of transnationality as an avenue for Velma to 

follow, to find her way back to her “beginning,” in lieu of notions of healing that simply 

emphasize Western medicine.  Although Velma is in the hospital under the care of 

medical doctors, she allows Minnie Ransom to work African healing traditions on her.   

This aspect of the novel draws on oral tradition, a healing perspective that still occurs in 

contemporary American society, much as in Africa and the Caribbean: 

  African-American folk medicine represents a purely oral tradition and is  

  considered a legitimate form of ethnomedicine.  Athough it is not a   

  written doctrine, it is a spoken creed that is remembered and passed down 

  ... The treater is accepted by community members as a legitimate healer  

  of illness and disease with the power to manipulate supernatural forces.  

  (Fotenot 35) 

We see Velma in the hospital with a belief in medical therapy in tandem with her belief 

in Minnie Ransom as her spiritual medium (143).   In this way, cultures merge, as 

Bambara creates a multiplicity of healing approaches, a philosophy that has been 

gaining an increasing amount of acceptance in contemporary society (Williams and 

Bendelow 208).   

Similarly, in keeping with Laveau lore that reflects the circum-Atlantic merger of 

Christianity and Voodoo, Minnie Ransom incorporates both religions in her prayer 

circle.   Velma has been baptized in the Christian tradition (12).  In Velma’s healing 

process, the participants of the “prayer groups” (107) pray to God, and practice Hoo 

Doo simultaneously.  Minnie “daily place[s] the posts of food and jugs of water for the 
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loa” at the Old Tree (145).   As Minnie attempts to heal Velma, and her community 

rallies around her, we see the long term effects of this support.  One person’s healing 

will reverberate throughout the community.   

Perhaps one of the strongest indications that this narrative reflects Laveau lore is 

the storm at the end of the novel and the presence of lightning.  As Marie Laveau 

weathered the famous storm, as reported in the Picayne the next day, followed by the 

lightning she orchestrated which saved two death row inmates that she had sworn to 

protect (Asbury 272); as Zora the initiate received the lightning strike on her back in 

Mules and Men; as Mama Day weathers the lightning storm in her attempt to heal 

Cocoa; and as Janie survives the lightning storm during the hurricane, the beginning of 

Velma’s health is signaled by a lightning storm:  “The zig-zag strike between the clouds 

crackling down ... The sky is lit by tomorrow’s memory lamp.  Slate rained clean, a blessing” 

(293).  Cheryl Wall connects this lightning scene with Mama Day, Their Eyes Were 

Watching God, and Hurston’s calling as “Rain-Bringer” in Mules and Men, saying that all 

are part of an African American literary tradition (34).  Yet, neither she nor Cartwright 

in their discussions of Hurston connect this recurring lightning symbol and stories of 

storms to Marie Laveau lore, where it originated in America before Hurston wrote 

about it.  Likewise, as discussed earlier, the original myth of thunder and lightning 

stems from the Yoruba religion where we see elements of the Caribbean deity Changó, 

who “vanished right before the eyes of the astounded tribes.  There was great clamoring 

in the land and a tempest of unequaled violence fell upon the people, with thunder and 

lightning” (Barnet 91).  It was also said that he “swallowed fire and that lightning was 

born when he spewed it from his mouth as he spoke to the Yoruba people.  He is feared 

and adored” (Barnet 92).  Changó, who can either be represented in myth as a male or 

female (Barnet 93), clearly seems reflected in these literary appearances.  His/Her 

powers, as stated earlier, are often represented visually in statues as Saint Barbara, the 

Catholic Saint, whom Brandon refers to as “God of thunder, lightning, and fire” (77).  In 
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the continuation of this legend, then, we see another thread that connects Africa, the 

Caribbean, and the American South.  In this instance, the lightning symbolizes the 

beginning of Velma’s healing, which, like other heroines in this examination, is not an 

entirely complete process.  She attempts to make her way back to health and balance as 

a female who has relied upon her cultural inheritance, her community, and her spirit 

guides, and we are reminded again of the lingering presence of Marie Laveau in this 

healing tale.   

Laveau Lore in Gayl Jones’ Corregidora 

Gayl Jones, another powerful literary force in the ‘60s and ‘70s, uses a fictional 

framework that merges politics with fiction, one that we can trace to the Black Power 

movement (Ashraf 287).  Corregidora shows several commonalities with the Laveau folk 

legend.  The now familiar themes about memory, words, the female procreative force, 

and sight also appear in this text.  Like Laveau lore, Rhodes’s Marie, Hurston’s Janie, 

and Mama Day’s heroines, Ursa shares a matrilineal heritage of three women, raised by 

her grandmother and mother without a father.  Corregidora uses the blues to create an 

oral subtext in the novel, contributing to its chant-like narration that reflects the orality 

of African and Caribbean cultures.  Gayl Jones’s own non-fiction work, Liberating Voices, 

describes the blues as an extension of African American oral tradition.  Houston A. 

Baker, Jr. has also written extensively of the African and Caribbean undertones behind 

the blues, as I will discuss.  Jones’s use of blues as narration undergirds her 

characterization of protagonist Ursa, who sings them at Happy’s Café in Kentucky, 

where she has migrated from Louisiana, her birthplace.  Jones engages the Laveau 

legend by fashioning a protagonist who ultimately needs to draw from her African and 

American cultural heritage in order to heal, overcome abuse, and lay claim to her own 

body.   
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 As a contemporary revision of the slave narrative, Ursa’s story bespeaks the 

legacy of slavery, as the memories from those days haunt her family tree.  Ursa explains 

this aspect of her life to her husband Tadpole:   

My great-grandmama told my grandmama the part she lived through that my 

grandmama didn’t live through and my grandmama told my mama what they both 

lived through and my mama told me what they all lived through and we were 

suppose to pass it down like that from generation to generation so we’d never 

forget.  Even though they’d burned everything to play like it didn’t never happen.  

(9) 

Growing up with her mother and grandmother in Louisiana, Ursa’s family expects her 

to carry forward these memories from slavery to prevent it from happening again, to 

reveal the truth of their experiences.  Yet, Ursa finds herself unable to do so. 

Ursa’s maternal Portuguese inheritance is mixed with a paternal African 

American one, and people she meets frequently ask “what are you?” (71). Like Janie 

and Rhodes’s Marie, Ursa is a beautiful, light-skinned woman with lovely hair that 

Tadpole describes as “like rivers” (81).  People regularly ask her about her heritage: 

‘What are you?’ he asked.   

‘I’m an American.’ 

‘I know you a American,’ he said.  ‘But what nationality.  You Spanish?’ 

‘Naw.’ 

‘You look like you Spanish.’ (71) 

Later Sal asks her:   

‘Do you know what you are?’ 

‘What?’ 

‘What all you got in you.  I know you got something else in you that 

funny name you got.’ (72) 
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Ursa Corregidora struggles on the border of several cultures, with Portuguese, African, 

and American heritages. 

 In Corregidora, we see the religion of Voodoo’s reverence for the woman’s 

procreative force.  Ursa has recurring dreams about being unable to bear children.  She 

is also portrayed as a highly sexual, physical woman.  Like Janie’s, Ursa’s grandmother 

considers marriage and children as Ursa’s duty in life.  She often refers to her womb as 

“the center of a woman’s being” (46).  Even though she believes in having children, 

Ursa sustains an injury at the beginning of the novel making her unable to have them:  

I didn’t see him till he’d grabbed me around my waist and I was    

struggling to get loose.   

  ‘I don’t like those mens messing with you,‘ he said.   

  ‘Don’t nobody mess with me.’ 

  ‘Mess with they eyes.’ 

  That was when I fell.   

The doctors in the hospital said my womb would have to come out.  Mutt 

and me didn’t stay together after that. (4)   

This injury stemming from physical abuse leaves her unable to “make generations” (22).  

As her Grandmama explained to her at age five, “I’m leaving evidence.  And you got to 

leave evidence too.  And your children got to leave evidence” (14). Like Janie and 

Rhodes’s Marie, this protagonist feels pressure to marry and have children.  After this 

abusive scene with Mutt, Ursa loses a baby in the first term of pregnancy (15).  This loss 

defines her throughout the text, as she frequently asks herself “what good am I for a 

man?”(25).  Viewing her through the circum-Atlantic lens of a Voodoo influenced 

cultural heritage which celebrates the female procreative force as the giver of life helps 

us see Ursa’s preoccupation with having children.   More than just a woman losing her 

ability to “make generations,” and to pass on the memory of slavery, the injury leaves 

Ursa unable to access this power of maternity.    At the same time, it makes Ursa a much 
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more feminist character in the sense that she, like Janie, retains control over her body 

and her sexual partners.  Choosing not to have children means controlling childbirth 

and controlling the unwanted sexual advances of others, a power denied most African 

American females historically in slavery, plantation politics, and beyond.  Though 

seemingly contradictory, these texts can simultaneously contain a celebration of 

maternity, as it appears within Voodoo culture, or an absence of maternity; either one a 

marked difference from unwanted maternity.  As Ursa overcomes her grandmother’s 

admonition to her and accepts herself as unable to bear children, she grows toward the 

ideal of a healthy individual. 

 The corporeality of the body informs this novel.  When Ursa leaves Mutt after he 

abuses her and she needs a place to recover, she unapologetically marries Tadpole in 

response to her emotional and physical needs.  Though they later divorce after 

Tadpole’s unfaithfulness, Ursa’s refusal to deny her needs makes her proactive, rather 

than reactive. In a similar emphasis on the body, Ursa refers to her painful past as 

“scars” that bear witness.  The physical and spiritual aspects of Ursa matter equally, 

and both need to be healed, with physical metaphors for emotional scars.  As her 

Grandmama says: “They burned all the documents, Ursa, but they didn’t burn what 

they put in their minds.  We got to burn out what they put in our minds, like you burn 

out a wound.  Except we got to keep what we need to bear witness.  That scar that’s left 

to bear witness.  We got to keep it as visible as our blood” (73).  Blood, violence, and the 

body, all corporeal aspects of humanity figure prominently in this text, much as they do 

in Rhodes.   

 Corregidora contains multiple references to eyes and seeing as part of healing.  

Even before Ursa’s illness, Mutt tells her something’s wrong with her eyes.  Later, 

Tadpole alludes to the same problem:  “’You dark under your eyes,’ he said” (56).  Ursa 

also describes herself as having “soot crying out of my eyes” (63).  Her friend Cat tells 

her that her trouble is that “‘if you didn’t have eyes to see then, you ain’t got eyes to see 
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now’“(35).  Ursa later admits  “I am Ursa Corregidora.  I have tears for eyes” (77). These 

references to seeing are used both as references to seeing one’s identity, but also to 

“seeing” in the conjure sense, recognizing deeper truths. 

Ursa must rely on cultural memory and spirit guidance to heal:   “Always their 

memories, but never my own” (100).  With no knowledge of the circumstances 

surrounding her own birth, she travels to her mother’s house to rediscover the lore that 

will help her heal:  “I couldn’t be satisfied until I had seen Mama, talked to her, until I 

had discovered her private memory.  One Saturday morning I went down to the bus 

station” (104).  This conversation with her mother enables Ursa to begin to forge her 

own path, as she hears her mother admit that the Corregidora legacy of slavery and 

abuse prevented her from a real relationship with Ursa’s father.  Breaking the cycle of 

abuse, at this moment, Ursa begins to choose healing.  She also uses the blues and her 

ex-husband Mutt as a spirit guide to help her through the process.  The spirit guide, 

usually a part of the protagonist’s community, helps heal the sick through words and 

memory as they guide the petitioner.  In this text, Mutt functions as a spirit guide for 

Ursa’s healing as she communicates with him through the blues.   

Blues play a central role in Corregidora’s healing narration, contributing to the 

chant-like healing discourse.  Baker writes that the blues are “the ‘always already’ of 

Afro-American culture.  They are the multiplex, enabling script in which Afro-

American cultural discourse is inscribed” (Blues 4, 5).  He further describes them as a 

“veritable playful festival of meaning ... a nonlinear, freely associative, nonsequential 

meditation” (Blues 4, 5).  Ursa attempts to verbalize how singing the blues transcends 

the physical realm and helps her heal spiritually:  “Yes, if you understood me, Mama, 

you’d see I was trying to explain it, in blues, without words, the explanation 

somewhere behind the words.  To explain what will always be there” (66).  In order for 

her to heal, she must speak about who she is, where she has come from, and her family 
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history. She sings as an avenue toward healing.  Many of her blues sessions are healing 

conversations between her and Mutt.  In one of these sessions with Mutt in her 

imagination, he asks her, “What do blues do for you?” She responds by saying: “It helps 

me to explain what I can’t explain” (56).  Her healing conversation with her mother she 

describes as a “song” (182).  She looks at singing as a pathway toward healing:  “I 

wanted a song that would touch me, touch my life and theirs” (59).  As she sings the 

blues, Ursa imagines singing them to Mutt, as she often did when they were together:  

“I wanted a song that would touch me, touch my life and theirs.  A Portuguese song, 

but not a Portuguese song.  A new world song.  A song branded with the new world” 

(59).  In this way, through the blues, Mutt functions as Ursa’s spiritual guide 

throughout the novel, a role that ultimately leads to their reconciliation twenty years 

after the abuse.  Her frequent conversations with him in her spirit correlate closely to 

the conversations Minnie holds with Velma in The Salt Eaters.  Both urge their patients 

to delve within themselves for access to healing:   

  ‘I said I need somebody.’ 

  ‘Naw.’ 

  ‘I won’t treat you bad.’ 

  ‘Naw.’ 

  ‘I won’t make you sad.’ 

  ‘Naw.’ 

  ‘Come over here honey, and visit with me a little?’ 

  ‘Naw’ 

  ‘Come over here baby, and visit with me a little.’ 

  ‘Naw.’  (98) 

Ursa initially resists these healing attempts.  Here, we see Mutt urging Ursa to find 

answers and to come to him: 

  ‘What bothers you?’ 
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  ‘It bothers me because I can’t make generations.’ 

  ‘What bothers you?’ 

  ‘It bothers me because I can’t.’ 

  ‘What bothers you Ursa?’     (90) 

In these healing sessions, Ursa sings the blues as Mutt guides her through the past, 

questioning herself to find the answers that she needs to heal. In this way, we see how 

cultural memory through the blues serves as a conduit for Ursa to touch her past, much 

as healing chants work in an African or Caribbean Voodoo healing ceremony.  In her 

imaginary conversation with Mutt, Ursa confronts her family legacy and chooses to 

remember but overcome.  Speaking of her great grandmother to Mutt, she confides that:  

“‘If I [come back], I’ll come with all my memories.  I won’t forget anything’” (104).  

Here, Ursa makes a choice not to forget, but to embrace her memories, her scars, as part 

of overcoming them.  She confronts the past, communicates with her mother, and 

ultimately heals.  Simultaneously, she confides in her mother, a new open line of 

communication that she describes as a “song” (182).  Her solo blues song becomes a 

duet, not just in spirit but in the flesh at the end of the novel:   

  ‘I don’t want a kind of woman that hurt you,’ he said. 

  ‘Then you don’t want me.’ 

  ‘I don’t want a kind of woman that hurt you.’ 

  ‘Then you don’t want me.’ 

  ‘I don’t want a kind of woman that hurt you.’ 

‘Then you don’t want me.’  

He shook me till I fell against him crying.   ‘I don’t want a kind of man 

that’ll hurt me neither, ‘I said. 

He held me tight. (185) 

By using oral culture through the blues to heal, and recognizing the importance of 

obtaining a balance between body and spirit, employing sight, and cultural memory to 
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move toward a state of healing, Hurston’s lore is refashioned.  Ursa’s healing will 

ultimately occur over time as she forges her identity on her own terms, without the 

legacy of abuse that characterizes her maternal predecessors.  Like Janie, independent 

and single, Ursa’s tale works to revise the slave narrative by reclaiming female agency 

after a family history of slavery and abuse (Rushdy 273).  Her blues story sings of 

feminism—accepting men on your terms, healed, and not in a cycle of abuse.  With 

Mutt, yet choosing to stay unmarried at the end of the text, strong and feminine, Ursa 

truly exists as a heroine who comes to life in the ‘70s to aid the African American female 

within the era of black power, merging politics with fiction.  The authors in this 

examination, against all odds and frequently against the established literary tradition, 

have created deeply complex characters representing humanity rather than race, or as 

Joyce puts it “a connection between the self and the people outside that self” (341).  Ben 

Okri, a celebrated Nigerian author, writes: “We are the sum total of humanity.  Every 

individual is all of humanity.” In this way, we see that each individual’s health and 

healing contributes to the community as a whole, and we see a purposeful revision of 

the Marie Laveau story as a neo-slave narrative that shows a proactive, independent, 

African American female who can overcome abuse and obtain selfhood. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HEARING VOODOO, WRITING VOODOO:  CULTURAL MEMORY IN  

JEWELL PARKER RHODES’S MARIE LAVEAU TRILOGY 

Grandmère, my mother, my daughter, and myself—we were all named Marie.  This story is in all of us.  

Be sure to write everything down…Voodoo is worth passing on.  

–Marie Laveau in Voodoo Dreams 

Houston A. Baker, Jr. reviewed Voodoo Dreams: A Novel of Marie Laveau and lauds 

Jewell Parker Rhodes for her exceptional “literary ability” and “deft narrative style” 

(158).  He also commends her for her ability to construct a fictional “presence” from the 

ephemeral Laveau legend (158).   As I have emphasized throughout this examination, 

Baker’s work establishes him as one of the foremost scholars in the field.  In light of his 

recognition of Voodoo Dreams, I show how this novel fits in the Hurston literary tradition 

as it continues Laveau lore.  A ten year gap ensues between Ishmael Reed’s 1974 The 

Last Days of Louisiana Red and Rhodes’s refashioning of the languishing Laveau legend, 

written in the mid-eighties, but published a decade later.  Since Baker’s review in 1995, 

two years after its release, literary critics have virtually ignored this work.   

Rhodes acknowledges in an interview that Voodoo Dreams is “a cousin to Zora 

Neale Hurston’s work in that there is an African American folklore experience 

embodied in Voodoo” (Rhodes and Ramsey 3).  Her contributions to contemporary 

fiction in tackling both Voodoo and Marie Laveau as subjects go deeper than simply 

using a folkloric subject as fiction, however.  James Clifford argues:  “The time is past 

when privileged authorities could routinely ‘give voice’ (or history) to others without 

fear of contradiction” (7). Within Rhodes’s tome, Marie Laveau is a feminist triumph:  

an increasingly economically successful Voodooeinne, forced to overcome all too 

realistic racial and gender limitations in antebellum Louisiana.  She obtains voice and 

motive through this characterization as she informs us of the spirituality of Voodoo in 

the black Atlantic:  the French, Caribbean, African, and American potpourri of New 

Orleans.  Projecting another contemporary Marie Laveau heroine into her most recent 
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novels, Rhodes pens Voodoo Season in 2005, and Yellow Moon in 2008. These novels also 

contribute to the evolution of the Laveau legend as it progresses from the 1880s to the 

twenty-first century, and I examine their portrayals of one of Marie Laveau’s 

descendants, also a character named “Marie Laveau.” 

The Portrayal of Laveau in Voodoo Dreams  

 Rhodes’s historicization of Laveau as an African American female in the 

antebellum period is one of her major contributions to the Laveau legend.  She writes a 

younger Marie growing up in the small bayou of Teché with her grandmother; her 

mother and father are gone:  “The bayou Teché … gets its name from an Indian legend” 

whose etymology can be traced to the word “tenche,” or snake, in the Attakapus Indian 

language (Roberts, H. 144).  As in Hurston, the role of the serpent in Voodoo is 

validated in this text.  The serpent has become almost synonymous with the Marie 

Laveau legend, as is evidenced even in contemporary art, revealed most recently by 

Holly Sarre in her painting entitled “Marie Laveau” (See Figure 15 below).  In this 

novel, Marie must find and embrace her racial and cultural heritage by relying on 

cultural memory:   “For hours, Marie had stared at the squiggly veins in her hands, 

trying to imagine where the crazy quilt of blood all went.  In the mirror, she couldn’t 

see Creole or mulatto.  When she pinched skin, she couldn’t feel Indians stirring in her 

veins.  Tales of slavery were as distant as Grandmère’s Bible characters” (17).  This 

thought from ten-year old Marie foreshadows the course of the next ten years of her life, 

as she discovers her racial inheritance, the reality of slavery, and the Bible, as her 

knowledge of Voodoo increases.  Marie’s heritage illustrates the transnational quality of 

Voodoo:    “Creoles veined from the line of French royalty.  Mulattoes veined from the 

line of an African Queen.  And Muskogean warrior veined to make the stew wield 

power” (16).  With her mother gone, and her Grandmère to raise her, Marie fights for 

agency.   
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Rhodes details Marie’s lack of choices as a female.  With no real future set before 

her other than to marry and have children, Marie feels constrained by her gender.  

Grandmère pressures her to marry young because of her memory of slavery (27), a 

legacy Marie acknowledges in her journal dictated to friend Louis DeLavier,  telling 

him that “Marie is a slave name” (164).  The adults surrounding young Marie constantly 

attempt to silence her, and education is not an option for Marie who has grown up in  
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Figure 15: “Marie Laveau” by Holly Sarre;  Republished with permission from the artist. 

 

 

the world of Teché. Her suitor, Jacques, although in love with her, still sees her as an  
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object, someone to fulfill his desires, as when he tells her that “lovely girls don’t need to  

talk” (74).   

Eventually, she and her grandmother move to New Orleans, and Marie develops 

a racial consciousness as a result of this move.  Her first encounter with the reality of 

Louisiana as a slave-owning state in antebellum America emphasizes how the African  

American woman’s color marks her as public property. Marie, as a free African 

American, encounters the white racist Antoine on her first visit to the bustling city from 

Teché.  Here, she and others like her are treated as property and as sexual objects in the 

public marketplace, not with the respect accorded a white woman.  Entering New 

Orleans for the first time, Marie sees Antoine, who grabs her and interrogates her as to 

her status:  free or enslaved?  Unfamiliar with being treated in this manner and ignorant 

of the implications of attacking a white man, young Marie “scraped and scarred him 

with her nails.  Blacks in the crowd gasped at her courageous folly” (47).  This act of 

violence motivates Antoine to whip the man who steps in to save her from certain 

death, Haitian Jacques Paris.   After this encounter, Jacques tries to educate her on how 

to negotiate the racial atmosphere, and Marie thinks she “had never sensed, like now, 

the brutality of slavery.  She hadn’t seen, smelled, or heard the misery” (59).   

Writing a Laveau tale that for the first time addresses the historical reality of 

racism as it must have affected Laveau speaks squarely to the literary tradition of Zora 

Neale Hurston.  One of the major criticisms Hurston faced as she penned Mules and Men 

was this charge by many of her peers of an apparent lack of awareness “of the period’s 

racial politics” (Duck 273); in Hurston’s celebration of African American culture, little 

mention of racial inequalities exists.  Likewise, Robert Tallant’s portrayals of Laveau 

never mention race as an obstacle to his Laveau character.  By incorporating this 

depiction of racism, Rhodes celebrates Marie’s cultural heritage and also depicts her 

reality, adding a missing component to the lore.  As I have outlined in the Introduction, 
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nowhere was the irony of the democratic liberalism of the new republic worse than in 

the American south during this antebellum period where African Americans struggled 

to attain freedom, including economic independence.  They often were excluded from 

this opportunity because race and gender are “fundamental organizing axes of the labor 

system” that “create” and “recreate race-gender categories and relationships” (Glenn 

56).   Though historians have shown women were in the workforce in early America, as 

I outlined earlier, women’s labor was seen as a threat to “men’s post-Revolutionary 

project of reconstituting their own ‘independence’ in market culture” (Nelson 36).  

Thus, race and gender were categories used to exclude African Americans, particularly 

females, from paid labor. Attaching this reality to Laveau’s story in Voodoo Dreams 

allows us to see more clearly the obstacles that Laveau overcomes. 

Sexism also affects how Marie views Voodoo.  As in Hurston, Rhodes includes 

aspects of Caribbean and African Voodoo that honor the female gender.   Marie Laveau 

finds that Damballah, the Voodoo god, favors women (127) because of their roles in 

procreation (145).  Voodoo pays tribute to Marie as a black and as a female, unlike 

Christianity where the common perception exists that all the saints (gods) are white and 

male, except for Mary, the mother of Jesus.  Being a female and African American plays 

a crucial role in exactly what the African and Haitian gods or the Christian God can 

offer a woman like Laveau as she struggles with her Grandmère’s wishes for her to 

become Catholic.   

Rhodes includes the tension between both religions, an important detail that 

helps illuminate the truth of the black Atlantic as it existed in that century.   Marie’s 

Grandmère had eventually converted from Voodoo to Catholicism because of the 

implications of living in Louisiana, where lawmakers had imposed the Code Noir, and 

where white is privileged and the African culture remains suppressed.  We see her loss 

of cultural beliefs when she details how she cannot worship the black gods anymore:  

“now she prayed to white Gods”; Black gods have no power” (41).  Grandmère 
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concedes this cultural heritage to avoid the war that she sees coming between blacks 

and whites.  In pre-Civil War America, the racial tensions were palpable and gradually 

increased during the war and toward the turn of the century.  As a result, both she and 

Marie convert to Catholicism early in the novel.  Accordingly, Grandmère must 

overcome her negative feelings towards the white gods in order to become a Catholic: 

“Her slave mother had taught her there was life in things, African spirits in wood, iron, 

and the sea.  But she prayed to people now.  White saints.  Statues with eyes, noses, and 

mouths.  Why not?  Whites had always been more powerful” (34).  In this way, we see 

how the misuse of Christianity to subvert non-Christians and African Americans in the 

United States may have affected religious belief systems.   

For Marie, the allure of Voodoo lies partly in its ability to represent her, not the 

values of a white society of which she remains excluded:  “she knew white saints must 

be powerful; Grandmère wouldn’t honor them without reason.  But Marie was 

interested in other types of spirits—spirits who might listen to the pleas of a black girl 

needing her Maman” (108).    Voodoo, as a transnational religion, speaks to a woman 

sharing a mixed race heritage: 

Voodoo was and could be a “mixed blood” stew, the right faith for a new 

World and a New World Voodooeinne.  Had it even been called Voodoo 

in Africa?  Or was it descended from another faith that was transformed 

as the slave trade went from African to the Indies to the Americas, 

transformed as Africans themselves altered in color and language? (297)   

She treasures Voodoo, wanting in part to recover the lost language of her great 

grandmother Membe, a slave transported from Africa to the new world.  Membe, 

whose name is part of the word “remember,” visits Marie as a spirit guide in her 

dreams, explaining her sorrow at the loss of her language and culture when she was 

transported to America.  Membe’s beliefs help transform Marie into a Voodooeinne 

(341).  By practicing Voodoo, Marie feels that she honors her heritage.   
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For the first time in Laveau lore, valid explanations exist that illustrate why 

Laveau chooses to become a Voodooeinne and to syncretize the two religions.  We see 

in these pages just how Voodoo morphs from a Haitian and African religion to merge 

with Catholicism, illustrating that Voodoo serves both individual and collective black 

identity in the south:  “For many, Voodoo was an escape from the daily brutality of 

their lives ... For others, Voodoo was salvation. With gods who acted human, people felt 

less alienated” (212).  In Tallant’s account, her decision rests on a stubborn belief in 

“jungle” superstitions (3).   Ishmael Reed paints Laveau in a negative light for this 

decision, writing that she has compromised her heritage.  Yet, Rhodes writes this 

decision as a more organic result of the imposed Catholicism of the Code Noir, both in 

Haiti and in America, as the tenets of Christianity intermingled with those of African 

and Haitian religions.    As Voodoo evolves in the new world, Marie embraces its 

syncretism with Catholicism, incorporating both religions into her own belief system.     

Both hearing and writing Voodoo as a source of cultural pride and spiritual 

nurturing for Marie, Rhodes positions it within its original historical context as a 

religion, a literary revision that refutes the popular conception of Voodoo as devil 

worship.  Zora Neale Hurston and many contemporary researchers, including Martha 

Ward and Barbara Duggal, specifically reject the idea of devil worship within Voodoo; 

yet, this belief still permeates our culture.  As I have argued elsewhere in this 

examination, strong evidence exists among social scientists that Voodoo practices 

produce positive results in its adherents, including a sense of community and purpose, 

a sentiment that has existed in research for several decades (Bartkowski 560).  

Unfortunately, there have been more swindlers and posers in the twentieth century 

than ever before, as Patrick Bellegard Smith relays in the Introduction.  This anti-

Voodoo sentiment has worsened since the 1980s with terms like “voodoo economics” 

used initially by George H. W. Bush to describe supply side economics, and that became 

fashionable and integrated into the popular lexicon.  Subsequently, “Voodoo” carries 
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negative connotations in front of any term as a prefix, more recently seen as a slur on 

President Clinton’s proposed healthcare plan in the 1990s; opponents dubbed it 

“voodoo healthcare,” that used “trickery” “lying” and “gimmicks” (Bartkowski 567-8).  

Rhodes’s novel, penned in the 1980s and published in 1993, re-envisions Voodoo in the 

midst of this negative usage.  Wayde Compton, in his comparison of Voodoo texts in 

contemporary fiction, argues that Rhodes focuses more on these positive, spiritual 

aspects of Voodoo than authors like Ishmael Reed (490).  In this way, Rhodes takes 

Hurston’s aims to authenticate both Voodoo and Marie Laveau one step further by 

envisioning the religion as decidedly more spiritual than many have before her.   

Her emphasis on the spirituality of Voodoo is one of Rhodes’s greatest 

contributions to this legend.  Rhodes writes Laveau’s legendary rival Doctor John as the 

inauthentic Voodoo practitioner, a character foil to Marie.   Here, Doctor John is a 

mentor, her mother’s former lover, whose abuse Marie must confront and overcome.  

Doctor John comes for Marie and seduces her away from her husband Jacques Paris.  

This version changes Robert Tallant’s fictional interpretation of Marie’s marriage, as 

Tallant portrays Jacques Paris leaving Marie because of her decision to become a 

Voodooeinne.  Rhodes reverses this portrayal.  Marie is attracted to Doctor John partly 

because he knew her mother, knowledge of whom she longs for, and partly because of 

her strong physical connection to him.  His mentoring turns into physical and mental 

abuse, however, and when Doctor John tutors her in Voodoo, he tells Marie that she is 

“nothing,” and that “women” are “worthless and stupid” (322-3).  Marie begins to fight 

against Doctor John’s desire to theatricize their Voodoo ceremonies:  “Everything was 

theatrical.  In each ceremony she had to fight her way to spirituality.  She fought for 

some sense that her life wasn’t corrupted.  There was a Voodoo that existed beyond 

John’s interpretation and influence” (302-3).  At the beginning of her Voodoo career, 

Marie tries to create the Voodoo performance extemporaneously. Eventually, through 

Damballah, Marie begins to experience a real faith, a real belief:   
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Yes, she exulted.  Damballah was filling her up, augmenting, not 

suppressing, her identity.  The relationship was symbiotic.  Damballah 

was the wise one, making her feel powerful, sharing secrets of creation, 

encouraging her to shed old images of herself…Everything was a cycle.  

Time and earth and sky would heal. Everyone and everything would be 

reborn. (156)     

Laveau believes in a spiritual belief system within Voodoo, something Doctor John does 

not understand.  John reads her as a fake, as though he alone feeds her the lines that she 

needs in order to succeed.  When Marie asks him, “Don’t you believe something special 

happens to me? Something beyond belief?” John answers her, “Fantasies.” (205). Marie 

must overcome Doctor John not as a male, necessarily, but as an abuser and as a 

perpetrator who twists the religion of Voodoo for his own egotistical and capitalistic 

purposes, robbing Voodoo of its heritage and spirituality.  Because of this misuse of 

Voodoo and Marie, he must be stopped, and during a Voodoo ceremony, the serpent 

eventually kills him after Marie has given birth to their child.  In these portrayals of 

Marie and Doctor John, Rhodes completely reverses the earlier characterizations of 

Marie Laveau and Doctor John as they appear in the fiction of Ishmael Reed. Like 

Hurston, Rhodes creates an authenticity within Voodoo, illustrating how true 

practitioners of Voodoo existed in America alongside its corruptors, who, in Rhodes’s 

work, are punished.  

In Voodoo Dreams, Laveau appears as a “seer,” one who can see and know 

spiritual truths, a gift from her mother and grandmother (31, 423).  First and foremost, 

however, Rhodes writes her as a community healer.  Since Rhodes’s fictional revision, 

researchers like Ina Fandrich and Martha Ward have also posited Laveau as a healer.  

Ample accounts of Laveau as healer existed in the oral legends, and Tallant also 

describes Laveau helping the yellow fever victims.  Yet, this is the first fictional account 

to put healing at the forefront of Marie’s ministry, over capitalism.  Rhodes supplies 
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motives for the healing aspect of the legend, and they consist not of avarice or 

manipulation, but of true altruism as a result of her concern for her community and as 

an outpouring from her religion.  She starts her ministry to heal the sick, to help the 

helpless.  This healing ministry also appears as a family legacy.  Much is mentioned of 

Marie’s Grandmère as a healer: “Villagers left offerings on the doorstep: a piece of 

string, a twig, a lock of hair.  When they were ill, they begged Grandmère to lay her 

hands on their wounds and sores.  They swore she had the power to heal in her 

fingertips” (101).  Nattie tells Marie that healing power is her inheritance: “‘Same 

business your Grandmère do now,’ she said with studied nonchalance.  ‘Roots, herbs, 

and such.  Delivering babies, animal or human.  Preventing sickness.  Your Maman and 

Grandmère be well known in New Orleans.  They cured many people’” (102).  Marie 

heals with charms and spells, but more frequently with healing words.  The people 

within this society often seek healing and need healers (113, 189).  Marie feels a 

responsibility to heal people of any race and gender:   

Marie winced.  Her faithful followers were raggedy black men, poor 

mulattoes and downtrodden slaves, and sad bourgeoisie of free coloreds. 

Nonetheless, Marie felt a strange, unfamiliar pride that among the white 

sinners her own people were reaching out to her.  She felt a deep joy that 

black people seemed to be needing and loving her. (357)   

Another type of healing occurs as she helps Jacques after he has been poisoned and 

tortured. Marie becomes a spirit guide and helps lead Jacques to Damballah; she helps 

him believe in African gods, and after he dies, she guides his soul over the water to the 

motherland (366).  In all of these ways, healing as a service to the community serves as 

Laveau’s primary motivation, a much more positive detailed portrayal of her ministry 

than has been previously seen, and falling in line with Hurston’s representation of her 

as an authentic Voodooeinne and healer. 
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As a feminist text, there is no question that Rhodes presents Voodoo as 

matriarchal in the novel, a point that she acknowledges in an interview (Rhodes and 

Ramsey 9). As I stated earlier, historically, more females were drawn to Voodoo than 

males.  Barbara Duggal argues that Voodoo was attractive because women needed each 

other for spiritual and social purposes, an obvious response to racial and sexual 

oppression.  White women were society women, also with few rights, and blacks were 

either slaves or economically oppressed, as well as generally mistreated (172).   In other 

words, “barriers of race, class, and culture” were not barriers when it came to a 

common “spiritual sisterhood” (Teish qtd in Duggal 173).  When we see what an 

equalizer voodoo was in this context, that sisterhood and a shared belief system often 

proved more powerful than the racial and gender barriers of the south, it more clearly 

magnifies the unifying function of the religion of Voodoo, a religion that seems to 

transcend the social divisions of that time period. 

As a feminist revision of the Bible, Voodoo Dreams characterizes Grandmère, 

Marie I, and Marie II as a female trinity.  Marie searches for a mother, not a father (42, 

198, 223);  Marie’s life and her Grandmère’s and mother’s closely resemble Christ’s 

ministry in the Bible, as she is a healer who draws large crowds (141); people look to her 

for salvation (257); there are moments in the text where Marie refers to herself as having 

experienced a “rebirth” (119); Marie dies and comes back to life (305) and then walks on 

water (307); her mother was whipped to death by a mob and hanged on a crucifix (143, 

337).  Much of Marie’s life and the history of her mother and Grandmère mirror a 

matrilineal revision of Christianity, with one addition, Marie’s daughter is born on 

Easter Sunday.  Illustrating how Voodoo honors women as creators and healers, 

childbirth and maternity exist as much more of a rite of passage to a deeper 

understanding of what it means to be a female.  Pregnancy and birth, as celebrated in 

Hurston’s Tell My Horse, are here equally empowering in the depiction of Marie as 

mother.   
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Voodoo Dreams truly helps us visualize the roles that Voodoo and Marie Laveau 

occupied in the New Orleans community. It serves to inform us of the continued 

significance of including a Laveau character in fiction, to give voice to those historically 

silenced.  Reading Voodoo Dreams’s oral chants and ceremonial traditions helps us hear 

Voodoo as its practitioners had heard it for centuries:  as cultural memory. Through lore 

embedded in fiction, memory and imagination intersect to create a Marie Laveau 

character who embraces her cultural heritage and the religion of her ancestors, one who 

is ultimately able to heal herself by escaping abuse and helping others within her 

community.   

“Je Suis Marie”:  Laveau Lore in the Twenty-first Century  

 In Voodoo Season, and in Yellow Moon, Rhodes continues to both hear and write 

the Laveau legend through another Marie Laveau figure named Mary Lavant, who 

eventually changes her name to “Marie Laveau” when she finds out that she descends 

from the legendary Voodooeinne.   Voodoo Season is set in twenty-first-century New 

Orleans, where Dr. Mary Lavant moves in order to work at a hospital for the indigent 

locals.  After discovering her heritage, Mary researches Marie Laveau.  The real Laveau 

again comes alive in fiction, as Mary describes a painting of her: 

The woman was banana colored.  Thick brows.  Full lips.  High cheek-

bones, perhaps from a native descendant (hadn’t some Louisianans mixed 

with Choctaws?).  She had long, black hair; her body was rounded, 

curved.  Her arms were open, inviting the supplicants, the frenzied 

dancers close. (171) 

As a modern healer, a medical doctor, Mary has the ability to heal beyond human 

capabilities because she possesses the “sight,” something she only knows as intuition 

until she follows her mother’s spirit to New Orleans and meets people who can tell her 

of her inherited gift.  Once again, New Orleans is a hodgepodge of languages:  

“Spanish, Latin, Cambodian, a Creole patois, staccato Cajun, even the drawl of a 
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backwoods South” (16).  Working at Charity Hospital, she helps the down and out, the 

lowly of society.  We find out that Mary’s dead mother is one of Marie Laveau’s 

descendants and that she had escaped from Teché in order to avoid her evil relatives, 

showing again that the line between good and evil is razor thin in Voodoo.  Mary 

discovers that while pregnant, her mother migrated north, away from New Orleans, 

eventually working as a domestic servant.  After years of foster care, Mary eventually 

goes to school to become a doctor, not only to heal others, but because she will be 

financially secure, escaping the domestic servitude that held her mother and the brutal 

poverty which enmeshed her childhood, a common theme within this lore. 

 Rhodes recreates the Marie Laveau legend with modern prototypes.  Christianity 

and Voodoo are again syncretized in the beliefs of Mary and Reneaux, her policeman 

lover and friend who helps her solve the murderous crimes in this New Orleans 

mystery.  Like her ancestors, Marie merges her new-found belief in Voodoo with her 

faith in Christianity (194).  A Priest tells her that God has enough room for both belief 

systems:  “The older I get the more I see symmetry.  Reconciling of contrasts.  

Opposites.   Everything has its season” (196).  Rhodes continues her quest to 

authenticate Voodoo, as we hear Reneaux tell her the history of the religion:   

Everybody in New Orleans believes in voodoo—most believe it’s evil, like 

the Hollywood garbage of ‘goats without horns,’ black folks sacrificing 

white babies.  Or like the erotic, racist view of white masters believing 

slaves had loose morals, and voodoo was ‘night dancing,’ a prelude to sex.  

Only a few…believe in the real voodoo, the helping and the healing.  

White culture has denigrated African-based faiths until most modern 

folks want nothing to do with them. (172) 

Reneaux helps Mary discover her heritage just in time for her to help solve the mystery:  

young pregnant women are awash in the emergency room, dead, for no apparent 

reason.  In an effort to uncover the cause and ultimately stop these murders, she teams 
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with Reneaux.  Like him, many of the characters in this text are Christians who believe 

in the power of Voodoo.  Once again, the broader Atlantic world is reflected in the 

transnational setting of New Orleans as Caribbean and African folk medicine specialists 

are required to help solve the murders (175). The now familiar serpent appears here, as 

Reneaux tells Mary its importance within Voodoo:   

Religions from the African Diaspora all value the snake as knowledge, all-

knowing, an infinity and fertility symbol.  White Christians bemoan that a 

snake tempted Eve in the Garden.  But in voodoo, the same myth is a 

cause for celebration.  Snakes represent knowledge.  ‘Knowing” is what 

keeps you safe, strong.  What good is Eden with ignorance? (175)   

This explanation adds to Voodoo Dreams’s contribution in fiction, offering another reason 

why many felt that Voodoo and Christianity merged together were stronger than either 

alone.  In this example, Eve cannot be blamed for the fall of man because all knowledge 

is valued within Voodoo.  Instead, Eve’s role is valorized, adding a feminist component 

to biblical lore. 

Just as in Voodoo Dreams, Mary must discover how to be a healer within Voodoo, 

and she undergoes soul searching in order to heal psychologically and spiritually from 

the wounds of her motherless past.  Here we see the first order of Voodoo:  Mary must 

heal herself in order to heal others.  To help her heal, DuLac gives Mary her great 

grandmother Marie Laveau’s journal.  Here we see the continued importance of passing 

on words and the cultural remembrance inherent in Voodoo when chants and songs are 

spoken.  DuLac, a Voodoo Priest, tells her: “Since you were a child, you’ve been 

preparing.  To be a healer.  That’s what voodoo is—healing bodies, souls, and minds” 

but only when she “understand who [she] be” (176). By the end of the novel, Mary’s 

words have a supernatural power and they help keep her alive.   

   Marie Laveau from Voodoo Dreams resurfaces as a spirit guide to help Mary 

Lavant heal and prove her faith.  In her first test of healing after she learns of her 
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Voodoo heritage, Mary heals herself.  She then heals Reneaux (243).  As in Voodoo 

Dreams, an authenticity of the Voodoo religion is established, as Rhodes distinguishes 

between those who are capitalistic about the religion and those who believe in it:  

“Laveau’s descendents chose to do good or evil, to be charlatans or healers” (248).  By 

including this recognition, she emphasizes an authenticity that Hurston began in her 

discussions of Voodoo in Mules and Men. Those who practice evil include Marie’s aunt, 

who kills with Voodoo, a decidedly different pathway than Grandmére or Marie 

Laveau had chosen.   Her aunt and Allez, as the abusive Doctor John character, corrupt 

the faith for their own purposes, both murdering the innocent and attempting to make 

money through Voodoo.  For these reasons, they must be stopped.  Eventually, the 

snake used in the Voodoo ceremonies kills Allez, ending the cycle of abuse and the 

murders.  This novel recreates the entire Laveau legend in all its glory, while more 

explicitly spelling out the purpose of Voodoo as a cultural heritage in Mary’s ability to 

heal herself, heal Reneaux, and to help heal her community.  Both physical abuse and 

the corruption of the religion of Voodoo are punished. 

 Yellow Moon opens with Mary, renamed “Dr. Marie Laveau,” in a jazz club where 

her musician friend announces her presence by singing this folkloric song of Laveau:  

“Marie Laveau, wicked as a snake, strong as a bear.  Conjure woman, turn your life 

around.  Upside down.  She’ll put an evil spell on you” (10).  Through the music in the 

club, Marie senses the spiritual presence of Agwé, the sea god of Voodoo, who appears 

without being called, the beginning of the mystery.  Two years after Voodoo Season, 

Marie is a contemporary character, a strong woman who acts on her sexual needs, a 

self-described “doctor” and “Voodooeinne” (40) who hopes for meaningful 

relationships with men, even as she raises her daughter alone.  She believes it her job to 

“beat back the devil” (21) as she heals in the emergency room of Charity Hospital.   

 Rhodes continues to affirm the authentic spirituality of Voodoo, allowing Marie 

to heal the downtrodden of her society, and to hope:  “Voodoo taught that with great ill, 
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came great good.  With hate, love.  Despair, hope.  There was always hope.  

Affirmation” (42).  She attempts to instruct people like Detective Parks who helps her 

solve another string of murders about the life-affirming nature of Voodoo.  Parks 

suspects that Voodoo has caused the killing.  In response, Marie informs him that Agwé 

never kills, only helps (61).  She informs Parks that mojo bags were a “corrupted version 

of mojuba …’To give praise.’ An African charm.  Sometimes called gris-gris” (62).  

When Parks expresses disbelief in her powers, she defends herself by saying “I’m not a 

witch” (63) and by telling him that Voodoo “ceremonies are meant to enlighten, heal” 

(66).  Rhodes includes the background of Voodoo as it evolved in the new world: 

Linguistic, cultural shifts changed Voudu into voodoo, with resonant 

echoes in hoodoo, folk magick, and southern rootwork … pop culture 

stereotypes convinced both blacks and whites that the slaves’ ancient faith 

was steeped in barbarism with an evil, killing intent.  (70) 

The matrilineal heritage of Voodoo continues in this tale, with Marie adopting a 

baby that she had saved whose mother died at the end of Voodoo Season.   Marie saved 

Marie-Claire’s life, and then adopted her, raising her as a single mother and determined 

to be the maternal figure that she missed in her own life.   Another life affirming tale of 

maternity runs through this text as Marie helps a pregnant teenage bayou girl who has 

been the victim of incest bring her baby to term (215).  Through this process, Marie 

helps her see the importance of her role as a mother. 

 The significance of cultural memory through ceremonial chants appears when 

Marie finds a victim, a musician, and she instructs his band to perform “a moment of 

praise.  Witness. Recognition that he was one of the group” (52).  The resulting music 

resembles ancient chants for the dead: “Ceremonial.  The sound growing louder, the 

beat more intense.  Their bodies as drums, harkening back to an ancient time.  A time 

when communication was just rhythm, when hands against flesh mirrored beating 

hearts.  Like an African juba.  A community using rhythm for spiritual release” (53).  
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Marie uses the rhythm of this ritual as a conduit to hear the god Agwé speak to her.  

She also performs Voodoo ceremonies to help her healing powers and to solve the 

mystery of these New Orleans murders through the god Agwé:  “Rituals followed a 

specific pattern.  Offerings at the altar.  Beans. Rice … She had his favorite foods: okra 

and oysters.  His saber and admiral’s hat.  She’d drawn his symbol on silk” (88).   

 Detective Parks becomes Marie’s love interest; she admires the lightning tattoo 

on his arm at the beginning of their relationship, and they unite to solve the murders.  

Eventually, through the insight of the jazz music and the drumming rhythms, in her 

ability as a seer,  Marie discovers that the murders are caused by a spirit that has come 

back from the dead as a result of the racial inheritance: “from the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries.  Colonial distinctions detailing the worth of a black—house slave, 

field slave, a Creole, free colored, mulatto, quadroon, octoroon” (153).  Here, Rhodes 

figuratively positions twenty-first-century New Orleans as a city still haunted by this 

legacy of colonialism and racism through the anger of this spirit, connected to the past 

from the Gulf of Mexico to the Atlantic, the pathway of the middle passage, “An ocean 

littered with bones” (160).  Thus, Agwé, the Voodoo god of the sea, comes to her 

through music.  This tale also uses spirit guides, the dead victims’ spirits, to “bear 

witness” (181) and help Marie. 

Marie builds an altar to her ancestor, Marie Laveau the first, with DuLac, and the 

spirits of all of the Maries appear to help her, to strengthen her.  Of all of them, “Marie 

Laveau shone brighter than all the others—the New World voodooienne, healing, in 

touch with her feminine power.  Doing good in the world.  This was her mother—more 

than all the others.  More than her birth mother. This Marie—the healer.  Her truest 

ancestor” (240).  

Acting as a spirit guide, Marie Laveau tells her that the murdering spirit is a 

manifestation of the evil Doctor John, the abusive partner and mentor of the first Marie, 

and father of her child, whose violent nature comes back to murder people in the city 
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that he once inhabited, back “when slaves, free coloreds, conquerors, and the conquered 

mixed” (261).  Hatred still consumes this John as much as the other:  “Hate was his life’s 

blood.  Hate for those who’d enslaved him, sought to castrate him.  Colonizing him. 

Hatred for those people who didn’t rebel against slavery.  Hatred for the weak women 

blessed with spiritual power” (249).    In this way, Rhodes sees John as unable to control 

the evil within him, acting out the legacy that began with John’s own people selling 

him, his transportation to the new world, and his subsequent need to escape the horrors 

of slavery. 

Ultimately, with all of the spirits’ help, Marie defeats John by staging a Voodoo 

ceremony, calling on both Voodoo and Christian gods to help, as well as Marie Laveau 

I, remembering her folkloric tales for empowerment:  “Marie opened her arms, 

embracing her ancestress. Her head jerked back.  She was two: herself and Laveau, 

capable of unending power, clasping the moon, capturing a star, walking on water, 

delaying death” (277). With the help of members of her community, including Park; 

Wire, the drummer; other musicians playing jazz; and Carlos, another doctor, they force 

John back into the world of the dead. The music of jazz works in this text to unite this 

rag tag band of Marie Laveau helpers against the evil that John represents.  Together, 

they create a “shout-out for [their] community’s glory” (282) through jazz, which Marie 

describes as “voodoo made secular. Alive. An African-American triumph.  Oppression 

overcome with song.  We were all loas tonight” (284).  The evil murdering spirit of John 

disappears through the work of this community.  Unlike other tales containing Laveau 

lore, Marie and Park stay together, planning for their future with Marie-Claire at the 

end of the novel. 

Within all of these texts, Rhodes celebrates the hodgepodge assortment of 

cultural traditions from Haiti, Africa, and America within the matrix of New Orleans 

and brings the south into a global perspective.   Everyone is of “mixed blood,” and 

mixed religions.  Dichotomies do not exist in Voodoo.  In all of Rhodes’s texts the line 
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between good and evil is razor thin. All of these novels “transcend the philosophical 

tradition which tells us that divinity, humanity, and nature are three completely distinct 

categories” (Duggal 174).  Within them, we see how Catholicism merged with Voodoo 

traditions to create a healing faith.  We see how popular conceptions of Voodoo can be 

misleading, that ultimately there are cultural traditions and beliefs informing those 

practices. The spirituality and humanity of Marie Laveau both receive emphasis.   Black 

and white bond together for the greater good of their communities.  Rhodes’s 

contribution to fiction brings back to our memory the integrity of the practice of 

Voodoo.   

All three of these novels inform us of the real Marie Laveau.  To rise in Voodoo, 

to prosper economically and to own property underscores the dynamism of her 

moment and her accomplishments in the antebellum American south.  It also 

illuminates for a modern reader how powerful and necessary the vision of folkloric 

Marie Laveau was even after her death in 1881 post-Civil War, when “the rights gained 

by people of African descent were followed by ever more repressive Jim Crow 

segregation and racism in the 1880s and 1890s” (Long 183).  At the fin de siècle, 

Laveau’s fame grows in inverse proportion to the racism attempting to clamp the liberal 

democratic ideals of citizenship, suffrage, and paid labor opportunities.  For these 

reasons, we see the importance of invoking a Laveau figure into a piece of fiction; as a 

feminist figure, both literally and figuratively, she possesses the ability to transgress the 

public and private boundaries that appear so rigid for women in this period.  Marie 

Laveau, who allegedly bore fifteen children legitimately or legendarily, was able to 

transgress these boundaries by being a mother and running a business that led to her 

continued economic success. We should recognize that Marie Laveau is able to 

transform herself, from a non- citizen to a citizen, from certain economic failure to an 

economic success, a decidedly strong female figure. When nations collide in the fictional 

Laveau, she challenges the racial and gender constructs that confine the African 
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American female.  This liberating figure speaks specifically to those written accounts 

that have attempted to downplay her success, portrayals that are not anomalies, but 

historically accurate depictions of the racism and sexism of the last two hundred years.  
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Voodoo has many enemies in public, but in private it has many friends. 

   Voodoo Priest Elmer Glover, as reported in the New York Times 

A 2003 article in the New York Times, “Interest Surges in Voodoo, and Its Queen,” 

tells of Jackie, a woman diagnosed with a potentially deadly case of meningitis:  “Rather 

than resign herself to her fate, she boarded a train to New Orleans—her illness does not 

permit her to fly—and made an offering at the tomb of Marie Laveau.” After making a 

full recovery, Jackie then made another trip to the tomb “‘to close the circle’” (Kinzer). 

The author of a recent Marie Laveau biography, Martha Ward writes that “people think 

about her, see her, have visions of her, dream about her, talk to her.  I know because 

these people are showing up on my doorstep �lmost every day” (qtd in Kinzer).  

Michael Ventura reports in the Austin Chronicle that “One hundred and nineteen years 

after her death, people still leave plastic roses, fetishes, and X’s on her tomb,” sticking 

prayer requests and supplication into the cracks in the cement.  Artists are continually 

recreating her picture (I have highlighted here only a few), and a recent poem by Ned 

Balbo, entitled “To Marie Laveau on Opening her Pamphlet” imagines Marie saying 

“love is at the bottom of all things, / The core of what we are, and rules the world’” in 

response to a request at her grave.  Though certain aspects of her life and legend 

continue to be maligned in popular culture, mainly for the value of sensationalizing her 

for capitalist gain, people still believe in her and are open to the hope and healing that 

she has always embodied.  Laveau lore appears as strong today as when she lived, 

loved, worshipped, healed, and served.  

If the death of Laveau corresponded to the death of the spirituality of the religion 

of Voodoo, as Hurston and others have argued, then every one of these tales has offered 

a necessary continuation of the lore of the black Atlantic, allowing us to “celebrate the 

overlapping edges, the ambiguities, the displacements of difference, and the mixing of 

cultures, religions, languages and ethnicities” within it (Cohen 129).  As we look at the 
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larger Americas and the palimpsest of influences from the Caribbean to Africa to 

America, we can see just how global the Laveau figure is, that she embodies all of these 

cultures and their values.  We see through the Marie Laveau lore cycle just how much 

we ourselves are a product of hybridity: “private and public, past and present, the 

psyche and the social … all question binary divisions” (Bhaba 19).  As we conceive of 

ourselves through literature as a people within the larger arena of the black Atlantic, we 

can and will create a multiracial solidarity.   In this way, the art of Marie Laveau shows 

both a spiritual and a corporeal component within every being, and a need to reach out 

beyond the self.   

This “looking for the join,” as Bhabha describes it, brings us to the recent 

presidential election of the first African American, President Barack Obama.  Given the 

tenor of the conversation surrounding the 2008 presidential race, Dana Nelson argues 

that “it is apparent that racism is not a problem that went away or even diminished in 

the sixties and seventies.  It is, apparently part of the deep structure of U.S. culture” (The 

Word vii).  One step closer to our ideals, however, an article from the International Herald 

Tribune dated November 5, 2008, the day after Obama’s victory, “For Foot Soldiers of 

Civil Rights, a Time to Taste of Victory,” tells of Rutha Mae Harris from Albany, 

Georgia, a civil rights participant in 1961, who, like many others “withstood jailing and 

beatings and threats to their livelihoods, all because they wanted to vote.” She drove to 

the polls singing lyrics she learned during the Civil Rights Era: 

 ‘I’m going to vote like the spirit say vote,’  

 ‘I’m going to vote like the spirit say vote,’ 

 ‘I’m going to vote like the spirit say vote,’ 

 And if the spirit say vote I’m going to vote 

 Oh Lord, I’m going to vote when the spirit say vote. (Sack) 

Harris states, “We marched, we sang and now it’s happening” (Sack). As we see here, 

orature like this continues cultural memory in the quest for equality that began in 
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nineteenth-century America and that continues in the work of authors like Reed, 

Naylor, Jones, Bambara, and Rhodes, as they have re-conceptualized the world through 

their fiction with tales that have intersected, negated, or challenged the promises of the 

American democracy, allowing fiction to illustrate our shortcomings.  Accordingly, we 

now have a leader who many have described as one that embodies the global world 

through his African, Midwestern American, and Hawaiian American heritages and who 

was recently referred to as a “healing figure” (Ewers 19).   

As with many subjects foreign, unfamiliar, or alien, we often let fear prevent us 

from a true understanding.  Investigating Voodoo unveils that it is not something to be 

feared as it is to be revered for the place that it held and continues to hold in people’s 

lives within the Americas.  One does not have to subscribe to its religion to recognize 

that it served an important function for the millions who were subjugated and held in 

contempt, dehumanized in the process of chattel slavery.  If Jewell Parker Rhodes has 

taught us one lesson to be learned through the art of Marie Laveau, it is that Voodoo is 

indeed, as Marie Laveau says in her lore, “worth writing down” (Voodoo Dreams 3). 
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APPENDIX 

LYRICS FROM THE HIT SONG “MARIE LAVEAU” 

 

Lyrics from 1974 hit song, “Marie Laveau,” recorded by Bobby ����������������������������������

�� ���!�"��#���"��

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most famous of the voodoo queens that ever 

existed 

Is Marie Laveau, down in Louisiana 

There's a lot of weird, ungodly tales about Marie, 

She's supposed to have a lot of magic potions, 

spells and curses.... 

 

Down in Louisiana, where the black trees grow 

Lives a voodoo lady named Marie Laveau 

Got a black cat's tooth and a Mojo bone 

And anyone who wouldn't leave her alone 

She'd go (growl) another man done gone. 

 

She lives in a swamp in a hollow log 

With a one-eyed snake and a three-legged dog 

She's got a bent, bony body and stringy hair 

If she ever seen y'all messin' 'round there 

She'd go (growl) another man done gone. 

 

And then one night when the moon was black 

Into the swamp come handsome Jack 

A no good man like you all know 

(TALK) He was lookin' around for Marie Laveau. 

 

 

 

 

He said Marie Laveau, you handsome witch 

Gimme a little a little charm that'll make me rich 

Gimme a million dollars and I tell you what I'll do 

This very night, I'm gonna marry you 

Then It'll be (growl) another man done gone. 

 

So Marie done some magic, and she shook a little sand 

Made a million dollars and she put it in his hand 

Then she giggled and she wiggled, and she said Hey,  

I'm gettin' ready for my weddin' day. 

 

But old handsome Jack he said goodbye Marie 

You're too damned ugly for a rich man like me 

Then Marie started mumblin', her fangs started 

gnashin' 

Her body started tremblin', and her eyes started 

flashin' 

And she went (growl) another man done gone. 

 

So if you ever git down where the black trees grow 

And meet a voodoo lady named Marie Laveau 

If she ever asks you to make her your wife 

Man, you better stay with her for the rest of your life 

Or it'll be (growl) another man done gone. 
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